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ABSTRACT
Scholars have employed the biblical Balaam traditions both in the defense of and in 
opposition to Jan Assmann’s assertion that early Israel rejected cross-cultural religious 
translatability. The Hebrew Bible’s diverse portrayals of Balaam have long stimulated scholarly, 
literary-critical analysis. Also, the Deir ʿAlla inscription provides an intriguing extra-biblical 
glimpse of this enigmatic character. In this study, I discern how these early depictions of Balaam 
reflect socially shaped and shared memories of Balaam as a foreign religious specialist who 
participated in Israel’s past. I argue that early memories of Balaam suggest his warm reception 
among Yhwh worshipping Israelites in spite of his foreign status. However, later guardians of 
Israel’s written traditions came to remember and write about Balaam as a diviner whose role in 
Israel’s past primarily served to demonstrate the dangers of non-Israelites and their abominable 
religious practices.
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INTRODUCTION: FRAMING THE QUESTION
In Moses the Egyptian, Egyptologist Jan Assmann articulates a concept of intercultural
religious translatability, especially as a predominant religious phenomenon in the ancient Near
East and Mediterranean. Assmann explains that unlike “tribal” religions, which primarily
venerate local and minimally defined entities such as ancestral spirits, the polytheistic religions
of the ancient Near East conceptualized deities on a cosmic and universal scale.1
[I]n the context of “high-cultural” polytheisms the deities are clearly differentiated and personalized
by name, shape, and function. The great achievement of polytheism is the articulation of a common
semantic universe.2
This “common semantic universe” results from the association of deities with universal human
experiences, such as birth, death, and the rising sun. Because divine beings were intrinsically tied
to the workings of nature, different polytheistic societies could readily identify each other’s
deities on the basis of the deities’ common functions. Already John Wilson had observed that
“[i]n early history the Egyptians had identified foreign gods with their own deities, so that the
goddess of Byblos was Hat-Hor to them and various Asiatic gods were Seth to them.”3 Although
deities of various cultures hold different names and forms, their 
functions are strikingly similar, especially in the case of cosmic deities; and most deities had a
cosmic function. The sun god of one religion is easily equated to the sun god of another religion, and
so forth. Because of their functional equivalence, deities of different religions can be equated.4
For example, ritual texts discovered at the Late Bronze Age city-state of Ugarit equate the West-
Semitic deity Shapshu with the Sumerian deity Utu, because both are solar deities.5 Deities were
1. Jan Assmann, Moses the Egyptian: The Memory of Egypt in Western Monotheism (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1997), 45-46: “The polytheistic religions of the ancient Near East and Ancient Egypt represent 
highly developed cultural achievements that are inseparably linked to the political organization of the early state and
are not to be found in tribal societies. . . .this insight [cross-cultural translatability of deities] must be reckoned 
among the major cultural achievements of the Ancient World.”
2. Ibid., 45.
3. John Wilson, “The Egyptians and the Gods of Asia,” pages 249-250 in Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to 
the Old Testament (3rd edition, with supplement; ed. James B. Pritchard; Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1969), 249.
4. Assmann, Moses the Egyptian, 3.
5. Mark S. Smith, God in Translation, 45-46; this example comes from a comparison of deity lists discovered at 
Ugarit, in which Ugaritic špš is equated with syllabic dUTU, representative of the Sumero-Akkadian sun-deity Utu. 
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conceptualized in terms of or with reference to their roles in the proper ordering of the cosmos,6
which opened the possibility of translation of pantheon members from one language into another.
As Assmann puts it, “[t]he name does not matter when it is evident what or who is meant.”7
Because of their intrinsic connections to universal human experiences of nature, ancient
polytheisms possessed an international character. “Cosmotheism” (Assmann’s term) allowed for
adherents to recognize in foreign lands the deities worshipped at home. The deity of one nation
was equatable with a deity in another because of their common cosmic function. Cosmotheism
held profound implications for ancient Near Eastern politics; whatever conflict arose between
cosmotheistic neighbours, Assmann maintains, religion was not the source of that conflict. On
the contrary, cosmotheism facilitated a degree of ecumenism between competing empires. Mark
Smith notes various aspects of translatability in Late Bronze Age political treaties and discusses
as an example the Hittite-Egyptian peace treaty, established between Hattusili III and Ramesses
II c. 1269 BCE.8 The treaty is extant in both the Akkadian and Egyptian languages; and thus
offers a picture of linguistic and cultural translation between major Bronze Age political powers.
In the Egyptian version, several Hittite deities are invoked but with Egyptian names; so “Re of
the town of Arinna” appears in a list of divine witnesses to the treaty. Re, of course, is the
Egyptian solar deity, but the town of Arinna is the cultic centre of the Hittite solar deity. Thus,
religious translatability supported intercultural political agreement. Shared religious sentiments
were not the decisive elements in the formation of such treaties, but a sense of religious
translatability aided in the process. In Assmann’s words, “[t]he cultures, languages, and customs
Dennis Pardee presents the lists in parallel columns and discusses their ritual nature in Ritual and Cult at Ugarit 
(Theodore J. Lewis, ed.; SBLWAW 10; Atlanta: Scholars, 2002), 11-16. Assmann offers a similar example from the 
third millennium BCE: “the explanatory list Anu ša Ameli which contains three columns, the first giving the 
Sumerian names, the second the Akkadian names, and the third the functional definition of the deity,” Moses the 
Egyptian, 46.
6. Ibid., 3.
7. Ibid., 53.
8. Smith, God in Translation, 51. For a translation of the Egyptian text of the treaty, see ANET 199-203; and for a 
translation of the Akkadian copies, see Gary Beckman, Hittite Diplomatic Texts (ed. Harry A. Hoffner, Jr.; SBLWAW
7; Atlanta: Scholars, 1996), 90-95.
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may have been as different as ever: the religions always had a common ground.”9 Although
religious translatability did not guarantee amiable intercultural relations, this phenomenon
nevertheless served as a catalyst for dialogue between diverse societies in the ancient world.
Religious Conflict and Counter-Religion 
Not every society in the ancient Near East shared a cosmotheistic worldview, and
Assmann’s objective in Moses the Egyptian is to explore the distinction that was made (and
continues to be made) between true and false religion. While such a distinction contributes to the
construction of cultural and religious identities, Assmann alleges that it also tends to generate
religious intolerance, hostility, and conflict. The outlook that differentiates between true and false
religion sharply contrasts the ancient polytheisms that allowed for–even generated–religious
tolerance because of translatability of deities. Assmann calls this true religion/false religion
dichotomy the “Mosaic distinction,” since it is characteristic of the law and religion of Moses
described in the Hebrew Bible (HB).
Assmann suggests that the first religious conflict in recorded human history arose from
the “Mosaic distinction,” though not in fact among the ancient Israelites, but rather in Egypt with
the monotheistic revolution of Pharaoh Amenophis IV, or Akhenaten, in the fourteenth century
BCE. Akhenaten “abolished the cults and idols of Egyptian polytheism and established a purely
monotheistic worship of a new god of light, whom he called “Aton.””10 Assmann calls the
implementation of the distinction a “counter-religion,” since “it rejects and repudiates everything
that went before and what is outside itself as “paganism.””11 In the case of Akhenaten’s Amarna
religion, explains Assmann, true religion necessitated the dissolution of previously established
religious rites and festivals. Akhenaten’s iconoclasm ultimately failed to take hold in ancient
9. Assmann, Moses the Egyptian, 3.
10. Ibid., 23.
11. Ibid., 3.
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Egypt, and Amarna monotheism did not endure (overtly) in Egypt’s collective memory. Counter-
religious monotheism did–and does–endure, however, in the religion of Moses.
The “Mosaic distinction” “finds its expression in the story of Exodus. This means that it
is symbolized by the constellation or opposition of Israel and Egypt.”12 The whole exodus
narrative portrays a symbolic “Israel/Egypt” opposition, in which Egypt symbolizes false
religion, paganism, and that which is (to be) rejected. The opposition is such that any admission
of truth in Egypt amounts to the dissolution of the distinction altogether, and hence the
dissolution of true religion. True religion is defined largely by what it is not; hence, the forging
of a counter-religion entails the “construction of religious otherness.”13 The Mosaic law offers
ample definition of precisely those practices that constitute false religion and thus “religious
otherness.” Idolatry, for example, is an abomination precisely because it epitomizes the
iconographic nature of Egyptian religion (cf. Ex 20:2-6). In spite of very real historical
complexities and ambiguities, Assmann presents a neat picture of Mosaic religion, one that
corresponds well with popular understandings of ancient Israelite religion and with the Western
memory of the Law of Moses, in which Egypt and Israel stand as opposing entities, the latter
representative of true religion and the former of true religion’s antithesis.
Central to Assmann’s project is the deconstruction of this distinction, which he
understands to be the cause of religious intolerance, conflict, and violence.14 To that end, he
produces a mnemohistory of religious antagonism generated by the “Mosaic distinction,” in
particular within Western culture and in terms of monotheism vs paganism/idolatry. As an
Egyptologist, Assmann brings to his project the necessary “historical reflection that [makes] the
workings of memory become visible.”15 In other words, Assmann’s knowledge of ancient Egypt
12. Assmann, Moses the Egyptian, 4.
13. Ibid., 172.
14. See also Assmann’s more recent articulation in The Price of Monotheism (Robert Savage, trans.; Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2010).
15. Assmann, Moses the Egyptian, 21; also: “But it is only through mnemohistorical reflection that history (that is, 
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enables him to appreciate the subtleties of the various ways in which Egypt has been
remembered through the centuries. Indeed, two chapters of his work investigate religious
translatability and Egyptian religion from an historical perspective.16 However, Assmann does
not address in any serious, historical way the religious character of ancient Israel,17 and he leaves
the impression that monotheism and the “Mosaic distinction” were actually hallmarks of Israelite
religion all along. This idea has received a mixed reception within biblical scholarship; some
scholars seem to accept Assmann’s attribution of religious non-translatability to early Israel,
while others adamantly oppose it. The debate surrounding this issue forms the starting point for
my study of the Balaam traditions.
Translatability and Ancient Israel
In his 2008 monograph, God in Translation, Mark Smith responds to Assmann’s notion
of translatability and offers an extended examination of the extent and nature of religious
translatability in the ancient Near East, beginning with the Late Bronze Age and ending in the
Greco-Roman period, and especially in ancient Israel. Smith follows Assmann’s central concern
with the translatability of deities.18 In his examples of translatability in the HB, Smith employs a
more fluid conception of translatability than Assmann. Strictly speaking, Assmann’s concept
relates to instances in which members of one society recognize that a deity in another society is
the same deity that they themselves worship, albeit by a different name. Smith expands the
notion of translatability to include a variety of manifestations of cross-cultural recognition of
Egyptology) becomes aware of its own function as a form of remembering.”
16. Chapters 2 (“Suppressed History, Repressed Memory: Moses and Akhenaten,” 23-54) and 6 (“Conceiving the 
One in Ancient Egyptian Traditions,” 168-207).
17. And as Smith observes, the texts that Assmann does cite as characteristic of ancient Israel’s “Mosaic 
distinction” (Jer 10; Isa 44; Ps 115; and Deut generally) all date from the sixth century and later, God in Translation,
91-92. 
18. Smith delves into other issues of religious translation, such as religious texts, e.g., “the well-known case of the 
adaptation of the Egyptian Words of Amenemope in the Bible, in Proverbs 22:17-23:11” and “the Hittite text called 
“El, Ashertu and the Storm-god,” which substitutes a Sumero-Akkadian ideogram ISHTAR for one of the West 
Semitic goddesses,” God in Translation, 15-16. See also Smith’s excursus: “Egyptian-Levantine Translatability and 
Its Influence in Psalm 104,” 69-76.
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deities. However, Smith’s broader understanding of translatability is in keeping with Assmann’s
interest in religious antagonism and intercultural religious dialogue and addresses Assmann’s
assumption of the prevalence of the “Mosaic distinction” in ancient Israel. Smith argues for a
form of local translatability of deities in monarchic Israel that, although slightly different from
the international religious translatability of the Late Bronze Age political powers, challenges the
idea that early Israel essentially rejected intercultural religious dialogue as a result of the
“Mosaic distinction.” Smith offers several examples of intercultural religious discourse in the HB
that he believes reflect “the conditions of the monarchic period or later.”19
In Genesis 31:43-53, Jacob and his Aramaean uncle Laban establish a peace treaty, each
party invoking his respective deity as a guarantor of the pact.20 This treaty contrasts the
Reubenite-Gadite agreement in Joshua 22:34, which involves only one deity–Yhwh–whom both
parties share. The pact between Jacob and Laban invokes two deities: “the god of Abraham and
the god of Nahor” (Gen 31:53). The kinship relation between the involved parties suggests that
the translation does not necessarily cross cultural boundaries. At the same time, “this meeting
between Laban and Jacob involves translation across the languages of Hebrew and Aramaic.”21
The two deities of different clans are not equated (nor are they even named), and so the case
differs from Assmann’s concept of translatability. However, insofar as both deities are invoked as
witnesses to the covenant, Smith argues that the mutual recognition of the different familial gods
facilitates harmonious international (i.e., Israelite-Aramaean) relations.
Smith presents 2 Kings 3 as another instance of religious translatability, this time at a
moment of international conflict. When a desperate Moabite king (Mesha, according to 3:4)
faces military defeat by an Israelite-Judahite-Edomite coalition, he seeks divine aid by
19. Smith, God in Translation, 103.
20. Ibid., 105.
21. Ibid., 106; note for example the different designations for the memorial mound employed by Laban and Jacob in
Genesis 31:47.
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sacrificing his son and heir as a burnt offering (הלע). Although the Moabite deity Chemosh is not
mentioned by name, when there came לארשי־לע לודג ףצק ‘a great wrath upon Israel,’ the
implication is that Moab’s national deity effected the defeat of Israel. The scribe seems to have
regarded the Moabite deity as having real power, even power over Israel’s deity Yhwh, whom the
prophet Elisha assured would grant the coalition victory (3:18)! Thus, a guardian of Israel’s
written tradition seems to recognize the reality, and indeed power, of the national deity of a
neighbouring people. Although these are not cases of translatability in the sense described by
Assmann, in these and other examples, Smith observes “a form of translatability, specifically a
component in a monarchic period worldview that sees the various chief gods of the nations who
stand more or less on par with one another.”22 Religious translatability was less widespread and
manifested itself differently in ancient Israel than in Late Bronze Age settings, but
translatability–in the form of mutual recognition of others’ deities–may be observed in numerous
texts of the HB.
If Assmann’s narrow definition of translatability (i.e., intercultural equation of cosmic
deities) cannot be observed in monarchic Israel, the evidence for the recognition of the validity
of neighbouring deities nevertheless precludes the (widespread) presence of Assmann’s “Mosaic
distinction” during this period. In most instances, Israel’s military conflict stemed from socio-
political factors, and religion served only a secondary role. Smith avers that
if Assmann’s “Mosaic distinction” is to be maintained, it would be during the late biblical and post-
biblical reception of the Bible [rather] than generally the Bible itself (much less ancient Israel) when
it comes into focus.23
22. Smith, God in Translation, 119. Smith’s evidence for translatability in the Hebrew Bible includes Genesis 
31:43-53; Judges 3: 20; 7:13-15; 11:24; 1 Kings 20:23-28; 2 Kings 1:2-16; 2 Kings 3:27. It should be noted, 
however, that none of Smith’s examples reflect translatability in Assmann’s sense of the word, but rather more 
general recognition of the validity of foreign deities, and in several examples, it is a non-Israelite who recognizes the
validity of Israel’s deity.
23. Ibid., 10.
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In other words, fundamental non-translatability in Israel arose only after Israelite monotheism
began to develop. The rise of Israelite monotheism continues to be a subject of intense interest
and investigation, but most scholars of the HB and Israelite religion today maintain that
monotheism developed gradually,24 largely in response to the loss of political power and threat to
ethnic identity due to the expansion of imperial powers (Assyria and Neo-Babylonia).25
Nevertheless, Ronald Hendel is one scholar who employs Assmann’s concept (“Mosaic
distinction”/nontranslatability) as a suitable description of early Israel. He claims that “Israel’s
writings from the earliest period repeatedly sound the theme of nontranslatability.”26 Of those
earliest writings, Hendel cites the oracles of the (non-Israelite) seer Balaam, who blesses the
Israelites as “a people dwelling apart, not counting itself among the nations” (Num 23:9). Smith
has challenged Hendel’s facile treatment of Balaam’s oracles, however, contending that the very
names by which Balaam prophesies indicate translatability of deities, since the indigenous
“Canaanite” god El is equated with the god Yhwh that has been imported from the south.27
Furthermore, because Balaam prophesies by El both in the HB and in the Deir ʿAlla plaster text
(DAPT), Smith argues that “El could function inside Israel and outside of it as the god behind
Balaam’s prophetic activity. Balaam and his god El both stand as figures of translatability.”28 As
mentioned above, Smith’s study primarily concerns the translatability of deities in ancient Israel.
Shawn Flynn has recently entered the dialogue regarding the nature of Israel’s religion in relation
24. One of the significant catalysts for Israelite monotheism, on Smith’s account, is that Yhwh and El were 
assimilated and identified as one deity by a variety of means, “ranging from early parallelism (the Balaam poems . . 
. ), to implicit identification (Deuteronomy 32:8-9 . . .), to explicit identification (Exodus 6:2-3), to later scribal 
alternation (as in the addition of the name Yahweh to Genesis 14:22),” God in Translation, 148.
25. John Day, Yahweh and the Gods and Goddesses of Canaan (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 228; 
and Smith, God in Translation, 10
26. Ronald Hendel, Remembering Abraham: Culture, Memory, and History in the Hebrew Bible (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), 5.
27. Smith, God in Translation, 96-97. For evidence of Yhwh’s southern provenance in the HB: Deut 33:2, Judg 5:4,
Ps 68:8, 18; Hab 3:3, 7. See also Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic, 100-2; John Day, Yahweh and Gods and 
Goddesses of Canaan, 15-16; and Smith, Early History of God, 25, 32-33, and 81. 
28. Smith, God in Translation, 129-30.
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to the religions of neighbouring peoples, in his 2014 monograph,29 though Flynn adopts an
approach that is markedly different from that of Assmann and Smith, who concern themselves
with cross-cultural recognition of deities. Flynn offers a helpful reflection on “cultural
translation” (CT), a concept within anthropology that investigates translation between two or
more cultures, and considers the cross-cultural translation of religious concepts, specifically, how
Israelite scribes translated and adapted Mesopotamian understandings of divine kingship and
applied them to Yhwh.30 Flynn considers his work to be a test case in the application of CT as a
method for studying Israelite religion and proposes that “it will be beneficial for multiple studies
to apply the method to more specific test cases.”31 While the present study does not follow
Flynn’s approach exactly, it nevertheless offers another “test case” in the application of a
sensitivity to intercultural dynamics at play in history of Israelite religion.
Smith comments: “A prophet who crosses cultural and religious boundaries, Balaam is a
quintessential figure of translatability.”32 When he treats the Balaam traditions, however, Smith
addresses the deities represented within those traditions, and within the oracles of Numbers
23-24 in particular; the figure Balaam is of secondary interest. If Smith is correct that Balaam
29. Shawn W. Flynn, YHWH is King: The Development of Divine Kingship in Ancient Israel (VTSup 159. Leiden: 
Brill, 2014).
30. Flynn is unclear about the difference between Assmann’s and Smith’s use of the term/concept of translatability 
when he states: “Assmann does not mean translating a deity from one culture to another, but recognizing the power 
of another deity who is not of one’s own culture. . . . Translatability for Assmann, and thus for Smith, is only the 
cross-cultural recognition of deities,” 75. To be clear, for Assmann translatability means that a deity of another 
culture is the same as one’s own, simply with a different name, and Smith extends the concept to include more 
general recognition of the validity of the worship of other deities for members of other cultures. A strength of 
Flynn’s study is his reflection on the development of CT as a methodology in the field of anthropology. After 
considering the work of theoreticians in anthropology (notably Amitav Ghosh), Flynn presents several lines of 
investigation that prove instructive in the analysis of CT in ancient Israel. Flynn is especially interested in discerning
what political or military factors may have provoked Israelite scribes to participate in CT (YHWH is King, 87) since 
frequently “situations of CT are rooted in struggles over power” (YHWH is King, 85). Also, Flynn asks how the 
expression or concept to be translated generates power or significance in the source culture? Flynn uses the word 
“resonance” to describe the importance of the thing translated within the source culture (YHWH is King, 80, 88); one
question CT as a method inspires is to what degree does the resonance of the translated expression in the target 
culture correspond to its resonance in the source culture?
31. Flynn, YHWH is King, 76.
32. Smith, God in Translation, 129; “Balaam himself was recognized cross-culturally by Israel, as seen in Numbers 
22-24, and by non-Israelites, as indicated by the extra-biblical Deir ‘Alla inscription that bear [sic] his words.” 
Balaam is certainly presented as a foreigner in Numbers, but it is less clear that he is a foreigner in the DATs.
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represents translatability, Hendel is also right in saying that Balaam’s acceptance by Israel was
short-lived. “In later biblical writings [e.g., Num 31:8, 16; Num 22:22-35], this righteous gentile
is recast in the common stereotype of the dangerous and/or stupid foreign Other.”33 The HB’s
Balaam traditions seem to reflect diverging attitudes toward foreigners and cross-cultural
religious translatability. While Smith and Hendel comment briefly on Balaam as an object of
intercultural religious translatability, they tend to focus their attention on elements within the
seer’s oracles.34 In contrast, I examine in this study the Balaam traditions as a whole, and
especially how Balaam himself becomes (or does not become) an object of intercultural
translatability. The biblical traditions portray Balaam as a foreigner. And yet, his oracles are
preserved as genuine revelation from the divine. These traditions–and their divergent portrayals
of Balaam–therefore provide data relevant to the question of intercultural religious translatability
in ancient Israel, not only of deities, but also of those individuals most associated with deities:
religious specialists. The present study, therefore, will address the concept of “religious
specialists,” typically employed in social scientific literature, and how that concept has been
applied to Balaam past scholarship. But first, the following chapter will survey the Balaam
traditions as they appear in the HB, as well as an inscription discovered at Tell Deir ʿAlla, in
modern Jordan.
33. Hendel, Remembering Abraham, 5.
34. Smith offers a few pages of discussion of “Translatability and Biblical Foreigners,” in which he mentions 
Jethro’s declarations in Exodus 18:11 that “Now I know that Yahweh is greater than all the gods” and Rehab’s 
confession in Joshua 2:11 that “Yahweh your god is THE god in heaven above and on the earth below” 
(capitalization Smith’s), God in Translation, 126-130.
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CHAPTER 1: THE BALAAM TRADITIONS IN THE HEBREW BIBLE AND AT TELL DEIR
ʿALLA
This chapter offers an overview of the primary texts considered in this study. Our interest
here is the relevance of traditions about Balaam for discerning Israelite(/Judahite) attitudes
toward foreigners and foreign religion (i.e., “religious translatability”). The HB’s Balaam
traditions (Num22-24; 31:8, 16; Deut 23:4, 5; Josh 13:22; 24:9, 10; Micah 6:5; Neh 13:1, 2) form
the basis of this study; however, the Balaam text from Tell Deir ʿAlla also makes a critical
contribution. I begin by introducing and discussing this inscription, which has the earliest well
established date of composition. Next, I address the HB’s “Balaam pericope” (Numbers 22-24),
which is the largest literary block concerning Balaam. This section of text has received an
extraordinary number of critical analyses from scholars endeavouring to unravel its literary
riddles. Finally, I treat the various other references to Balaam in the HB and present a line of
literary development between them.35
The Inscription from Tell Deir ʿAlla
The oldest extant evidence concerning Balaam son of Beor is the inscription discovered
in 1967 at Tell Deir ʿAlla, several kilometers east of the Jordan River, midway between the Sea
of Galilee and the Dead Sea. The text was written in black and some red ink on the plaster-
covered interior side of a wall. Moawiyeh Ibrahim and Gerrit van der Kooij explain that 
the religious contents of the illustrated text . . . obviously gave a religious meaning or function to the
room, but nothing of a definitely cultic character has been found inside the room or in the vicinity. .
. . The kind of religious space we are dealing with here cannot yet be compared with rooms found
elsewhere.36
35. For treatment of the figure Balaam in texts later that these, see the volume edited by George H. van Kooten and 
Jacques van Ruiten, The Prestige of the Pagan Prophet Balaam in Judaism, Early Christianity and Islam (TBN 11; 
Leiden: Brill, 2008).
36. Moawiyeh M. Ibrahim and Gerrit van der Kooij, “The Archaeology of Deir ʿAlla Phase IX,” pages 16-29 in 
BTDAR, 20, 23. Meindert Dijkstra asks, “could it be that this primitive Chapel by means of this text, which proved 
not only his visionary abilities, but also the appearance and presence of the gods, was devoted to the blessed 
memory of Balaam as a sort of local saint? In short, could the text have been reproduced to serve as a kind of hieros 
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Whatever the room was, its walls were destroyed in an earthquake that left the Balaam text in
fragments among other material remains at Phase IX of the archaeological site. The data from
this stratum suggest its destruction during the 9th or 8th centuries BCE–“[i]n any case before any
Assyrian cultural influence is visible.”37 Ibrahim and Van der Kooij, however, recognize that this
cannot point to a precise date, because of the potential for Assyrian cultural influence prior to or
later than the 730s and 720s, when the Assyrian empire gained military and political dominion
over the region.38 The stratum has been dated by carbon-14 analysis of plant remains, the results
of which indicate a period from 880 to 770 BCE.39 Van der Kooij dates the script of the
inscription to the period between 800 and 720 BCE.40 Thus, the Balaam text from Deir ʿAlla was
possibly displayed for a few decades, beginning around the turn of the 9th/8th centuries, before it
was broken to pieces and buried for millennia.
Various arrangements of the fragments and interpretations of their text have been
proposed, beginning with that of Jacob Hoftijzer and Gerrit van der Kooij, the editors of the
editio princeps, in 1976.41 From the plaster fragments, scholars have identified two blocks of
text. The second of the two “combinations” is more fragmentary and thus more enigmatic than
the first; the first includes larger fragments and offers a more complete literary composition,
though it presents challenges of its own. Combination I is of special importance for the present
study, since it contains a previously unknown Balaam text. The text has received numerous
logos?” in “Response to H.-P. Müller and M Weippert,” pages 206-217 in BTDAR, 217. Dijkstra references the 
pilgramage sites the tombe of Nabi Saleh and Sheikh el-Qerai in Sinai. The fact that the text is displayed on a wall 
must be important, though it is impossible to tell who was meant to see the text.
37. Ibrahim and van der Kooij, “Archaeology of Deir ʿAlla,” 27.
38. Ibid., 27.
39. Ibid., 27-28: “The date of c. 760 BC for the destruction, suggested by an identification . . . of the destructive 
earthquake with the one in the Old Testament for that time (e.g. Amos 1:1) is quite possible, but another earthquake 
may as well have been responsible for the destruction in this earthquake-rich region.” For details regarding the C-14 
dating, see W. G. Mook, “Carbon-14 Dating,” pages 71-72 in Gerrit van der Kooij and Moawiyeh M. Ibrahim, eds., 
Picking up the Threads. . . : A Continuing Review of Excavations at Deir ʿAlla, Jordan, (Leiden: University of 
Leiden, 1989).
40. Gerrit van der Kooij, “Book and Script at Deir ʿAllā,” pages 239-262 in BTDAR, 256-57.
41. Jacob Hoftijzer and Gerrit van der Kooij, Aramaic Texts from Deir ʿAlla (DMOA 19; Leiden: Brill, 1976).
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scholarly reconstructions and interpretations, including differing arrangements of the fragments,
word divisions, linguistic and syntactical explanations, and general interpretive explanations.42
For this reason, Manfred Weippert correctly notes that “‘[i]t is essential . . . that everybody who
is going to discuss the text make explicit the recensio on which the discussion is founded.”43 The
proceedings of an international conference dedicated to the elucidation of this complicated text
were published in 1991. Baruch Levine, a participant in the Leiden Symposium, has since then
(2000) produced his third rendition, including a translation, and commentary on the inscription,44
and I will generally follow this recensio of Combination I.
I. Literary Content
The DAPT contains (1) a title, written in red ink, presenting the work as “The
misfortunes of the Book of Balaam, son of Beor. A divine seer was he.”45 Following this title, the
text offers (2) a narrative framework that introduces (3) Balaam’s address to his people and
oracle(s).46 The narrative portion is fairly clear:
The gods (ʾlhn) came to him at night,
And he beheld a vision in accordance with El’s utterance.
They said to Balaam, son of Beor:
“So will it be done, with naught surviving,
No one has seen [the likes of] what you have heard!”
Balaam arose on the morrow;
He summoned the heads of the assembly unto him,
And for two days he fasted, and wept bitterly.
Then his intimates (ʿmh) entered into his presence,
And they said to Balaam, son of Beor:
42. To mention only a few editions: Hoftijzer and Van der Kooij, Aramaic Texts from Deir ʿAlla; P. Kyle McCarter, 
Jr., “The Balaam Texts from Deir ʿAllā: The First Combination,” BASOR 239 (1980): 49-60; Jo Ann Hackett, The 
Balaam Text from Tell Deir ʿAllā (HSM 31; Chico, CA: Scholars Press, 1984); Manfred Weippert, “The Balaam Text
from Deir ʿAllā and the Study of the Old Testament,” pages 151-184 in BTDAR, 152; Baruch Levine, “The Deir 
ʿAlla Plaster Inscriptions” (COS 2.27) and Numbers (2000), 2:241-275; and Choon-Leon Seow, “Deir ʿAlla Paster 
Texts,” pages 207-212 in Martti Nissinen, Prophets and Prophecy in the Ancient Near East (SBLWAW 12; Atlanta: 
Society of Biblical Literature, 2003).
43. Manfred Weippert, “The Balaam Text from Deir ʿAllā and the Study of the Old Testament,” pages 151-184 in 
BTDAR, 152.
44. Levine, Numbers, 2:241-275; see also Levine’s translation in COS 2.27. I have not found a rendering of the 
DAT more recent than Levine’s.
45. Levine’s translation in COS 2.27.
46. Weippert identifies the genre of the text with Rudolf Bultmann’s “apophthegma”–“a narrative told in order to 
introduce and hand down to posterity sayings of some important person, a god, prophet, philosopher and the like,” 
“Balaam Text,” 164.
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“Why do you fast,
And why do you weep?”
Then he said to them:
“Be seated, and I will relate to you what the Shaddai-gods (šdyn) have planned,
And go, see the acts of the gods (ʾlhn)!”47
In a scene well familiar to readers of Ugaritic and Israelite literature,48 Balaam’s weepy
behaviour elicits a query from his people, who invite the seer to begin his monologue. Due to its
many lacunae and linguistic ambiguities, the content of Balaam’s revelation has been interpreted
variously by specialists working on the text. It will be instructive to present two contrasting
interpretations of the oracle, followed by a summary of the generally undisputed points.
On Weippert’s reading of the inscription, Balaam explains that the gods have supplicated
the solar goddess Šamš, reconstructed š[mš] on line 15,49 to revoke or “limit the extent of a
catastrophe she brought over the world” and that they seek “to add weight to their wish by
describing [to her] the disastrous consequences of her acts.”50 These consequences look similar
the devastation wrought by Yhwh in Amos (Cf. Amos 5:18-20: רוֹא־אלְֹו ךְֶֹׁשח־אוּה ‘it is darkness
and not light’ and DAPT: hṣ̌k wʾl ngh “gloominess and no brilliance”51). Weippert reads an
ominous scenario that can “be interpreted as the re-transformation [by Šamš] of the earth into
chaos. It is the will of the majority of the gods that this should not last forever,”52 and so they
endeavour to placate the solar deity.53 Weippert reads the remainder of the extant text as a
description of “the world turned upside-down.”54 Kyle McCarter, sharing Weippert’s general
reading of this passage, explains:
47. Adapted from Levine’s translation in COS 2.27.
48. Weippert, offers examples of comparable scenes: e.g., El’s questioning of the weeping King Kirta, the 
messenger of Yhwh questioning Hagar (Gen 21:16), “Balaam Text,” 168-9.
49. Ibid., 156.
50. Ibid., 170-71.
51. Ibid., 154, 157. Cf. Isa 13:10-11; Ezek 32:7-8; Joel 2:10; 3:3-4; 4:15.
52. Ibid., 171.
53. The picture of a pantheon conflicted over the proper treatment of humans is not unusual in the literatures of the 
ancient Near East; Weippert cites, as examples, the narrative framework of Job and the Gilgamesh epic, among other
compositions, ibid., 171-72.
54. Ibid., 174.
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[t]hese [descriptions] include “the swift has reproached the eagle” (I. 7-8), “the voice of vultures
resounds” (I. 8), “Instead of ewes the stick is driven along” (I. 9), “hyenas have [sic] listened to
instruction”(I.10), “the poor woman has mixed myrrh” (I. 11), and “the deaf have heard from far
away” (I. 13). In each instance something (or someone) is described as behaving in a way that is
contrary to, indeed precisely antithetical to, its natural character.55
In other words, the gods reveal to Balaam a dystopic vision of his people’s future, and “Balaam
had enough reason to fast and weep even if the extent of the disaster was to be restricted by order
of the gods.”56 For Weippert, the text offers a cosmic explanation for the disaster already
experienced by Balaam’s people. In Hoftijzer’s earlier interpretation, however, the disaster is
only imminent. In fact, Balaam’s harrowing message may avert the calamity: “his prophecy is in
essence a call to conversion.”57 Hoftijzer admits his reliance on a model derived from prophetic
scenarios in the HB, and this reading has not generated a scholarly consensus.
Numerous interpretive differences divide scholars regarding both the minute aspects of
the text and more general issues. For example, while many take the above quotation as a string of
clauses,58 Al Wolters takes the section as a list of birds.59 Neither has Weippert’s reconstruction of
the solar deity Šamš gained general acceptance. McCarter supposes a difficulty in blaming a
solar deity with the darkening of the sky;60 instead he proposes reconstructing š[ʾl ‘Sheol’ as a
feminine, personified deity: “Underworld.”61 This reading coheres well with Levine’s
interpretation of Combination II as “Sheol literature,”62 though, for his part, Levine reconstructs
š[gr ‘Shagar,’ on the basis on line 39 (šgr wʿštr), which he reads as “Shagar-and-Ishtar.” Shagar
would then be a fertility deity.63 On Levine’s reading, then, a divine council (including the šdyn)
55. McCarter, Jr., “First Combination,” 58.
56. Weippert, “Balaam Text,” 174.
57. Hoftijzer and Van der Kooij, Aramaic Texts from Deir ʿAlla, 278-79.
58. See Weippert’s discussion, “Balaam Text,” 172-174.
59. Al Wolters credits André Lemaire with the interpretation, “Aspects of the Literary Structure of Combination I,” 
pages 294-304 in BTDAR, 295, 303.
60. Though see Hackett’s comments on the Egyptian solar deity Re withdrawing from humanity in “The Prophecies
of Neferti” (See COS 1.45), The Balaam Text of Deir ʿAllā, 75.
61. McCarter, Jr., “First Combination,” 53.
62. Levine, Numbers, 2:255.
63. See a potential association of “Shagar” and Ishtar as fertility deities in Deut 7:13; 28:4, 18, 51 ת ֹ֣ ּרְתְׁשַעְו ֙ךָי ֶ֨פָלֲא־ַרגְׁש 
ךָ ֶ֔נֹאצ. Levine argues that the name here “synthesizes an astral aspect with that of fertility on earth,” ibid., 250.
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has instructed the goddess Shagar(-and-Ishtar) to effect a calamity, though the reason for and
nature of the calamity remains unspecified, at least in the extant text.64 Like other scholars,
Levine reads the segment with the birds as a depiction of the impending disaster, though he
disagrees with McCarter that, due to the fragmentary nature of the text, “[w]e do not know
whether the predicted disaster was avoided and if so, how and why it was avoided or what events
transpired in the meantime.”65 Levine offers an understanding similar to Hoftijzer’s, that the
revelation was given as a warning. Unlike Hoftijzer, however, the solution is not to be found in
the people’s repentance; Levine sees a description of “what happened as the goddess was being
treated by diverse magical practitioners in the effort to free her from the edict of the divine
council.”66 He translates the section as follows:
To skilled diviners shall one take you, to an oracle, [To] a perfumer of myrrh and a priestess. [Who]
covers his body [with oil], and rubs himself with olive oil. To one bearing an offering in a horn; one
augurer after another, and yet another. One augurer broke away from his colleagues; and the striking
force departed [ . . . ].  And they heard incantations from afar.67
Supposing the correctness of Levine’s vocalization, it seems questionable that the various
religious practitioners were trying to “free her.” More likely, the specialists might try to persuade
her not to give in to the divine (peer-)pressure being placed upon her. Nevertheless, Levine’s
basic understanding remains valid, i.e. Balaam took measures–perhaps commandeering other
religious specialists to join him–to avert the disaster that loomed over his people; “the threat
from the gods is removed by the actions and intercession of Balaam.”68
While scholarly opinion regarding the meaning of Combination I (and II) remains in flux,
several points about the content of this composition are agreed and may be summarized as
64. Levine takes the order for her to be silent (line 19) as an indication that she “had been rebellious or disrespectful
in some way,” Numbers, 2:243.
65. McCarter, Jr., “First Combination,” 59.
66. Levine, Numbers, 2:254.
67. Levine, “The Deir ʿAlla Plaster Inscriptions,” (COS 2.27).
68. Lester Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages: A Socio-Historical Study of Religious Specialists in Ancient 
Israel (Valley Forge, PA: Trinity Press, 1995), 130, relaying the view of H. P. Müller, “Die aramäische Inschrift von 
Deir ‘Allā,” ZAW 94 (1982): 242-43. 
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follows. The seer Balaam receives a divine vision (at night), which affects him emotionally. He
relays this troubling vision to his community. In the vision Balaam witnesses (1) a cosmic
controversy as a result of which a goddess will likely (or has already begun to) wreak havoc on
the world. The text seems to portrayal Balaam as a hero, if not because he diverts the disaster
(i.e. Levine’s reading), at least because he offers his community an insight into the dealings of
the divine realm. After all, the report of his vision was displayed for apparently permanent
reference on a wall.
II. Authorship
The DAPT introduces its content as (a part of[?]) the spr [b]lʿm [br bʿ]r ‘Book of Balaam
son of Beor’–an introduction similar to that of the biblical book of Nahum: םוחנ ןוזח רפס הונינ אשׂמ
ישׁקלאה ‘an oracle concerning Nineveh. The Book of the Vision of Nahum, the Elkoshite.’ In fact,
the literary character of the DAPT share much in common with the BH’s prophetic corpus, as has
been shown by Meindert Dijkstra, who concludes, judging from verbal and conceptual links and
literary conventions, that “the Balaam of the wall text is closer to the biography of OT prophets
in some ways than is the Balaam depicted in Numbers 22-24!”69 Still, McCarter suggests that
the author of the biblical account of Balak’s summons of Balaam in Numbers 22 was well
acquainted with the Transjordanian Balaam tradition as it is represented in the Deir ʿAlla texts. The
modus operandi of the seer is the same in both reports. God/the gods (ʾêlōhı̂m/ʾilāhı̄n) come to him
at night and give him messages which he reports to his clients in the morning. Often the language is
so close as to suggest stereotyped patterns in the telling of Balaam stories.”70
The central figure’s identification with the biblical Balaam of course begins with the patronymic,
b[rbʿ]r (reconstructed with certainty, cf. lines 3, 9) being equivalent to the HB’s רועב ןב םעלב
(Num 22:5; 24:2, 15; 31:8; Deut 23:4; Josh 13:22; 24:9; Micah 6:5). Additionally, the
clarification in the DAPT that ʾš ḥzh ʾlhn hʾ ‘a divine seer was he’71 corresponds well with the
69. Meindert Dijkstra, “Is Balaam Also among the Prophets?” JBL 114/1 (1995): 64.
70. McCarter, “First Combination,” 57.
71. Levine vocalizes the textsʾîš ḥôzēh ʾelāhîn hûʾ and relates it to 1 Kings 13:26 אוּה םיִהלֱֹאָה שׁיִא ‘a man of Elohim 
was he,’ (COS 2.27).
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portrayal of Balaam in Numbers 24:4//16 as הזחי ידשׁ הזחמ רשׁא לא־ירמא עמשׁ ‘one hearing the
words of El, who envisages visions of Shadday.’ The association of Balaam with šdyn in the
DAPT and ידש in Numbers 24:4//16 forms another link between these traditions, which will be
explored in some detail in the third chapter of the present study. The points of contact between
the DAPT and numerous texts within the HB,72 as well as the geographic and, as many scholars
would continue to maintain, temporal proximity between the writers of these texts have
prompted the question of Israelite tradents’ involvement in the production of the DAPT.
Initially, the language of the DAPT was thought to be Aramaic, as indicated by the title of
the editio princeps (Aramaic Texts from Deir ʿAlla). Due to the presence of “Canaanite”
linguistic features (e.g., the so-called waw-consecutive), however, that identification has been
questioned. McCarter argues that the text represents a younger regional dialect (which he calls
“Gileadite”73), since it exhibits archaic Northwest Semitic features as well as linguistic
innovations attested to the immediate north (in Aramaic), west (Hebrew), and south (Moabite),
but not further afield (Phoenician).74 Dennis Pardee suggests that the text represents “a very
archaic form of Aramaic, the archaism probably due to regional isolation.”75 André Lemaire
suggests, partly on the basis of the Aramaic features, that the text was written in Aram-Damascus
and imported by tradents further south who copied the text onto the wall at Deir ʿAlla.76 On this
view, the Deir ʿAlla Balaam composition derives from Aram–an understanding that coheres
72. When Balaam summons his people to attention, McCarter notes the presence of the same literary formula as 
found in Psalm 66:5 (םיהלא תולעפמ וארו וכל): wlkw rʾw pʿlt ʿlhn “Now come, see the deeds of the gods!,” “First 
Combination,” 53, 57.
73. McCarter, “First Combination,” 50.
74. McCarter, “The Dialect of the Deir ʿAlla Texts,” pages 87-99 in BTDAR, 97. “There are relatively few distinctly
Aramaic features present,” Levine explains, “the only feature . . . that is dinstinctly characteristic of Old Aramaic is 
the realization of the phoneme ḍod as qoph, rather than tṣade or ʿayin, as in other Canaanite languages,” Numbers, 
2:266.
75. Dennis Pardee, “The Linguistic Classification of the Deir ʿAlla Text Written on Plaster,” pages 100-105 in 
BTDAR, 105. See also Weippert, who supposes the language to reflect nascent Aramaic, “Balaam Text,” 163.
76. André Lemaire, “Les Inscriptions sur Plâtre de Deir ʿAlla et Leur Signification Historique et Culturelle,” pages 
33-57 in BTDAR; see Jo Ann Hackett’s (admittedly critical) English summary in “Response to Baruch Levine and 
André Lemaire,” pages 73-84 in BTDAR, 79-84.
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perfectly, in Lemaire’s view, “avec les éléments essentiels de la tradition biblique concernant
Balaam” (Num 23:7; Deut 23:5).77 I will return to the question of Balaam’s homeland in Chapter
Four, but for now it will suffice to say, in Hackett’s words, that the HB offers “conflicting
evidence” on that matter.78 As for the origin of the DAPT, language alone cannot be
determinative, since we cannot know whether the text had been linguistically updated–or
archaized–by the scribe(s) responsible for its placement on the wall.
Prior to the Assyrian campaigns that began in c. 734 BCE, the region surrounding Deir
ʿAlla was controlled alternatively by the Aramean and Israelite kingdoms. For most of the ninth
century the region fell under Aramean control, specifically that of Ben-Haddad II and later
Hazael. Levine suggests that under Joash and Jeroboam II, Israel regained political control of the
region. In fact, Levine notes that “from 748/47 to 733/32, Northern Israel was ruled by
Transjordanian Israelites”79 (Shallum son of Jabesh, Menahem son of Gadi, his son Pekahiah,
and Pekah son of Remaliah [2 Kgs 15:10-26]). The implication, then, is that during the 8th
century, “Israelites were well settled in the immediate region, even though there were shifts from
Northern Israelite to Aramaean jurisdiction.”80 These conditions open the possibility of Israelite
authorship, perhaps, but cannot constitute conclusive evidence. Hans Franken, the excavator at
Deir ʿAlla when the plaster fragments were discovered, doubts that the site can be considered
Israelite on the grounds of any archaeological evidence. He writes, 
as far as one can speak of a cultural identity of the site, Deir ʿAlla is an Ammonite site in every
respect. . . . [T]here is no archaeological reason as far as I can see that the site was taken over by
Israelite tribes at the beginning of the Iron Age. At least as far as archaeology in the area identifies
people from the material culture [italics mine]. If we accept that in the case of defining Israelite
culture, then the site never was in the hands of an Israelite tribe.81
77. Lemaire, “Les Inscriptions,” 51.
78. Hackett, “Response,” 83.
79. Levine, Numbers, 2:265.
80. Ibid., 265.
81. Hans Franken, “Deir ʿAlla Re-Visited,” pages 3-15 in BTDAR, 12-13:  
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However, because “ethnicity is not monolithic and consequently is too complex to be simply
identified with ‘material culture’,”82 Israelite connections to the community at Deir ʿAlla Phase
IX cannot be completely ruled out. At any rate, the Deir ʿAlla tradents did not necessarily
identify with their official overlords, whether Israelite or Aramaean. It is impossible to determine
the identity of those who posted the DAPT–let alone composed it–based solely on linguistic and
archaeological data and/or reconstructed political developments. Neither can the “mythological”
and polytheistic nature of the texts rule out Israelite authorship. Inscriptional and archaeological
data demonstrate the polytheistic nature of “Israelite religion” prior to the exile. As Weippert
remarks, “the “nationality” of the Balaam text . . . cannot be determined by internal criteria.”83 It
is possible that Israelites (though certainly not exclusive Yhwh worshippers) composed the text,
though it is also possible that the text was imported to the region by and/or was composed within
Aramaean scribal circles.84
To speak positively and with relative certainty, however, the DAPT indicates scribal
activity in the Transjordan early in the first millenium BCE. Weippert stresses the literary artistry
evidenced by the inscription
in order to challenge the present tendency among Old Testament scholars to postulating very low
dates for large portions of the Hebrew Bible. That there were no “real” literary activities in Palestine
prior to the middle of the 8th century B.C. is a hypothesis that has been definitively called in
question by the plaster texts from Deir ʿAllā, and the Mesha inscription could already have taught us
a similar lesson.85
The degree to which scribes in the Cisjordan interacted with their Transjordanian counterparts
remains unclear, but there can be no doubt of at least limited interaction; they definitely shared a
common conceptual and literary heritage. A central aspect of the tradition at Deir ʿAlla was the
82. Avraham Faust, “Ethnic Complexity in Northern Israel During Iron Age II,” PEQ 132 (2000): 2.
83. Weippert, “Balaam Text,” 179.
84. Ammonite authorship is less likely, see Levine’s brief discussion in Numbers, 2:264-65.
85. Weippert, “Balaam Text,” 177, see also 175-80 for further implications of the DAPT for biblical scholarship; 
Weippert understands the DAPT (together with the Mesha stele) as a “testimony to the existence of a literary 
tradition in the Transjordan already in the 9th century B.C.,” 176.
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legitimacy of an oracular text on the basis of its association with–indeed, its attribution to–the
religious specialist Balaam son of Beor. Judging by the literary connections between the DAPT
and various HB texts, there was a degree of interaction between the scribal community at Deir
ʿAlla and Israelite tradents. Both groups deemed worthwhile the preservation of accounts about
Balaam. We cannot know when the DAPT was written, we have only an approximate terminus
ante quem of the late 9th/early 8th century BCE–that is, however, much nearer its composition
than our earliest manuscript evidence for the biblical texts.86 This is not to say that the DAPT is
necessarily earlier than all the text within the HB, only that we can be confident that it has not
been altered by generations of scribes working from the 7th through 3rd centuries BCE.
Unfortunately,  for the historian, this cannot be said of the biblical texts.
The Balaam Pericope: Numbers 22-24
The so-called Balaam pericope in Numbers 22-24 offers a lengthy account of the figure
Balaam and his interactions with the Moabite king Balak. Balak fears the Israelite armies, and
summons Balaam to aid him by cursing the Israelite encampment. This section of text includes
the incident with the talking donkey, when an unseen messenger of Yhwh opposes Balaam’s
journey to join Balak. Three times in the narrative, Balak anticipates that Balaam curse his
enemy, and each time, Balaam instead declares Israel’s blessed state–naturally to Balak’s intense
irritation. In a fourth oration, Balaam announces Moab’s defeat by Israel. The pericope concludes
with a series of oracles against various nations, after which Balaam and Balak part ways. An
outline of the pericope follows:87
86. Weippert offers a realistic, if not (slightly) overly pessimistic view: “[t]he Balaam text from Deir ʿAllā proves 
that the Balaam tradition is rather ancient, though in the Bible it appears only in the late compositions none of which
can be dated with certainty to the Pre-exilic period,”“Balaam Text,” 175.
87. Cf. Levine’s outline, Numbers, 2:139-141:
1. 22:1 Priestly postscript to Num 21
2. 22:2-21 Balak’s request
3. 22:22-35 Tale of the Jenny
4. 22:36-41 Balaam arrive in Moab
5. 23:1-6 Balaam begins
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1. N1a [Narrative1a] 22:2-21 Balak summons Balaam, and Balaam reluctantly agrees
2. N2 22:22-35 Tale of the Jenny
3. N1b 22:36-23:7a Balaam meets Balak and prepares to work
4. P1 [Poem1] 23:7b-10 First Oracle
5. N1c 23:11-18a Balak moves Balaam
6. P2 23:18b-24 Second Oracle
7. N1d 23:25-24:3a Balak moves Balaam, Balaam repudiates “divination”
8. P3 24:3b-9 Third Oracle
9. N1e 24:10-15a Balak rejects Balaam
10. P4 24:15b-19 Fourth Oracle
11. P5 24:20-24 Oracles against the Nations
12. N1f 24:25 Balaam and Balak part ways
I. Text-Critical Issues
The Balaam pericope appears in three Dead Sea Scrolls: 4Q23 (4QLev-Numa), 4Q27
(4QNumb),88 and 2Q29 (2QNumb).89 These manuscripts present some textual variance. 4QNumb,
the best preserved manuscript, has been categorized with the “pre-Samaritan textual tradition,”
because it shares several expansions and expansionistic tendencies with the Samaritan
Pentateuch, though the text is close also to the Greek tradition.90 Florentino García Martínez
summarizes nicely the kinds of textual variance present in the Scrolls for Numbers 22-24 and
concludes that there is none that alters the general portrayal of Balaam that we find in the MT.91
6. 23:7-10 Oracle 1
7. 23:11-17 Balak’s anger
8. 23:18-24 Oracle 2
9. 23:25-30 Narrative continues
10. 24:1-2 Balaam blesses
11. 24:3-9 Oracle 3
12. 24:10-14 Balaam and Balak confront
13. 24:15-19 Oracle 4
14. 24:20-24 Oracles against Nations
15. 24:25 Postscript
88. For the editio princeps of 4Q23 and 4Q27, see Eugene Ulrich, ed., Qumran Cave 4. VII: Genesis to Numbers 
(DJD XII; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994).
89. See this identification of the fragment by Eibert Tigchelaar, “A Qumran Cave 2 Fragment Preserving Part of 
Numbers 23:5-7[8] (2Q29 1),” pages 83-86 in The Prestige of the Pagan Prophet Balaam in Judaism, Early 
Christianity and Islam (TBN 11; George H. van Kooten and Jacques van Ruiten, eds.; Leiden: Brill, 2008).
90. Ernst Wurthwein, The Text of the Old Testament: An Introduction to the Biblia Hebraica (3d ed. Revised and 
expanded by Alexander Achilles Fischer; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2014), 86-7.
91. Florentino García Martínez, “Balaam in the Dead Sea Scrolls,” pages 71-82 in The Prestige of the Pagan 
Prophet Balaam in Judaism, Early Christianity and Islam (TBN 11; George H. van Kooten and Jacques van Ruiten, 
eds.; Leiden: Brill, 2008), 72-75. Though Martínez fails to recognize the potential that 4QNumb reflects a tradition 
that wanted to distance Balaam from Israel’s deity and so has Balaam encounter םיהולא ךאלמ instead of God himself 
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The Greek version of the Balaam pericope, however, is known for its demonization of the
character Balaam.92 On John W. Wevers’s assessment, the translator “will not have הוהי meet with
and speak to the seer.”93 Generally, the versions, as well as the Scrolls, do not appear to offer a
text of Numbers 22-24 earlier than MT. Variant readings are either (1) inconsequential to the
arguments made in the present study, or (2) easily understood as secondary readings designed to
defame Balaam. The textual variance among the witnesses to Numbers 22-24, therefore, is fairly
inconsequential to this study.94 Also, there are no divergences among the extant manuscripts that
would constitute evidence of multiple “literary editions”95 of the Balaam pericope.
II. Literary-Critical Issues
If there are few significant text-critical problems, and no extant literary editions, this does
not make for a simple literary analysis of the Balaam pericope. This section of text has amassed a
large body of scholarly literature, an exhaustive review of which is unnecessary to rehearse in the
context of this study.96 As Michael Coogan observes, the literary development of Numbers 22-24
is “notoriously difficult” for source-critics to sort out,97 although a scholarly consensus now
in Numbers 23:4.
92. Martínez writes “[a]ccording to Gilles Dorival in his commentary on Numbers in La Bible d’Alexandrie, the 
‘demonisation’ of Balaam is already evident in the Greek translation of Numbers 22–24,” “Balaam in the Dead Sea 
Scrolls,” 71.
93. Commenting specifically here on the Greek rendering of Numbers 23:25-26, a treatment typical of the 
translator’s overall approach to the Balaam narrative, John W. Wevers, “The Balaam Narrative According to the 
Septuagint,” pages 133-44 in Lectures et relectures de la Bible: Feschrift P. M. Bogaert (BETL 144; André Wénin, J.
M. Auwers, and Pierre Bogaert; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1999), 143.
94. Though, where relevant, textual variance will be noted and taken into consideration.
95. That is, there is no manuscript evidence directly reflecting “different stages in the literary development” of the 
passage; see Emanuel Tov, Textual Criticism of the Hebrew Bible (3r edition; Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2012), 
284.
96. Stephen Russell recently provided a valuable survey of scholarship treating the Balaam pericope, Images of 
Egypt in Early Biblical Literature: Cisjordan-Israelite, Transjordan-Israelite, and Judahite Portrayals (BZAW 403; 
New York: de Gruyter, 2009), 81-89. Russell also recommends Walter Gross’s (Bileam: Literar- und formkritische 
Untersuchung der Prosa in Num 22-24 [SANT 38; Munich: Kösel, 1974]) “extensive survey of the history of the 
literary analysis of the prose material in the Balaam pericope and his extremely helpful table, that summarizes the 
source of assignments some thirty-four critical works, twenty-eight of which utilize some form of the documentary 
hypothesis involving J and E,” Images of Egypt, 82.
97. Michael David Coogan, “Canaanite Origins and Lineage: Reflections on the Religion of Ancient Israel,” in 
Ancient Israelite Religion: Essays in Honor of Frank Moore Cross (ed. P. D. Miller, Jr., P. D. Hanson, and S. D. 
McBride; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 117; Coogan himself sees three main sources: “the main narrative, 
which has many characteristics of E; the ass episode (Num 22:22-35), which appears to be independent of the 
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seems to identify as an independent literary unit the “Tale of the Jenny” (N2) in Numbers 22.98
This assessment proceeds from the recognition that fundamental narrative incongruities present
in the “final form” of the passage immediately dissolve when 22:22-35 are removed from the
Balaam-Balak narrative. After Balak’s messengers summon Balaam for the second time, Yhwh
(םיהלא) grants Balaam permission to go with a single stipulation: ותא ךילא רבדא־רשׁא רבדה־תא ךאו
השׂעת ‘but you must only do the thing which I tell you’ (Num 22:20). Once Balaam begins his
journey, however, the enraged deity stations ול ןטשׂל ךרדב הוהי ךאלמ ‘a messenger of Yhwh along
the way as an adversary to him [i.e. to Balaam]’ (Num 22:22).99 The following vignette, in which
the mistreated ungulate saves the seer’s life, relates only barely the larger narrative, only when
the divine messenger reiterates in 22:35 Yhwh’s command of 22:20. As Levine observes, the
postscript in 22:35b serves (together with 22:21b) as an inclusio,100 bracketing an actually
extraneous episode: the line קלב ירשׂ־םע םעלב ךליו ‘Balaam went with the chiefs of Balak’ (v. 35b)
recapitulates the earlier באומ ירשׂ־םע ךליו ונתא־תא שׁבחיו רקבב םעלב םקיו ‘Balaam rose in the
morning, he harnessed his jenny, and he went with the chiefs of Moab’ (v. 21).101 Jacob Milgrom
calls N2 “a folk tale, current among many people, dealing with the confrontation with a demonic
force encountered in the course of the journey.”102 John Sturdy even supposes the tale was once
former; and the poems.” 
98. Though Jo Ann Hackett notes that many (earlier) scholars regard N2 to be a part of the J strand (see below), 
“Balaam,” ABD 1:569-70. She explains that if N2 used to be a complete story that ended with Balaam turning 
around and going home (ending after v. 34, e.g.). In this case Balak himself actually went to Balaam and persuaded 
his to join the conspiracy; after hearing Balak himself offer riches (v. 37), Balaam finally concedes and goes to 
Kiriath-chuzoth (v. 39). Cf. Robert R. Wilson, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 
1980), 148.
99. Michael S. Moore points out that the DAPT also features a divine being “taking a stand” as an adversary (I:6), 
The Balaam Traditions: Their Character and Development (SBLDS 113; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 101.
100.Levine, Numbers, 2:153.
101.Ibid., 151.
102.Jacob Milgrom, Numbers (JPS Torah Commentary; Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1990), 468-69. 
Milgrom relays a similar Italian folktale. Max Weber writes, “Balaam’s talking ass was simply an animal of popular 
fable to be found elsewhere like the prophetic lamb under Bocchoris in Egypt. In Egypt the prohibition against the 
ill-treatment of cattle probably originally goes back to the interest of the king in its labor power. With Rameses II we
find the characteristic promise to the horses having saved him from the battle of Kadesh that they shall be fed, 
henceforth, in his presence in the palace just as he promised his workers correct payment of their wages. This 
resulted from the typical relation of the rider or stable master to his animals,” Ancient Judaism (Hans H. Gerth and 
Don Martindale, eds., trans.; New York: Free Press, 1952), 261.
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about another character, who was changed to Balaam so that the story could be integrated into
the Balaam pericope in order to add “delay and tension.”103 Alternatively, some scholars see N2
as an story invented simply to mock Balaam–“a burlesque on Balaam's prophetic faculties and as
such a later interpolation reflecting a shift in Balaam’s valuation in biblical tradition.”104 The
purpose of this addition, whether a “folk tale” or burlesque, to the Balaam-Balak narrative, was
evidently to besmirch Balaam’s reputation as a divine seer.105 It is a part of the general program
of demonization already mentioned above in association with the Greek version of the story. This
program is evident within several other biblical texts, but–excluding N2–not in the Balaam
pericope itself.
II.I Source-Critical Approaches
The main narrative of the Balaam pericope (N1) concerns a Moabite leader’s attempt to
curse Israel, and yet Numbers 22:4 implicates also the elders of Midian (ןידמ ינקז) in the
conspiracy. In 22:7 the Midianite elders escort their Moabite counterparts on the journey to
purchase Balaam’s curse, but after this any reference to Midian or Midiantes drops from the
narrative. Moreover, after v. 7 it is no longer Midianite or Moabite elders, but rather the chiefs
(םירשׂ) of Moab/Balak who negotiate with Balaam (vs. 8, 13, 14, 15, 21, 40 [but םידבע ‘servants’
in v. 18]). In the narrative context, the Midianite elders are an odd fit (perhaps geographically as
well, since Midianite and Moabite regions are separated by the territory of Edom). Their
appearance in the plot against Israel is likely an interpolation of the same priestly scribal circle
responsible for the Midianite fiasco described in Numbers 25:6-18106 or the implication of
103.John Sturdy, Numbers (CBC; New York: Cambridge University Press: 1976), 156.
104.E.g., Rofé and Hedwige Rouillard (La péricope de Balaam (Nombres 22-24): la prose et les “Oracles” [Etudes
bibliques; Paris: Gabalda, 1985]), according to Meindert Dijkstra, “The Geography of the Story of Balaam:
Synchronic Reading as a Help to Date a Biblical Text,” pages 72-96 in Synchronic Or Diachronic?: A Debate on
Method in Old Testament Exegesis (Johannes C. De Moor, ed.; Leiden: Brill, 1995), 73.
105.Contra Dijkstra, “Geography,” 81.
106.So Levine, Numbers, 1:95: “[t]he priestly writers saw to it that Midianite hostility was also projected into the 
wilderness period.”
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Balaam in the Midianite women’s enticement of Israelite men (Num 31:8, 16).107 The only
aspects of N1 directly related to the surrounding narrative in the Book of Numbers may be found
in 22:1-2. In v. 1, the Israelites set up camp on the steppes of Moab–staging their crossing of the
Jordan River and a plausible setting for the ensuing Moabite plot. Verse 2 offers the rationale for
Moab’s apprehension regarding the Israelite camp: King Balak sees what has happened to the
nearby Amorites (Num 21).108 The verse appears to be an editorial gloss connecting the Balaam-
Balak narrative to the surrounding narrative; its reference to Balak is, at any rate, superfluous in
light of the monarch’s more formal introduction in v. 4b.109 N1 has been grafted into a larger
pentateuchal framework, but apart from several editorial glosses it could easily function as a
stand alone narrative of a Moabite leader’s failed attempt to gain by supernatural means the
upper hand against his rival Israel.
In spite of the Balaam pericope’s ability to function as an independent narrative,110 many
critics have attempted to divide the material into the usual sources of the Documentary
107.So Van Seters, “From Prophet to Villain,” 128. Budd argues that “[t]he suggestion . . . that Midian is a late 
interpolation is unlikely; if that were the case there would surely have been a more sustained involvement of Midian 
in the rest of the story. It is the Elohistic story which introduces Balak, thereby eclipsing but not eliminating the 
elders who become Balak’s messengers” (Numbers, 263). References to the Midianites appear in texts attributed to 
J, such as Ex 2:15-6; 3:1; 18:1, but in these texts, the Midianites (especially Jethro/Reuel) play a positive role, unlike
in Num 25 and 31. Budd’s argument, that the Midianite should have a more sustained involvement in the plot if they
are indeed interpolated, does not convince: if a J version of the story included Midianites in the attempt to have 
Balaam curse Israel, we might have expected their involvement in J the strand throughout the narrative. But there is 
no reference to Midian(ites) after 22:7. On the other hand, Midianite involvement throughout the narrative is not 
necessary in order to implicate Midian in Moab’s scheme; there must simply be enough to connect Midian with 
Moab/Balak and Balaam. By placing Midianite elders at the beginning of the narrative, conspiring with Balak, the 
redactor has sufficiently implicated Midianites in the conspiracy.
108.Though, by this point in the larger narrative, Israel has already bypassed Moabite territory; it is ready to enter 
the Cisjordan, where it would no longer threaten Moab. The reference to the Amorite defeat is thus crucial to the 
believability of Moab’s fear. Cf. Meindert Dijkstra, “The Geography of the Story of Balaam: Synchronic Reading as 
a Help to Date a Biblical Text,” pages 72-91 in Synchronic Or Diachronic?: A Debate on Method in Old Testament 
Exegesis (SOTS; Johannes Cornelis De Moor, ed.; Leiden: Brill, 1995), 75.
109.Levine supposes that “Numbers 22:2 is redactional; it artificially connects the Balaam Pericope with the 
account of the Israelite victory over the Amorites in Numbers 21. But from that point on, the Balaam Pericope stands
apart from the progression of the JE historiography in Numbers,” Numbers 2:137. It should be noted, however, that 
according to traditional source critical analyses, Balak’s two introductions result from the juxtaposition of J and E 
narrative strands, both of which introduce the Moabite monarch. While a two source combination remains a possible
explanation for these two Balak introductions (and “doublet” in 22:3, see below), this is not the only, or even the 
best, explanation possible.
110.Cf. Dijkstra, “Geography,” 94.
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Hypothesis. Source criticism seeks to determine whether a text is composite–composed of
various sources–or not, and ideally to identify the no-longer extant sources. The term “source” in
source criticism is synonymous with “underlying literary document,”111 and scholars have been
able to assign portions of the Balaam pericope to the classic literary sources, J and E. Martin
Noth identifies two “self-contained sections:” 22:41-23:26 and 23:28-24:19, each comprising
both a narrative framework and two oracles–the former from the E source and the latter from the
J source.112 Noth, like others, also attributes N2 to the J source,113 but of the preceding section
(22:2-20) he admits the impossibility of a clear delineation between J and E, opting instead for
the more modest and “general assertion that this is a combination of J and E.”114 Noth sees the
classic sources in the Balaam pericope primarily because of “the unmotivated change, explicable
only on literary critical grounds, in the designation of God (‘Yahweh’ and ‘God’), as well as from
the existence of the obvious doublets.”115 Noth and others detect a narrative doublet, for example,
at the opening of the pericope:
Number 22:3a (E[?]) Number 22:3b (J[?])
 באומ רגיו
 דאמ םעה ינפמ
 אוה־בר יכ
Moab was in great dread 
before the people, 
for it was great
 באומ ץקיו
לארשׂי ינב ינפמ
Moab felt abhorrence 
before the sons of Israel
Although Noth cannot with confidence assign one or the other line to J or E, he finds other
doublets which he assigns to hypothetical documents. For example, Balak prepares two sacrifices
before Balaam finally offers his first oracle. Noth writes “it is probable, though this cannot be
proved with any certainty, that its twofold mention is due to the juxtaposition of the two
sources:”116
111. John Barton, “Source Criticism,” ABD 6:165.
112.Martin Noth, Numbers: A Commentary (James D. Martin, trans.; Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1968), 171. 
Noth attributes 23:27, 29-30 to E in his work, A History of Pentateuchal Traditions (Bernhard Anderson, trans.; 
Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1981), 36.
113.Though Noth maintains that the donkey story was itself an independent text prior to and secondarily 
incorporated by J, ibid., 178. 
114.Ibid., 172; for Noth’s attempt to resolve discern the sources utilized in this section see Numbers, 175-178.
115.Ibid., 171.
116.Ibid., 181.
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Number 22:39-40 (J[?]) Number 23:1-2 (E[?])
 קלב־םע םעלב ךליו
תוצח תירק ואביו
 קלב חבזיו
 ןאצו רקב
 םעלבל חלשׁיו
 םירשׂלו
ותא רשׁא
Balaam came with Balak,
they entered Kiryath Chuzoth.
Balak sacrificed
cow and sheep;
he sent for Balaam
and for the chieftains
who were with him.
 םעלב רמאיו
 הזב יל־הנב קלב־לא
 תחבזמ העבשׁ
 הזב יל ןכהו
 םירפ העבשׁ
םיליא העבשׁו
 קלב שׂעיו
 םעלב רבד רשׁאכ
 םעלבו קלב לעיו
חבזמב ליאו רפ
Balaam said 
to Balak, “Build for me here
seven alters
Prepare for me on them
seven bulls
 and seven rams.”
So Balak did
as Balaam said
Balak and Balaam offered 
bull and ram upon the alter.
The presence of narrative doublets is one of the central components of the Documentary
Hypothesis, and traditionally literary critics have divided the Balaam pericope, as Noth, along
the lines of a J and an E source. A typical source critical analysis of the passage thus assigns to
each source two of the four main poems, as well as surrounding narrative.117 The beginning of the
story, according to these hypothetical sources, varies significantly. In E, Balaam receives
permission from Yhwh to join Balak’s messengers after their second visit, after Yhwh appears
for the second time in a nighttime vision. Balaam journeys to Balak, prepares to curse Israel, but
offers blessing instead.
N2 cannot belong to this narrative without presenting Yhwh as an especially fickle
character, when his anger burns against Balaam only verses after he grants the seer permission to
join the Mobite delegation (v. 20). Hence, N2 has been seen as the first part of the J version:
Balaam answers Balak’s call without consulting Yhwh, and Yhwh’s divine messenger meets him
on the road–initially being seen only by Balaam’s jenny, who saves his life. That the only other
talking animal in the HB also belongs to the J source (the serpent in Gen 3) supports the
attribution of N2 to J.118 N2 also employs the divine name הוהי primarily, which has been taken as
support for the J attribution (though see v. 22). However, because N2 conflicts not only with the
117.Philip Budd presents a typical analysis, close to that of Noth, as follows: the majority of 22:2-20, 36-41 and 
23:1-30 belong to E, while N2 (Num 22:22-35) and 24:1-19 belong of J, Numbers (WBC 5; Waco, TX: Word Books,
1984), 256-65.
118.Budd, Numbers, 257.
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preceding narrative but also with the otherwise entirely positive portrayal of Balaam in Numbers
22-24, the claim that N2 is an integral part of an earlier Balaam tradition–such as a J version–has
not maintained its appeal. N2, which presents Balaam (a “seer”) in a most unfavourable light,
should probably not be regarded as the work of a same scribe who wrote favourably of Balaam
elsewhere (e.g., 24:3, 4//15, 16).
There are problems with the basic two source division of the material in the Balaam
pericope. It is doubtful, in fact, that the many of the “doublets” in the Balaam pericope constitute
adequate grounds for assigning this material with confidence to the classic sources.119 George
Coats rightly doubts that the (few) “repetitions [in Numbers 22-24] must necessarily indicate two
sources.”120 To return to the above examples, although the parallel lines in 22:3 could derive from
the combination of two distinct narratives, it is equally possibly that they form an intentional,
poetic introduction to a previously independent Balaam-Balak narrative. At any rate, this
“doublet” appears at a location in the narrative that has evidently been edited by one or more
scribes (see above). And Noth himself hedges his suggestion that Balak’s two sacrifices represent
two sources–there is no reason that a single narrative would not include multiple sacrifices, since
one is performed on Balak’s initiative, at Kiryath Chuzoth on Balaam’s arrival, and the other on
Balaam’s initiative at Bamoth Baʿal as a part of his curse ritual (in fact, movement between
sacrificial sites plays an integral role in the development of the plot). Numbers 22-24 simply
does not display the same literary characteristics as those passages in the Pentateuch for which
the Documentary Hypothesis offers explanation.121
119.However, it is peculiar (though not impossible) that Balaam should realize Yhwh’s resolve to bless Israel in 
24:1, when he seems to have learned this already in 23:8, 20 (i.e., “E”); positing two different narrative sources 
could resolve that interpretive problem; so Budd, Numbers, 257.
120.George Coats, “Balaam: Sinner or saint?” BR 18 (1973): 23. The (truncated) repetition of Balak’s message to 
Balaam (22:5b-6a//22:11) cannot be regarded as a doublet, since the content of a message is not infrequently 
repeated in West Semitic literature. See e.g., the repetition of Yamm’s message to the divine assembly in CAT 1.2 
i.11-19//30-35; see “The Ba‘lu Myth,” translated by Dennis Pardee (COS 1.86:241-274).
121. Certain texts may be fairly cleanly differentiated (e.g., flood narrative[s] in Genesis 6-9), and some doublets 
clearly seem to repeat the same basic story (e.g., the naming of Beersheba in Genesis 21:31 and 26:30); for concise 
discussion of the role doublets play in the Documentary Hypthesis, see Joel Baden, The Composition of the 
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Neither do the divine names aid the critic in determining literary sources in Numbers
22-24. Contrary to Noth’s assertion that the alternating theonyms are “explicable only on literary
critical grounds,” literary features of the narrative cannot, in fact, account for such alternations.
First of all, the theonyms cannot be used to divide the material into J and E because the events
narrated occur after the revelation of the divine name in Exodus 3. Joel Baden, a leading
proponent of the Documentary Hypothesis, explains that the differing use of divine names in the
sources reflect differing “historical claims.” Baden explains,
[a]ccording to J, everyone from the third generation of humanity on knew and used the divine name
Yahweh; according to E, the divine name was not known until it was revealed to Moses in Exodus
3. This fundamental aspect of the issue of the divine designations contains within it the response to
the critics’ arguments: neither J nor E is prohibited in any way from using either divine designation.
Both authors knew that Elohim and Yahweh were one and the same.122
The narrative in Numbers 22-24 takes place after the story in Exodus 3. Thus, by nature of its
historical presentation, E is no longer obliged to use םיהלא rather than הוהי. Numerous scholarly
attempts have been made to account for the oscillation of divine names by appeal to narrative
function, rather than “historical” necessity or the convention of a given source.123 For example,
throughout Numbers 22:1-20 (in MT), םיהלא appears four times–always used by the narrator,124
while הוהי appears four times–always used by Balaam, in reference to “his deity” (22:18).
Although this pattern does not continue throughout the rest of the pericope, one could easily
develop plausible reasons for the departures from this pattern. For example, the first time the
narrator uses הוהי alone (22:22 has הוהי ךאלמ), the deity enables the donkey to speak–a reasonable
moment to break the pattern since the attribution of divine revelation to Yhwh is a central theme
of the pericope. It would be an exercise in subjectivity and conjecture to propose a rationale for
each occurrence of םיהלא versus הוהי in the Balaam pericope. However, it is reasonable to
Pentateuch: Renewing the Documentary Hypothesis (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2012), 17-19.
122.Baden, The Composition of the Pentateuch, 112.
123.See a summary of scholarly treatments of the divine names and problems in Budd, Numbers, 261.
124.In v. 10 םיהלאה.
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suppose that a rationale existed for each occurrence of the various divine names, without
necessitating the postulate of multiple literary sources.125
Of course, Noth’s literary analysis is but one of dozens that seek to explain the material in
terms of the classic sources.126 Philip Budd, for instance, discerns an “Elohistic base narrative,”
by which he means a basic Balaam-Balak story that employs םיהלא, though not necessarily a part
of an E source. According to Budd, a (or the) Yawhist subsequently reworked that material
primarily by addition in order to “heighten and emphasize elements inherent in the Elohistic base
narrative.”127 He does not, therefore, find two narratives from two sources woven together. The
inability of the Documentary Hypothesis to explain fully the complex literary shape of the
Balaam pericope–together with the pericope’s unique point of view and literary integrity–has led
critics in recent decades to adopt alternative strategies for addressing those complexities. Such
strategies typically approach the Balaam material in a manner similar to that of Budd: they see a
base narrative over which redactional layers have been applied and to which various supplements
have been added.
II.II Alternative Approaches
It is impossible to differentiate J and E sources in the Balaam pericope with any degree of
certainty; some critics therefore see an essential literary unity. John Van Seters, for example,
regards the narrative and poetry (excluding N2 and a few interpolations) to be “a unified
125.Albright jests, “. . . no attempt to distribute the prose matter between J and E has succeeded without a 
suspiciously large amount of emendation of divine names,” “The Oracles of Balaam,” JBL 63/3 (1944): 207. In that 
study, Albright did not consider the literary development of the Balaam pericope as a whole: “[s]ince we are 
concerned here with the poems, where no real criteria for attribution to pentateuchal documents exist, we shall not 
deal with this obscure question [whether the Balaam pericope is J, E, or JE],” 208. Of course, SP and G offer 
significant variation in their use of the divine names, see Budd, Numbers, 261-262.
126.Cf, e.g., Otto Eissfeldt, The Old Testament: An Introduction (trans. Bail Blackwell; New York: Harper & 
Row,1965), 200-201. Hackett helpfully summarizes what she calls a scholarly consensus regarding the literary 
sources behind the Balaam Pericope: The southern J source consisted of Num 22:3b, 4, part of 5, part of 6, 7a, 11, 
22-34, 37, 39, 40a; 23:7a, 18a; 24:1, 2b-3a, 10a, 11b, 15a; while the northern E source consisted of Num 22:2-3a, 
part of 5, part of 6, 7b-10, 12-21, 35-36, 38, 40b-41, most prose of ch. 23, 24:10b-11a, 12a-14a, 25, “Balaam,” ABD 
1:569.
127.Budd, Numbers, 263-264.
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composition of the Yahwist,”128 while Richard Friedman attributes the entire pericope to E.129
Other critics do not identify Numbers 22-24 with any of the classic sources.130 Instead, they
imagine the Balaam pericope as a distinct literary work, which at some point was grafted into the
pentateuchal narrative.131 This material lends indeed itself well to the so-called “supplementary”
approach of European pentateuchal research.132 Markus Witte reads the pericope as a series of
successive redactional layers, none of which corresponds well to “a pre-priestly Yahwist.”133 He
supposes post-priestly and post-deuteronomic authorship for the bulk of the material and finds a
basic layer, followed by a “blessing-layer,” and finally an eschatological or “future-layer.” These
layers cannot, in Witte’s estimation, be identified as the work of the putative Yahwist.134 Earlier,
Alexander Rofé introduced a novel literary approach that also departed from the explanation of
the Documentary Hyptothesis. Levine summarizes Rofé’s conclusion:135
128.John Van Seters excludes N2 and P5 and dates J to the exilic period, “From Faithful Prophet to Villain,” in A 
Biblical Itinerary: In Search of Method, Form and Content: Essays in Honor of George W. Coats (ed. by Eugene E. 
Carpenter; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 127.
129.Richard Elliot Friedman, Who Wrote the Bible (2d edition; New York: HarperOne, 1997), 253.
130.Levine, for example, posits a “T” source for the poetry, the literary archive of Transjordanian Israelites, 
Numbers 2:208-209.
131.The Talmud (Baba Bathra 14b) attests to the early separation for Balaam material from the rest of the 
Pentateuch, though it supposes Mosaic authorship for that material also.
132.Russell writes, “the textual inconsistencies in Num 22-24 cannot be explained in terms of the traditional sources
J and E. . . . Many have now come to regard the narrative as an independent unit that includes its own 
interpolations,” Images of Egypt, 83.
133.Markus Witte, “Der Segen Bileams - eine redaktionsgeschichtliche Problemanzeige zum »Jahwisten« in Num 
22-24,” pages 191-213 in Abschied vom Jahwisten: Die Komposition des Hexateuch in der jüngsten Diskussion (Jan 
Christian Gertz, Konrad Schmid, and Markus Witte, eds.; Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 2002), 213.
134.Witte, “Der Segen Bileams,” 213. Christoph Levin continues to argue for the involvement of J in the Balaam 
pericope, “Righteousness in the Joseph Story: Joseph Resists Seduction (Genesis 39),” pages 223-240 in The 
Pentateuch: International Perspectives on Current Research (FAT 78; Thomas B. Dozeman, Konrad Schmid, and 
Baruch J. Schwartz, eds.; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 231. Stephen Russell, Images of Egypt, 83-84, also 
summarizes the assessments of Stefan Timm (Moab zwischen den Mächten: Studien zu historischen Denkmälern 
und Texten [ÄAT 17; Wiesbaden: O. Harrassowitz, 1989], 97-157) and Andreas Schüle (Israels Sohn—Jahwes 
Prophet: Ein Versuch zum Verhältnis von kanonischer Theologie und Religionsgeschichte anhand der 
Bileam-Perikope (Num 22–24) [ATM 17; Münster: LIT Verlag, 2001]), both of whom argue for “very limited 
diachronic development,” as well as a post-exilic (Persian period, in Schüle’s case) setting for the composition of the
material in Numbers 22-24. See Russell’s critique of Timm’s reasons for dating the oracles to the preexilic period, 
87-89. Cf. also the literary development proposed by Rouillard (La péricope de Balaam) apud Brian Schmidt, 
“Canaanite Magic vs. Israelite Religion: Deuteronomy 18 and the Taxonomy of Taboo,” pages 242-259 in Magic 
and Ritual in the the Ancient World (Paul Mirecki and Marvin Meyer, eds.; RGRW 141; Leiden: Brill, 2002), 251.
135.In spite of its importance for study of the Balaam pericope, the work has still not been published in English 
translation: Alexander Rofé, The Book of Balaam (Numbers 22:2-24:25): A Study in Methods of Criticism and the 
History of Biblical Literatureand Religion (Hebrew; JBS 1; Tel Aviv: Simor, 1979). See also, Yehoshua Gitay’s 
review in JBL 100/3 (1981): 471-472.
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any attempt to fit the Balaam narrative into a strict, source-critical structure, assigning discrete
sections of the text variously to J and E, is ultimately unenlightening and counterproductive. More
likely, the author of the narrative sections of the Balaam Pericope, who may well have been
cognizant of both Northern Israelite and Judahite writings on the subject of the Moabites and
regarding the legendary Balaam, composed the narrative prose in an original way. . . . [w]e must
employ a less rigid method of literary analysis if we are to define the relation of the Balaam
narratives to the Balaam poems.”136
Scholars who divide the Balaam-Balak narrative into J and E sources include in their divisions
the four main oracles, assigning P1 and P2 to E and P3 and P4 to J. For Rofé, then, and others
who dissent from the Documentary Hythopthesis–at least as regards the Balaam pericope–the
question remains concerning the relationship between the poetic material and the prose. There
are two or three options: (1) the poetry came first, (2) the prose came first, or (3) the poetry and
prose were composed simultaneously.
Because various elements connect the poems to each other and to the prose narrative,
Milgrom argues that the poetry was composed simultaneously to (3), or at least as a subsequent
complement to (2), the narrative: “[w]ithout the narrative, the poetic oracles would make no
sense, and all their allusions to personalities, nations, and events would be incomprehensible.”137
In P1, Balaam rehearses in the span of two couplets the preceding prose narrative: in an effort to
protect his kingdom, Balak commissions Balaam to curse (ררא and םעז; cf. 22:6: ררא) the
intruding Israelite horde. Balaam protests, however, on the grounds that the divine will
constrains him and that El/Yhwh has not cursed (בבק and םעז) Israel.138 He wonders הבק אל בקא המ
הוהי םעז אל םעזא המו לא ‘how can I damn? El has not damned. And how can I denounce? Yhwh
136.Levine, Numbers 2:207. Moore summarizes Rofé work as follows: “Rofé believes that the oracles in Num 24 
may have belonged to a stratum in which Balaam is revered “like a partner” (kšwtp, 31) with Israel in its religion 
and culture. He would agree with Mowinckel that the oracles in Num 24 preserve the earliest tradition, but deems 
any attempt to buttress this position with a Wellhausenian literary hypothesis unnecessary and unwarranted. Rofé 
would argue that the prose of the Balaam cycle takes something away from Balaam’s “high prophetic rank” (drgh 
nbwʾyt ʿlywnh, 45-46), but that it was not until the rise of a Deuteronomic “school” (ʾskwlh, 48) that a concerted 
effort was made to redefine Balaam’s role in Israel,” The Balaam Traditions, 3.
137.Jacob Milgrom, Numbers (JPS Torah Commentary; Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1990), 467.
138.Here alone in the Hebrew Bible do all three of these damnatory synonyms (בבק ,םעז ,ררא) appear is such close 
proximity. Thus the oracle fittingly associates a cluster of cusses, perhaps each having a technical sense, with the 
work of a diviner renowned for his occultic efficacies.
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has not denounced’ (23:8). The poetry harmonizes well with the earlier prose in which Balaam
refused to even answer Balak’s call without express permission from Yhwh. The Israelites’ vast
number and independence from the surrounding nations confirms (22:9-10) the blessing of El/
Yhwh,139 so Balaam refuses his patron’s demand, aligning himself with Israel in hope of
participation in the blessing (23:10b; the pronominal suffix on והמכ may refer to the upright
generally or to Jacob/Israel, specifically). Balaam wants to die blessed as the םירשי ‘upright’ and
so refrains from opposing the Israelite conquest.140
P2 builds on P1 in significant ways–and also, as Milgrom maintains, relies for its sense
on the surrounding narrative: (1) Whereas P1 expresses Balaam’s inability to curse (23:8), P2
reveals Balaam’s obligation to bless (23:20)!141 (2) The image of a lion, devouring its prey,
graphically illustrates the violent means through which the prosperity of Jacob/Israel will arise
(23:24). (3) P2 declares the invincibility of Jacob/Israel, which experiences no ןוא ‘sorrow’142 or
למע ‘trouble’ (23:21). (4) In P1 Jacob/Israel is a people (םא) unlike the nations (םיוג) (23:9), a
multitude blessed, but a multitude without a king; in P2, Balak is addressed not as באומ ךלמ ‘King
of Moab’ (as in 23:7), but merely as the רפצ ונב ‘son of Zippor’ (23:18). The second oracle thus
139.Abraham Malamat understands Balaam’s declaration that Israel is ןכשי דדבל םע ‘a people dwelling apart’ in light 
of a diplomatic letter addressed to Zimri-Lim of Mari (c. 1775-1760 BCE), which conveys an appeal for alliance 
among local chiefdoms: “there is no kinglet who is strong by himself,” Mari and the Bible (Leiden: Brill, 1998), 
217. Malamat contrasts this picture with Balaam’s vision of Israel as a people דדבל, that is, as a people self-reliant 
and independent of other, Mari and the Bible, 216-218. On the other hand, the point might be that Israel is a 
“people” and not yet a politicized “nation” with a king.
140.James S. Ackerman notes the irony of Balaam’s desire in relation to Balaam’s fate in the narrative of Numbers 
31:8: “he is far off the mark when he envisions his own future,” “Numbers,” pages 78-91in The Literary Guide to 
the Bible (Robert Alter and Frank Kermode, eds.; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1987), 87.
141.Balaam’s compulsion to deliver the divine word may be compared to that of Amos, who prophesies with the 
urgency of one stalked by a lion (Amos 3:8). Cf. Sara Milstein’s discussion of leonine imagery in the rhetorical 
questions Amos 3:3-8, which function as a prophetic call scene, “‘Who Would Not Write?’ The Prophet as Yhwh’s 
Prey in Amos 3:3-8,” Catholic Biblical Quarterly 75 (2013): 434. Balaam expresses his desire to share Jacob/Israel’s
fate (v. 10b) and refuses to curse Israel (v. 8). His decision early in the first two oracles (and the narrative) to bless 
and not curse plays off the sentiment that concludes the third oracle. This curse/blessing formula takes various forms
in material typically assigned to J, so its appearance in the third oracle has been cited as evidence that the poem 
belongs to the J document (Gen 12:3; 27:29). It should be noteed, however, that the blessing theme is well fixed 
within the P2 (Num 23:20; cf. 23:8). For the theme of blessing in J, see Levin, “Righteousness in the Joseph Story,” 
231.
142.So BDB.
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transfers kingship from Moab to Jacob/Israel, of whom Yhwh himself is king: ומע ויהלא הוהי
וב ךלמ תעורתו ‘Yhwh his god is with him; and the battle cry of a king is among him’ (23:21b). The
line םחנתיו םדא־ןבו בזכיו לא שׁיא אל ‘El is not a man, that he would lie; nor a son of a human, that he
would repent’ (Num 23:19) of course responds to Balak’s attempt in the preceding prose to have
Balaam curse from a second location.
Milgrom presents a series of definite links between the poetry and prose; however, two
factors complicate his overall assessment. In the first case, while the first two poems exhibit
clear connections to the prose narrative, the connections between the prose and P3 and P4 are
less obvious.143 Secondly, Milgrom does not clearly demonstrate why the prose narrative could
not have been composed after, and based on, the poetry, a scenario that would certainly account
for close connections between the content of the two literary forms.144 Actually, the (first two)
poems contain the basic Balaam-Balak narrative, they do not require the prose for their
comprehensibility. On the other hand, N1 does not work without the poems–all four of them–
since Balak’s repeated, failed attempts to have Balaam curse are integral to its plot.
An alternative to Milgrom’s position is that the poetry was composed prior to the prose.
In fact, the Balaam oracles belong to a corpus of poetic texts that by the mid-twentieth century
came to be known by scholars as Israel’s “old poetry”: Genesis 49; Exodus 15; Numbers 23–24;
Deuteronomy 32 and 33; Judges 5; 1Samuel 2; 2 Sam 1:19-27; 2 Samuel 22(//Psalm 18) and 23;
Psalms 18 (//2 Samuel 22); 29; 16; and 68; and Habakkuk 3.145 In an innovative article published
143.See, e.g., Milgrom’s list of connections between prose and poetry–of 12 points, only four connect P3 and P4 to 
the prose, Numbers, 467. Russell explains that Sigmund Mowinckel (“Die Ursprung der Bileamsage,” ZAW 48 
[1930]: 233–71) “showed that the so-called J-poems (the third and fourth oracles) do not presuppose the prose,” 
Images of Egypt, 84.
144.Milgrom does, however, admit “the possibilities must be considered that the poetic oracles and the narrative 
were all originally independent of each other, discrete epics on the same theme, which were fused at a later date by a
single editorial hand. However, even were this so, the fusion is so thorough and skillful that the original seems are 
no longer visible: The redaction is a new artistic creation,” Numbers, 468. In this way, Milgrom leaves open the 
possibility of multiple sources, though effectively denies the possibility of scholars recovering them.
145.Mark Smith, “Why was “Old Poetry” Used in Hebrew Narrative? Historical and Cultural Considerations about 
Judges 5,” pages 197-212 in Puzzling Out the Past: Studies in Northwest Semitic Languages and Literatures in 
Honor of Bruce Zuckerman (Steven Fine, Wayne T. Pitard, Bruce Zuckerman, and Marilyn J. Lundberg, eds.; 
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in 1944 William Albright seeks, on the basis of the versions and epigraphical evidence, to
“approximate the spelling of the Oracles when they were first committed to writing.” He goes
on, “[i]f we confront the results of our analysis of the textual data with the epigraphically known
history of spelling in Hebrew, we must date the first writing down of the Oracles in or about the
tenth century B. C.”146 Of Albright’s treatment of the oracles, Frank Cross and David Freedman
write, “[t]he Oracles of Balaam belong to the category of oracles delivered by a seer before
battle. It is the finest early example of this type, which is closely associated with the victory
hymn [e.g., Ex 15; Jdg 5]. Albright’s . . . masterful use of old and new disciplines makes the
short study an indispensable preparation and guide for the further investigation of ancient
Yahwistic poetry.”147 In a 1950 joint doctoral dissertation, Cross and Freedman undertook such
an investigation, analyzing key texts thought to derive from the earliest period of Israel’s national
history.
The question of the scholar’s ability to date texts orthographically or by other linguistic
means has generated intense debate in the past decade or so. Regarding “old poetry,” for
example, Ian Young argues that archaic features do not allow for early dating of archaic Hebrew
poetry,148 since “supposedly archaic” features could have been incorporated into later texts that
were written for/set in the Mosaic era.149 He argues that “[a]rchaic linguistic forms are not tied
solely to an archaic period,”150 such linguistic features could have functioned stylistically, for
example, in order lend an ancient feel to the poetry. In her recent monograph on the subject,
Robyn Vern concludes that “[i]t is now indisputably evident that linguistic evidence which
Leiden: Brill, 2012), 199.
146.Albright, “Oracles of Balaam,” 210.
147.Frank M. Cross and David N. Freedman, Studies in Ancient Yahwistic Poetry (2d ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1997), 3.
148.Ian Young, “Biblical Texts Cannot Be Dated Linguistically,” HS 46 (2006): 341. See also Robert Rezetko and 
Ian Young, Historical Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew: Steps Toward an Integrated Approach (ANEM 9; Atlanta: 
SBL Press, 2014).
149.Young, “Biblical Texts Cannot Be Dated Linguistically,” 343.
150.Ibid., 348.
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involves archaisms or rare forms is not a reliable tool for dating ABH poetry.”151 However, Vern’s
argumentation and use of linguistic evidence has been severely criticized.152 Also, while
“linguistic evidence cannot be decisive. . . . it is not strong enough on its own to compel scholars
to reconsider an argument made on non-linguistic grounds,”153 even Young admits that “[i]t is
permissible to use it as one of a series of arguments in attempting to date biblical texts.”154 In
other words, linguistic features of a text may prove helpful in issues of dating, but they cannot be
decisive. It is instructive to note that in his preface to the second edition of Studies in Ancient
Yahwistic Poetry, Freedman admits the problems with using orthographic data, at least, (which
may change with each successive copy) to date texts. “The discussion of the date of composition
. . . must be taken into other realms of inquiry: contents, setting, language, and so on.”155 Even in
the original publication, Cross and Freedman insist that “[t]he attempt to date a document by
survivals of archaic orthographies is a precarious enterprise.”156 Thus, although many scholars
continue to argue for especially early composition dates for certain poems in the HB, there is a
consensus that “the texts cannot be dated just [emphsis mine] linguistically, and additional extra-
linguistic data are indispensable for a provisional absolute dating of the literary composition.”157
In the present study, therefore, I refrain from joining the ongoing controversy over linguistic
dating and instead focus on other features relevant to the composition of these specific texts.
151.Robyn Vern challenges linguistic dating in Dating Archaic Biblical Hebrew Poetry: A Critique of the Linguistic 
Arguments (Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2011), 236.
152.Tania Notarius, review of Robyn Vern, Dating Archaic Biblical Hebrew Poetry: A Critique of the Linguistic 
Arguments, JSS 60 (2015):244-48; see especially Na’ama Pat-El and Aren Wilson-Wright, “Features of Archaic 
Biblical Hebrew and the Linguistic Dating Debate,” Hebrew Studies 54 (2013), 398-99.
153.Ian Young, “Biblical Texts Cannot Be Dated Linguistically,” 351.
154.Ibid., 351.
155.Frank M. Cross and David N. Freedman, Studies in Ancient Yahwistic Poetry (2d ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 
1997), x.
156.Cross and Freedman, Studies in Ancient Yahwistic Poetry, 126.
157.Notarius, review of Vern, Dating Archaic Biblical Hebrew Poetry, 245. In light of this situation, Mark Smith 
makes a fair statement: “despite a rather strong claim for its high antiquity on the part of some scholars based on 
their sense of the poem’s grammar, in fact the grammatical basis for the claim is inconclusive . . . the data in these 
matters are all too few, resulting in the unavoidable problem of lacking sufficient material for making historical 
judgments,” in “Why was “Old Poetry” Used in Hebrew Narrative?” 203.
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To return to Balaam’s oracles, Hackett points out several “literary [i.e., non-linguistic]
connections with well-known lists of tribal features that occur in early Israelite poetry,”158
including leonine imagery (Num 23:24; 24:9; Gen 49:9; Deut 33:20, 22); bull horns (Num 23:22;
24:8; Deut 33:17); and a scepter (perhaps associated with the predominance of Judah) (Num
24:17; Gen 49:10). These thematic connections have even been understood as corroborating the
traditional source analysis that associates P1 and P2 with E and P3 and P4 with J. For example,
P3 and P4 seem to echo Jacob’s tribal blessing (J) of Judah with its lion (Nu 24:9//Gen 49:9 )159
and scepter (Num 24:17, 19//Gen 49:10). Eissfeldt saw in these poems the “proud delight in
kingdom and king” particularly suitably to the southern J source.160 By contrast, the emphasis in
the E source, for Eissfeldt, is on “the fact that God has appointed this people for himself and has
separated it for his own possession. . . . Israel is an entity taken out of the remaining world of the
nations, appointed for the service of the only true God.”161 This theme, of course, resonates
clearly in P1 and P2, which envision an Israel unique among the nations (23:9, 21, 23).162 Other
connections between these two poems and the E source include the appearance of the lexemes
ןכשׁ and דדב in connection with Israel//Jacob, as in Deuteronomy 33:28 (cf. Num 23:9), and
possibly Yhwh’s kingship over Israel, as in Deuteronomy 33:5 (cf. Num 23:21).163
Most scholars who employ the Documentary Hypothesis maintain that the poetic
material–while a part of each literary source–was nevertheless earlier than the prose of each
source and hence, only secondarily incorporated into its respective source. Thus, the traditional
source analysis does not undermine the idea that the poetry was composed prior to the prose
158.Jo Ann Hackett, “Balaam,” ABD 1:571.
159.The image of the lion (איבל) is a circumstantial connection between Num 23:24 and Deut 33:20 at best, because 
the lion also appears in Num 24:9, which is supposed to belong to the J source.
160.Otto Eissfeldt, The Old Testament: An Introduction (trans. Bail Blackwell; New York: Harper & Row,1965), 
200.
161.Eissfeldt, Introduction, 201.
162.For further possible connections between E and P1 and P2 see Budd, Numbers, 260, 263.
163.The image of the lion (איבל), however, is a circumstantial evidence at best, since there also exists a leonine 
connection between Num 23:24 and Deut 33:20, supposed to be E. In short, the lion simile appears in both J and E.
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material. Neither the Documentary Hypothesis nor the more recent “supplementary” approaches
substantially affect the conclusions of the present study. Critical to my analysis of Numbers
22-24, however, is the priority of at least some of the poetic material. Smith’s comment
concerning the “old poetry” generally seems to be true of the Balaam oracles in particular: “the
old poems are used for their perceived antiquity even as they were sometimes updated in their
prose contexts.”164
Levine’s position could not be more opposed to Milgrom’s: “In literary-historical terms,
as opposed to textual presentation, it is highly improbable that the Balaam poems were written to
fit into the narrative.”165 Levine maintains that, “[i]n effect, the Balaam narratives represent a
commentary on the poems.”166 That is, the poems represent an earlier tradition of Balaam
blessing Israel, and the prose material was written later in order to clarify, expand, and provide
context for the poems. This assessment coheres well with the disparity of content between P3
and P4 and prose, since these oracles lack any reference to Balak or the narrative about him.167
Compared to the oracles of chapter 23, the oracles in chapter 24 are rather disconnected from the
narrative. An introductory formula sets the second pair of oracles apart from the first pair. Even
though Balaam is presented as the speaker (he “lifted his oracle” in v. 3a//15a), he nevertheless is
described in this formula in the third person. That Balaam’s first person discourse does not begin
until vs. 5//17 suggests that P3 and P4 existed as a discrete pair, both of which began with the
same formulaic introduction.
164.Smith, “Why was “Old Poetry” Used in Hebrew Narrative?,” 211.
165.Levine, Numbers, 2:210.
166.Ibid., 234. Russell claims that “Rofé [too] has argued that a prose editor drew on older poetic material. He sees 
all four oracles as earlier than the prose,” Images of Egypt, 85.
167.Though Noth overstates the matter when he claims there is “no connection at all” between the third oracle and 
the narrative, Numbers, 189. Early in the narrative, King Balak explains his preference for Balaam’s religious 
abilities, ראוי ראת רשאו ךרבמ ךרבת רשא תא יתעדי ‘I know that whomever you bless is blessed, and whomever you curse
is cursed’ (Num 22:6); P3 then twists Balak’s words and confounds his intentions when Balaam proclaims of the 
Israelite camp: רורא ךירראו ךורב ךיכרבמ ‘those who bless you are blessed, and those who curse you are cursed’ (Num 
24:9b). The vegetational imagery in P3 also possibly forms a thematic link to Balak’s worry that his land will be 
“licked up” (ךחל) by the Israelite horde as an ox licks up the field’s greenery (22:4). Perhaps the imagery in P3 
influenced the narrator of N1.
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P3 and P4 are decidedly more provocative and violent than P1 and P2 in their
presentation of Israelite kingship. In P3 (Num 24:3-9), Jacob/Israel’s king is poised to rise (םור)
above Agag (the infamous Amalekite royal whom Samuel hacks to bits (ףסשׁ) before Yhwh at
Gilgal in 1 Sam 15:33).168 The reference to Agag evokes the vision of a mighty ruler, one whom
Israel’s king will overshadow as his kingdom exalts itself (אשׂנ [Hitpael]). This picture of a king
conquering Agag of course refers to Saul, Israel’s first king. So P3 presents the people Israel
acquiring a king and becoming a great nation. By the will and power of El, the expanding
kingdom of Jacob/Israel וירצ םיוג לכאי ‘will devour the nations its adversaries.’ The leonine
imagery recurs in P3, but here with a different emphasis: Whereas a prowling and ravenous lion
in 23:24 symbolizes a people seeking victory over its enemies, in 24:9, a crouching lion
symbolizes the danger Israel poses to any who dare to oppose.169
P4 celebrates the fruit of Israelite kingship. Although the word ךלמ never appears in the
poem, the imagery is unmistakable: לארשׂימ טבשׁ םקו בקעימ בכוכ ךרד ‘a star has tread forth from
Jacob, a scepter has risen from Israel’ (Num 24:17b). The authority of a scepter parallels the
peerless leadership represented by a star.170 If 24:7b references King Saul’s military ascent (over
Agag), the marching star refers to Israel’s favourite king, David. What 2 Samuel 8:2, 14 (//1
Chron 18:2, 13) documents as Israel’s political history–that is, David’s ruthless subordination of
Moabite and Edomite enemies–P4 imagines in a “magnificent song of praise of the Israelite
king.”171 Two verbs indicate the violent nature of this monarch’s rule: ץחמ ‘to crush’ (cf. 24:8b)
and דבא ‘to destroy’ (Hifil), and the oracle concludes with a nation’s (Moab’s) utter humiliation:
168.The Samaritan and Greek traditions offer the alternative reading “Gog” (גוגמ, Γωγ) (Gog appears in 1 Chr 5:4 as
a personal name for a descendant of Reuben–a Israelite tribe in Transjordan, though it is difficult to discern further 
significance). Albright, assuming a late second millennium provenance for the poetry, dismisses the connection to 
Saul, and suggests the word is related to גָגּ ‘roof,’ “Oracles of Balaam,” 227, 218. If the poetry was composed in the 
9th century or later, however, there is not reason to abandon Saul as the referent here.
169.Levine imagines a lion that has now caught its prey and will not be driven off, Numbers, 211.
170.Note the similar language and theme employed Isaiah 14:12, in which a לליח ‘shining one’ dominates other 
nations. 
171.Eissfeldt, Introduction, 200.
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ריעמ דירש דיבאה ‘he will destroy the one escaping from Ar’ (24:19b).172 Balaam’s fourth oracle
solidifies an idea that has developed through the previous oracles: El’s assured blessing of Jacob/
Israel will take the form of an Israelite king expanding Israel’s territory by establishing through
conquest a hegemony over Transjordanian peoples.173
The “Song of the Sea” describes the leaders of Moab and Edom trembling in fear of the
people of Yhwh (Ex 15:15). This exodus tradition nevertheless has Israel pass over (רבע) the
Transjordanian lands en route to the place of Yhwh’s appointment (15:16-17). The same tradition
obtains in Deuteronomy 2, where Yhwh explicitly instructs his people to pass over (רבע) the
territories of Esau/Seir (i.e., Edom) and Moab, because Yhwh has apportioned to each people its
land as a possession ה ָּשְֻׁרי (2:4-5, 9). If Deuteronomy 2 and Exodus 15 agree that Edomite and
Moabite territory will (or should) not fall under Israelite dominion, the writer of P4 offers a
contrary opinion: Edom will be the הָׁשְֵרי ‘possession’ of Israel’s conquering monarch (Num
24:18), and the boundaries of Moab (באומ יתאפ) invite Israelite infiltration (Num 24:17b).174 
The literary context provides immediate justification for P4’s disregard for Moab’s
territorial integrity, since it fixes the oracle to the occasion of a Moabite king conspiring against
172.Probably the noun ריע ‘city’ reflects the plene orthography of a mistaken reading of the Moabite city רע; see, for 
example, Deut 2:18; Isa 15:1. Either way, the poem portrays a thorough conquest of the Transjordan. תשׁ־ינב ‘Sons of
Seth’ in 24:17b probably refers to the Moabites. Gösta W. Ahlström suggests the designation may “point to an old 
tradition about an association between Moabites and the Syrian Sutu,” possibly indicating a northern origin of the 
Moabites, in The History of Ancient Palestine from the Paleolithic Period to Alexander’s Conquest (ed. Diana 
Edelman; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 169-170, 409-410.
173.Many scholars have argued that the fourth oracle is a late, “messianic” addition to the Balaam material. Russell 
writes, “the first three poems envision Israelites victory as a present and ongoing reality; Israel is permanently 
blessed by the Pantheon. The fourth, however, depicts Israelite victory as a future event” (Images of Egypt, 102). 
However, eschatological and messianic interpretations–and the often accompanying late dating–of P4 fail to 
appreciate the oracle’s specificity. The poem does not refer to Israelite kingship and victory over vague enemies; it is
not so open-ended as later messianic interpreters might have liked. In Balaam’s vision an Israelite monarch stomps 
Moab and Edom, his Transjordan neighbours. I disagree with Russell’s statement that the fourth oracle “assumes a 
time when Transjordan Israel was under the oppression of Moab” (Images of Egypt, 102), since the oracle 
anticipates an Israelite conquest of Moabite lands (24:17c) and beyond (24:18).
174.This disagreement between Exodus 15 (J) and P4 (supposed to be J) regarding the fate of Moab’s territory might
serve as evidence against the inclusion of P4 in a J source. Even in Num 20:17-21 (JE), in which Edom refuses to let
Israel “pass over” (רבע) its borders, Israel is said to turn away from Edom–rather than wage war for the sake of 
territorial expansion (וילעמ לארשׂי טיו).
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Israel. Balaam’s oracles seem to envisage an established institution of kingship in Israel.
However, while P3 and P4 address general conflict between Moab and Israel in the Transjordan,
they make no reference to King Balak, nor even Israel’s journey from Egypt via the Transjordan.
In short, these poems are in no way bound to the putative historical setting presented in
Numbers. Stephen Russell explains that the El formula in 23:22//24:8 (תפעותכ םירצממ םאיצומ לא
ול םאר ‘El, delivering them from Egypt, has [horns] like horns of a wild ox’ [Num 23:21]; ואיצומ
‘delivers him’ in 24:8) is not as likely a reference an Israelite exodus from the land of Egypt as an
El epithet that praises the chief deity in Canaan for deliverance from Egyptian oppression on
Canaanite soil.175 In other words, the sole reference to the Exodus in the oracles may not in fact
be a reference to an exodus at all! If Russell’s assessment is correct, this formula, at least, must
be regarded as independent of and probably earlier than much biblical tradition, which imagines
Yhwh’s deliverance of Israel in the form of a migration from Egypt.
Actually, Russell regards much of the poetic material (P1, P2, and P3) as earlier than the
prose. Among other factors, he supports the priority of the poetry by demonstrating that the uses
of the verb חקל in the prose and the poetry “may reflect the misconstrual of the poetry by the
prose.”176 In the prose, Balak explains that he brought (חקל) Balaam to curse Israel (Num 23:11).
Balaam employs the verb in P2, when he explains that he has “obtained” (חקל) a decree to bless.
In this context, Russell argues that the verb has divinatory connotations, that Balaam has
received a divine edict from which he cannot deviate. Russell supports a reading of such
connotations from the verb’s cognates in Akkadian and Ugaritic, which are used in divinatory
175.See Russell’s discussion of the verb אצי and the likelihood that the tradition of El’s deliverance from Egypt 
refers not to a movements of Israel from Egypt, but rather to the dissolution of (Late Bronze Age) Egyptian rule over
the Levant, Images of Egypt, 104-119. Of course, the verb אצי appears in connection with a movement out of Egypt 
many HB texts–however, such texts, like Ex 6:6, made be regarded as later developments in what would become an 
elaborate account of divine deliverance from Egyptian subjugation. In N1, the migration from Egypt is made explicit
(22:5//11).
176.Ibid., 85.
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contexts in which a word from the divine is sought.177 He writes, “the prose has misunderstood
the [poetry’s] use of חקל in the oracles and has interpreted it instead as a reference to Balak’s
summoning of Balaam.”178 To be clear, Russell does not suggest that the writer of the narrative
misuses the verb חקל. Rather, the scribe missed the verb’s mantic connotations in the poetry, and
thus employed that verb differently in the narrative. Thus, Russell follows Levine in reading the
poetic material as earliest; he suggests, “the oracles may represent an Israelite adaptation of
earlier non-Israelite Transjordanian tradition.”179 I almost agree with this assessment–my sole
objection is that there is no reason to suppose the writer(s) of this earliest material were not
Israelites.
In fact, Levine postulates a Transjordanian source (“T”), the literary product of Israelites
in Transjordan (i.e., Gileadites)–preserving an El repertoire and constituting “a subsource of the
E tradition.”180 But the Transjordanian writer(s) of the earlier poetic material (not necessarily the
exact form of poems preserved in Num 23-24), held a theological outlook that differed from later
tradents who worked the Balaam material. Specifically, while the prose narratives “speak for a
thoroughly monotheistic point of view,”181 the poetic material seems to reflect a polytheistic
perspective: it is not at all evident that El and Yhwh, in the poems, refer to the same deity. We
will return to the issue of Balaam’s god(s) in chapter four.
177.Russell cites as examples CT 20 50 r.16 (“the one who brought the sacrificial animal will obtain [leqû] a divine 
decision”) and CAT 1.124 12 (“may your messenger come before DTN to obtain [lqh]̣ the oracular decree”), ibid., 
86.
178.Russell, Images of Egypt, 86.
179.Ibid., 104. On feature in particular that Russell argues is an early Transjordanian tradition, the poetic couplet 
expressing “an epithet of El” discussed above.
180.Levine, Numbers, 1:48; cf. 2:42. He describes “the existence of a biblical archive or repertoire, called T for 
“Transjordanian,” that contained the contributions of the Israelite community in Gilead . . . this archive was 
probably preserved along with the writings of the Elohist and the works of northern Israelite prophets during the 
period when Northern Israel dominated areas of Transjordan, before the Assyrians put an end to the Transjordanian 
Israelite community in the late eighth century B.C.E.,” Numbers, 2:208. This hypothetical collection includes also the 
Sheol poem of Isaiah 14 (which Levine compares to Combination II of Deir ʿAlla), ibid, 267-68.
181.Ibid., 41.
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The poems’ praise of Israelite dominance in Transjordan suits the period prior to the
Assyrian conquest of the region in the 730s and 720s.182 We may push the date earlier still, by
recognizing the confluence of biblical and extrabiblical evidence regarding conflict between
Israel and Moab. The Mesha Stele (c. 835 BCE)183 recalls the ninth century political situation in
Transjordan from a Moabite perspective and remembers Omride rule as violent and oppressive
(as intimated in Num 24:17c-19).184 However, that Israelite regime lasted only until Mesha’s
successful campaign to retake and rebuild North Moab.185 That is, the Mesha Stele and 2 Kings
1:1; 3:26-27 both attest to a(n eventually) successful Moabite rebellion against Israel lead by
King Mesha.186 Thus, Levine plausibly situates the composition of the Balaam poems (Num
23-24) in Transjordanian Israel during the first half of the ninth century BCE, after King Omri
consolidated Israelite control of the region but prior to Mesha’s recovery of northern Moab.187 
182.In Russell’s words, “[t]here is reasonable evidence to suggest that the oracles date to the eighth century b.c.e. or 
earlier. The poems reflect a period of Israelite ascendancy in Transjordan, ” Images of Egypt, 89.
183.See “The Inscription of King Mesha,” translated by K. A. D. Smelik (COS 2.23:137-138).
184.Levine correlates the Deir ʿAlla text with Mesha’s campaign of the Transjordan, supposing that the extrabiblical
Balaam tradition “memorialize[s] the sparing of Gilead from Mesha’s reconquest, begun in the early forties of the 
ninth century,” Numbers, 232.
185.Just as Balaam’s oracles link Israel’s military expansion to Israel’s deity Yhwh (Num 24:6, cf. 23:21b), Mesha 
links his military success to the Moabite deity Chemosh (COS 2.23).
186.Though Russell notes that “it is not entirely clear that the same Moabite victory is in view in 2 Kgs and the 
Mesha Stele,” Images of Egypt, 93, note 86.
187.Levine, Numbers, 2:232; Miller and Hayes, A History of Ancient Israel and Judah, 304-306. According to 
Albright, Mowinckel maintained that “the Balaam saga arose after the composition of the J poems, probably under 
the Omrides (cir. 876-843 B. C.),” “The Oracles of Balaam,” 208. Because the poems praise the Israelite dominion 
and offer no hope to Moab, (Edom,) or Amalekite, Levine associates them closely with the Heshbon Ballad of Num 
21, Numbers, 2:209. Levine compares the literary features within the Balaam pericope to those of the preceding 
chapter; in Num 21, three poems are employed “to lend greater authority to the narrative; they are proof-texts.” 
Levine goes on, “[i]t is reasonable to hypothesize that the four Balaam poems, which extol Israelite power and hold 
out no hope whatsoever to the Moabites (an possibly to the Edomites, either) or to the Amalekites, reflect the same 
realities as those of the Heshbon Ballad preserved in Numbers 21,” Numbers, 2:231. On this note, it is possible that 
the Balaam oracles (especially P3 and P4) belong to the same collection of poems as the the poetry in Num 21 
(21:14-15; 17-18; and especially 27-30). Such a collection of literary material may be imagined in Num 21:14: רפּס 
הוהי תמחלמ ‘the Book of the Wars of Yhwh.’ Also, Num 21:27 attributes the Heshbon poem to םילשׁמה, an intriguing 
lexical item to find in such close proximity to the Balaam oracles, each of which is introduced as a לשׁמ. In several 
HB texts, לשׁמ is applied as a label for a song or poem that mocks the fall of the haughty (e.g., Micah 2:4 and Hab 
2:6); Isa 14:4 imagines the people of Yhwh lifting a לשׁמ over the fallen king of Babylon. Such usage of the noun 
seems similar to that in Num 23-24, wherein Balaam’s verses culminate in the prediction of the fall to Israel of 
Transjordanian peoples/nations, notably Moab. (This is, however, not the only usage of the noun לשׁמ; cf. e.g., Job 
27:1; 1 Sam 10:12).
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Dijkstra takes a novel, largely synchronic approach in his effort to date the bulk of the
material in the Balaam pericope. Through his geographical analysis of the various toponyms
mentioned throughout the narrative188–in particular, the sites from which Balaam is to curse
Israel: Bamoth-baal (22:41), the top of (the) Pisgah (23:14), and the top of (the) Peor (23:28)–
Dijkstra concludes that “Balak’s ‘encirclement’ of the Israelites points the faces of the audience
deliberately into a certain direction . . . most probably the Transjordan sanctuary at Nebo:”189
one could imagine how such a story of a foreign magician called to curse Israel, presumably in
preparation of a military campaign, was told at Nebo for the greater honour and glory of YHWH. . .
. [T]he floruit of this sanctuary came suddenly to an end after its conquest and destruction by king
Mesha . . . . This provides us with a terminus ante quem for the story which complies basically with
the date of the Deir ʿAlla plaster inscription (ca. 800 B.C.). But even if its location at the sanctuary
of Nebo is thought to be too speculative, it is hard to understand how such a narrative plot and
circling the top of the Pisgah in the former tribal area of Gad, could have been developed after the
time that Nebo and its surroundings were lost to Israel and became a Moabite province, as is
confirmed by Isa. 15:2.190
Whether or not Dijkstra’s very specific scenario convinces, his point may be taken that the
Balaam-Balak narrative (and especially the content of P3 and P4) with its Transjordanian setting
and its harsh polemic against Moab suits the era particularly well. The material preserved in the
Balaam pericope can rightly be called “propaganda for Israel, its king and its God in the
confrontation between Israel and Moab.”191 Thus, Dijkstra arrives by a different path at a
conclusion similar to that of Levine and Russell: “a probable date for the origin and early
development of the biblical Balaam-tradition itself is then the period of Israelite political
expansion in Transjordan in the ninth century under the Omride dynasty.”192
Without specifying a Transjordanian provenance, David Carr surmises that “if there is
early monarchal material somewhere in the Tetrateuchal wilderness traditions, the Balaam story
188.An ideal audience would be “able to ascribe significance to these spots, which we cannot because of our
inadequate knowledge of the biblical geography and also because tradition sometimes blurred topographical aspects
in the course of its literary development,” Dijkstra, “The Geography of the Story of Balaam,” 72.
189.Dijkstra, “Geography,” 91-2.
190.Ibid., 92.
191.Ibid., 95.
192.Ibid., 96. Cf. also Fleming, The Legacy of Israel, 131.
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of Numbers 22–24* would be a prime place to look for such material.” Carr’s conclusion–that
elements of the Balaam material indeed derive from the monarchic period–rests on (1) the
narrative’s appearance in later texts (e.g., Deut and Josh), (2) the royal imagery throughout the
poems, and (3) the material’s affinities with the DAPT.193 The DAPT offers an important clue for
the dating of the HB’s Balaam texts. Russell explains that 
the positive portrayal of Balaam in the biblical Balaam oracles also points to a period in which
Balaam was regarded as an authentic seer in the region. The Deir ʿAlla texts [which also provide a
positive portrayal] thus provide broad confirmation of a monarchic date for the traditions reflected
in the biblical Balaam oracles.194
Balaam is indeed an ancient figure–one of the few biblical characters to receive extra-biblical
attestation–and there is no reason to doubt that various stories about him circulated in the ancient
Levant. The story recounted in Numbers 22-24 underwent various transmutations before and
after it was integrated into what became the Book of Numbers.195
It is my view that the earliest material preserved in Numbers 22-24 is some of the poetry
of chapter 24. P3 and P4 differ significantly from P1 and P2, as noted above. I agree when
Hackett suggests that P3 and P4 reflect a provenance different from P1, P2, and N1: “whereas
oracles 1 and 2 depend on the prose setting for any meaningful interpretation, oracles 3 and 4 can
be read and appreciated without any reference to the prose story.”196 She notes, moreover, that the
formulaic introduction to P3 and P4 “would not have been necessary had the oracles been
composed along with the prose and transmitted in anything like their present context.”197 In other
words, P3 and P4 quite possibly existed independently, as “rough-hewn ‘poetic sources’”198
193.David Carr, The Formation of the Hebrew Bible: A New Reconstruction (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2011), 481-82.
194.Russell, Images of Egypt, 101.
195.See Russell, Images of Egypt, 94-95 for a list of scholars who in recent decades have argued for a monarchic 
period for (at least several of) Balaam’s oracles.
196.Hackett, “Balaam,” 1:570.
197.Ibid., 570-1. Hackett writes, “[i]t has even been suggested that the rest of Numbers 22-24 was composed 
specifically to provide a context for the traditional Balaam oracles now in chapter 24, the theme of blessing and 
cursing taken from 24:9.” I agree with this suggestion.
198.Rofé apud Moore, Balaam Traditions, 109 (note 54).
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around which the entire Balaam pericope–N1, P1, and P2 perhaps in a single creative act–was
fashioned in due course.199 But rather than offer yet another attempt at tracing the literary
development of the Balaam pericope, I conclude this section by proposing several general stages
of that development that will prove foundational to the arguments that follow in this study:
1. A poetic core (P3 and P4 [?]) associated with Balaam and written prior to 722 BCE (possibly
as early as the mid-ninth century) by Israelites in Transjordan.
2. The subsequent composition and/or textualization of a Balaam-Balak narrative that integrated
the prior poetry; redaction of that poetry and possibly the composition of additional poetry
(e.g., P1 and P2).200
3. The redactional integration of the Balaam-Balak narrative (including the poetry) into the
Pentateuchal narrative (i.e., what would become the Book of Numbers), probably by a scribal
community associated with P material.
4. The addition of N2 to the Balaam material–this may have taken place before, during, or after
stage three, but after stage two.
The DAPT is the oldest extant text about Balaam, and the Balaam pericope in Numbers is
the longest text about him, but this character appears briefly in a number of other HB passages. It
is to these other appearances that we now turn our attention.
The Rest of the Hebrew Bible: Tradition and Literary History
Apart from Numbers 22-24, the HB contains a variety of statements reflecting differing
traditions about Balaam. “Tradition history focuses . . . on the specific literary or verbal
199.Cf. also Noth (Pentateuchal Traditions, 76) who largely agrees with this assessment, drawing in turn on 
Mowinckel, “Die Ursprung der Bileamsage.” Levine argues for an independent collection of Balaam oracles that 
included all four oracles (Numbers, 110-111), however, the connections between P1 and P2, on the on hand, and P3 
and P4, on the other hand, may be explained by the writer of the first and second poems depending on the third and 
fourth for inspiration and diction. As Hackett notes, P2 may simply imitate P3 so that 23:22 draws from 24:8 and 
23:24 from 24:9, “Balaam,” 1:571. A similar situation is evident in 4Q365 (frgs. 6a-c, col.ii), in which poetic 
material has been inserted before Ex 15:22, evidently in order to adds unique substance to the song Miriam sings. 
This additional poetic material draws inspiration from the Song of the Song (15:1, 7, 21) and a variety of other 
biblical texts. As Sidnie White Crawford explains, “the Song of Miriam [in 4Q365] is clearly the product of scribal 
exegesis; it demonstrates the skilful use of other texts to create something new, something that fills an interpretive 
gap in the received text. This song does not reappear in other part of Jewish tradition . . . ,” Rewriting Scripture in 
Second Temple Times (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008), 49. The point is, there exists a precedent (admittedly in a 
later period) for the kind of poetic elaboration I am suggesting.
200.It remains possible, though in my view unlikely, that two different Balaam-Balak narratives (J and E) were 
written down independently of each other and that each incorporated two different Balaam poems (P3 and P4, P1 
and P2; respectively). If this scenario did take place, these two versions would have been integrated after 722 BCE, 
when the northern and southern sources/traditions were integrated into a coherent narrative. This process would have
taken place prior to or simultaneously with stage 3 (below), in which case stage 3 should not be connected with P.
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developments that led up to the biblical literature in its present form.”201 A distinction can be
made between traditum (“the materials themselves that are being transmitted from one person,
group, or generation to another”) and traditio (“the transmission process”).202 In biblical studies,
the focus of “tradition history” lies primarily on the variation in and development of
communities’ traditum. Knight’s explanation merits reproduction here:
A tradition [traditum] that originally had only local significance could be nationalized, just as
material that began as non-Israelite and polytheistic could be adapted to Israel’s monotheistic faith.
This collective creative process has meant, therefore, that probably the vast majority of the biblical
literature contains multiple levels of meaning; that is, that it has an extended tradition history
reflecting the gradual contributions of new individuals, groups, and generations as they reinterpreted
the old heritage for themselves.203
An important moment in the tradition history of the Balaam traditions (or, traditum) must be the
appropriation by Yahwistic Israelites of Transjordanian traditions about the non-Yahwistic
religious specialist Balaam. The HB preserves a range of traditions about Balaam, differing
expressions as to his role in Israel’s past. The tradition(s) reflected in the Balaam pericope look
quite different from those found elsewhere in the biblical corpus.
Hackett supposes that “in terms of their tradition history, the biblical passages concerning
Balaam son of Beor divide neatly into two groups:”204 P presents the first group of traditions,
which claims that Balaam incited apostasy with the Midianites at Peor205 and was consequently
killed with Israel’s enemies (Num 31). According to Hackett, “this [priestly] source lumps
Balaam together with Moses as the objects of an Aaronid polemic surrounding the incident at
Peor and directed also at the Midianites (cf. 25:6 and 10 for suggestions of Moses’ complicity
with the apostasy and 25:7-8 and 11-13 for the elevation of Phinehas the Aaronid because of his
opposite reaction).”206 Hackett supposes this to be a distinct tradition which nevertheless
201.Douglas A. Knight, “Tradition History,” ABD 6:634.
202.Knight, “Tradition History,” 6:634. See further discussion of this distinction in chapter 3 below.
203.Knight, “Tradition History,” 6:634.
204.Hackett, “Balaam,” 1:570.
205.Incidentally, the Peor incident is recounted in Deut 4:3; Josh 22:17; Hos 9:10; Ps 106:28-31, but in none of 
these does Balaam appear.
206.Hackett, “Balaam,” 1:570.
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influenced the final form of the Balaam pericope. This could explain the appearance of Midianite
elders in 22:4, 7, noted above. This tradition also appears Joshua 13:22 (also thought to be P),
though this text does not explicitly connect Balaam to the Peor incident, it describes Balaam’s
death among Midianite leaders (i.e., like Num 31:8).207
The second group of traditions consists of all the rest [of the HB’s Balaam texts], which maintain in
some form that Balaam son of Beor, a non-Israelite intermediary, was called by the Moabites (at
least) to curse Israel but instead blessed them in the end.208
This tradition group appears in N1, P1, and P2, as well as Deuteronomy 23:4-5 (//Neh 13:1-2),
Joshua 24:9-10, and Micah 6:5. Hackett divides this group of traditions into three subgroups,
each of which offers its own explanation as to why Balaam blessed Israel rather than cursed: (1)
According to the northern tradition (for Hackett, E), Balaam can only do as Yhwh commands, he
is thus a true prophet of Yhwh. (2) It is in the southern tradition (J) that Balaam abandons his
usual practice of divination (םישׁחנ) and instead prophesies under the influence of the spirit of
God (םיהלא חור) (24:1-2). (3) The tradition reflected in Deuteronomy 23, Joshua 24, Nehemiah
13 regards Balaam as an enemy of Israel all along, who tried to curse Israel, but failed because of
Yhwh’s intervention.
[A]ll 3 of these passages relate the Balaam episode in contexts where current fears of pollution from
foreigners are clear-cut issues of the author’s day: who can enter the sanctuary, whose worship is
appropriate, who is an appropriate marriage partner. Therefore, the appearance of a foreigner as a
Yahweh-prophet or even as a diviner who could recognize Yahweh’s power and pronounce
Yahweh’s oracles would be unacceptable.209
Hackett proposes that these texts may partake creatively in the broader tradition of denigrating
Balaam.210 That is, in these texts the blessing tradition interacts with the Peor tradition. This
complicates Hackett’s “neat division.” In fact, to the main traditions above, she posits yet a third
207.Hackett also suggests that Joshua 13:22 relates to the southern (J) tradition of Balaam accepting divination fees 
from Moab, as well as to “the Deuteronomic description of diviners . . . as abominations (Deut 18:10-14), and 
therefore sentenced to die,” ibid., 1:570.
208.Ibid., 1:570.
209.Hackett, “Balaam,” 1:570.
210.She also notes that this same tradition obtains in N2 in which Balaam is made to look like a fool. Hackett notes 
that N2 makes Balaam’s oracles of blessing for Israel “even more extraordinary–not only coming from a famous, 
non-Israelite intermediary, but even from one who is on his own somewhat inept,” ibid., 1:570.
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(earliest) tradition, one associated with P3 and P4 and “carrying the simple theme that a foreign
seer was the bearer of blessings for Israel.”211 Since P3 and P4 do not express a story of Balaam
as a foreigner blessing Israel, this tradition probably accompanied these poems in oral form–as
an orally transmitted interpretive framework. 
The traditions may simply be divided along the lines of their moral assessments of
Balaam. While the Balaam pericope (excluding N2) presents a generally positive portrayal, every
other text in the HB that mentions Balaam (with the possible exception of Micah 6:5) offers a
negative evaluation. The incriminating portrayals may be divided into two simple sub-groups:
(1) Balaam’s involvement in Israel’s apostasy at Peor212 and (2) Balaam’s failed attempt to curse
Israel. Thus there is the tradition of Balaam endorsing Israel (either by his own volition or by
divine compulsion) and the tradition of Balaam inciting Israelite apostasy.
The HB offers these portraits of–preserves these traditions about–Balaam. Scholars have
wrestled with the question of how to make sense of these variegated pictures of Balaam. In other
words, once the various traditions of Balaam have been recognized, how should we understand
their relationships to each other? Which ones arose chronologically earlier than others? And
which traditions were aware of which? Albright harmonizes the textual evidence and arrives at a
historical summary of Balaam’s interactions with Israel in the late second millennium BCE: 
Balaam was really a North-Syrian diviner from the Euphrates Valley, . . . he spent some time at the
Moabite court, . . . he became a convert to Yahwism, and . . . he later abandoned Israel and joined
the Midianites in fighting against the Yahwists.213
Coats rightly criticizes this naïve conflation of the diverging traditions; “we must be careful not
to make a simple equation between diverse stages in the history of the Balaam tradition and a
211.Ibid., 1:570.
212.Coats writes, “[t]he juxtaposition between the Balaam story, Num. 22-24, and the account of Israel's apostasy at 
Baal Peor in Num. 25 may reflect that wing of the traditions [i.e., Balaam’s involvement at Peor],” “Sinner or 
saint?” 21.
213.Albright, “The Oracles of Balaam,” 333. Walter Kaiser takes a similar approach in “Balaam Son of Beor in 
Light of Deir ʿAlla and Scripture: Saint or Soothsayer?,” pages 95-106 in Go to the Land I Will Show You: Studies in
Honor of Dwight W. Young (Joseph E. Coleson, Victor Harold Matthew, eds.; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 1996).
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biographical sketch harmonizing all of the diversity into a single layer.”214 Although the writers
of the surveyed texts had a great deal in common, they also lived and worked in differing locales
and under differing political and religious circumstances. They looked upon Balaam from
differing vantages and transmitted their received traditions about him accordingly. This is not to
say, however, that the various portrayals of Balaam, specifically, the positive and negative,
developed as independent traditions in relative isolation from each other. If “[t]here is no clear
evolutionary relationship”215 between the HB’s Balaam traditions and that of the DAPT, the
various traditions about Balaam preserved within the HB do seem to display a more or less linear
development.216 In other words, they represent not the convergence of simultaneously circulating
stories (or “traditions”), but instead the modulation of the same story that has been interpreted
and reinterpreted by generations of Israelite and Judahite scribes. 
Hackett, as demonstrated above, and others explain the disagreements between these
traditions in terms of the diverging religious outlooks associated with the classic sources, J/E, P,
and D. But it is one thing to identify differing traditions and associate them with literary sources;
it is another thing to explain how these traditions arose. Ed Noort has contributed a helpful
literary history of the HB’s Balaam traditions. He proposes that the various references to Balaam
may be understood as interpretive reworkings of each other and, ultimately, of the basic narrative
presented in Numbers 22-24.217 That narrative “is reworked in fragments and thus secondary
remarks in brief scenes in Numbers, Deuteronomy, and Joshua until [Balaam] is finally turned
214.Coats, “Sinner or Saint?” 24.
215.Russell, Images of Egypt, 89.
216.Budd presents Jules de Vaulx’s tradition history (which is similar to that followed here) in Numbers, 260.
217.In this regard, Noort’s approach is similar to that of Van Seters, who writes, “some have put forward the view 
that [the positive and negative portrayals] reflect two different traditions about the prophet. I do not think that this is 
warranted by the extant references to the prophet. They are all easily explained as arising from the one J story,” 
“From Prophet to Villain,” 128.
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into a totally negative figure.”218 Noort first addresses Micah 6:5, a text that on his reading offers
a positive, or at least neutral, portrayal of Balaam:
Micah 6:5 (BHS)
 אנ־רכז ימע
 באומ ךלמ קלב ץעי־המ
 רועב־ןב םעלב ותא הנע־המו
 לגלגה־דע םיטשׁה־ןמ
הוהי תוקדצ תעד ןעמל
My people, remember
what Balak, King of Moab,219 devised; 
and what Balaam, son of Beor, answered him, 
from Shittim to Gilgal, 
in order to know the saving acts of Yhwh.220
Noort situates Micah 6:5 chronologically in between Numbers 22-24 and the later incriminating
texts. In Micah 6 Yhwh argues his case (ביר) against an unfaithful Israel. Exhibit C: Yhwh’s
intervention when Balak sought to curse Israel.221 Noort supposes that Balaam here is invoked as
Yhwh’s means of deliverance from Balak and thus takes the text as a positive portrayal of the
seer.222 However, the text cannot be taken as a clearly positive picture of Balaam, because it is
too ambiguous. Although Yhwh indeed uses Balaam, the text is not clear at all whether Balaam
from the start committed himself to doing only what Yhwh instructed (as in Num 22-24) or
whether he intended to curse, but failed (as in Deut 23 and Josh 24). Noort may nevertheless be
right in dating this text prior to the other references to Balaam outside Numbers 22-24, because
the text does not employ the same strategies for deriding Balaam that we find elsewhere.
Deuteronomy 23:4-6 (BHS)
218.Ed Noort, “Balaam the Villain: The History of Reception of the Balaam Narrative in the Pentateuch and the 
Former Prophets,” pages 3-23 in The Prestige of the Pagan Prophet Balaam in Judaism, Early Christianity and 
Islam (TBN 11; George H. van Kooten and Jacques van Ruiten, eds.; Leiden: Brill, 2008), 22. This is also the view 
of Dijkstra, who writes, “the negative image of Balaam is the redactionally developed exegetical product of the 
Balaam-image found in Num. 22-24 and perhaps Micah 6:5,” “Geography,” 91.
219.BHS supposes “King of Moab” and “Son of Beor” were additions.
220.BHS, observing the third person reference to Yhwh when the deity is supposed to be speaking, proposes 
emending to יתוקדצ ‘my saving acts.’ There is no textual evidence to support this conjecture.
221. The series of the Yhwh’s saving acts (תוקדז) concludes with the crossing of the Jordan River, the probable 
referent of ָּלגְִּלגַה־דַע םּיִּׁטִשַה־ןִמ.
222.Noort, “Balaam the Villain,” 11.
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 יבאומו ינומע אבי־אל
 ירישׂע רוד םג הוהי להקב
םלוע־דע הוהי להקב םהל אבי־אל
 םימבו םחלב םכתא ומדק־אל רשׁא רבד־לע
 ךילע רכשׂ רשׁאו םירצממ םכתאצב ךרדב
ךללקל םירהנ םרא רותפמ רועב־ןב םעלב־תא
 םעלב־לא עמשׁל ךיהלא הוהי הבא־אלו
 הכרבל הללקה־תא ךל ךיהלא הוהי ךפהיו
ךיהלא הוהי ךבהא יכ
םלועל ךימי־לכ םתבטו םמלשׁ שׁרדת־אל
No Ammonite or Moabite shall enter 
into the assembly of Yhwh–even to the tenth generation.
None of them shall ever enter the assembly of Yhwh, 
because they did not meet you with food and water 
on your journey out of Egypt, and because he hired against you
Balaam son of Beor, from Pethor of Mesopotamia, to curse you.
But Yhwh your God refused to heed Balaam;
Yhwh your God turned the curse into a blessing for you, 
because Yhwh your God loved you.
You shall never seek their welfare nor their prosperity, as long as you live!
When Moses recounts Israel’s journey into the Promised Land, in Deuteronomy 1-3, he neglects
to mention the Balaam-Balak episode.223 In that historical summary, the only Transjordanian
conflict comes from Sihon of Heshbon (2:24-37) and Og of Bashan (3:1-7). Moses mentions no
conflict with Moab–that is, until he supplies the rationale behind the exclusion of Moabites from
the assembly of Yhwh (הוהי להק) in chapter 23: because “he” (Balak/Moab)224 hired Balaam to
curse Israel. Although Balaam refuses payment in Numbers (22:18; 24:11-13), in Deuteronomy
23 Balaam seems to have granted his patron’s request for pay, since there is a curse for Yhwh to
transform (ךפה) into a blessing. Balaam is here an enemy of Israel. But more generally, the text
targets Moabites–and Balaam is nowhere in the HB called a Moabite. So why did the scribe not
explain that Balak tried to hire Balaam to curse, but Balaam was unwilling? By leaving out a few
words, the scribe may have reflected better the narrative in Number 22-24: ֹךְפֲהַּיַו םָעְּלִב הָבאָ־אלְֹו
הָכָרְבִל הָלָּלְקַה־תֶא ‘but Balaam was not willing, so he turned the curse into a blessing.’ Perhaps
then, the writer of Deuteronomy 23:5-6 could justify his interpretation of the story because, after
all, Balaam did go to Balak. Yet the question arises, why did the writer of this text insist that
Balaam had cursed, why must Balaam be an evildoer? We will return to this question later; for
now, Noort proposes a reasonable solution: that Deuteronomy 23:4, 5 depends on Joshua 24:9,
10.
Joshua 24:9-10 (BHS)
223.Van Seters supposes the composition of the Balaam pericope to be later than Deut 1-3, “From Prophet to 
Villain,” 127.
224.Some Greek manuscripts and the Vulgate make the verb plural (so BHS); the singular referent though, may be 
Balak or “any given Moabite” generally.
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 באומ ךלמ רופצ־ןב קלב םקיו
 לארשׂיב םחליו
 רועב־ןב םעלבל ארקיו חלשׁיו
םכתא ללקל
 םעלבל עמשׁל יתיבא אלו
 םכתא ךורב ךרביו
ודימ םכתא לצאו
Balak, ben Tsippor, King of Moab, rose up,
And he warred against Israel.
He sent and called for Balaam, ben Beor,
to curse you.
But I was not willing to listen to Balaam,
So instead he blessed you!
I spared you from his hand.
While in the MT (and SP) Joshua fairly consistently relays Yhwh’s words in the first person
(though not thoroughly, see v. 7) until v. 13, in the LXX Joshua commences the third person
already at v. 5. Hence, in vs. 9-10 G speaks of Yhwh in the third person: καὶ οὐκ ἠθέλησεν κύριος
ὁ θεός σου ἀπολέσαι σε, καὶ εὐλογίαν εὐλόγησεν ὑµᾶς, καὶ ἐξείλατο ὑµᾶς ἐκ χειρῶν αὐτῶν καὶ
παρέδωκεν αὐτούς “and the Lord your God would not destroy you, and he blessed you with a
blessing and rescued you out of their hands and delivered them” (NETS). The Greek version
raises interesting questions, but none impinge upon the gist of the text, which remains constant
throughout all the manuscript evidence–namely, that Balaam joined Balak’s effort to curse Israel,
but Yhwh thwarted their attempt. Hence, the Greek translator has Yhwh deliver Israel from
“their” hands (i.e. the hands of Balak and Balaam); both characters bear the guilt. Moreover, in v.
9 Balak has already waged war on Israel (ל ֵ֑אָׂרְִשּיְב םֶח ִָּּ֖ליַו) and for that reason hired Balaam, a subtle
interpretive development from Numbers 22:6, in which Balak seems reticent to battle until he
has first secured Balaam’s curse.225
Use of the verb ללק (for ‘curse’), a verb which appears nowhere in the Balaam pericope,
connects Joshua 24 and Deuteronomy 23.226 Moreover, in both of these texts Israel is spared the
curse by Yhwh’s unwillingness to listen to Balaam (Josh 24:10; Deut 23:6).227 Joshua 24:10
rewrites Numbers 23:11 and 24:10 ךרב תכרב הנהו ךיתארק יביא בקל ‘I [Balak] summoned you to
curse, and look: you have instead blessed!’ as ךורב ךרביו םעלבל עמשׁל יתיבא אלו ‘I [Yhwh] was not
225.Cf. Noort, “Balaam the Villain,” 13. Joshua 24 has Balak “waging war” against Israel, though Jepthah’s 
rhetorical question in Judges 11:25 requires that Balak did not wage war.
226.In Numbers 22-24 the verbs םעז,ררא, and ה/בבק are used.
227.Noort notes, “the only difference being the first person singular used in the speech of Josh 24:10 and ל עמש 
instead of לא עמש,” “Balaam the Villain,” 13.
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willing to listen to Balaam, so he blessed.’ Deuteronomy 23’s condemnation of Balaam simply
takes Joshua 24’s interpretation a step further.228 Neither of these texts go quite as far as Numbers
31.
Numbers 31:16 (BHS)
לארשׂי ינבל ויה הנה ןה
םעלב רבדב
רועפ־רבד־לע הוהיב לעמ־רסמל
הוהי תדעב הפגמה יהתו
These women here, they were to the Israelites–
on Balaam’s advice–
to act treacherously against Yhwh in the affair of Peor, 
so that the plague came among the assembly of Yhwh.229
Immediately following the Balaam pericope, in Numbers 25:1-5, Moabite women (באומ תונב)
seduce the Israelites (םעה) into participating in idolatry. לארשׂיב הוהי ףא־רחיו רועפ לעבל לארשׂי דמציו
‘Israel joined itself to Baal of Peor, so Yhwh’s anger burned against Israel’ (Num 25:3). This
brief narrative is joined by a second. Numbers 25:6-18 has a Midianite woman who slept with an
Israelite man. While the version with the Moabite women (25:1-5) links the incident to Numbers
22-24, and Num 23:24 associates Balaam and the Moabites to Peor, it is in fact the Midianites
who acquire the tainted legacy for seducing Israel at Peor. After the fiasco settles, according to
the second member of the doublet, Yhwh instructs Moses: םתוא םתיכהו םינידמה־תא רורצ ‘Be hostile
to the Midianites; and attack them’ (25:16-17). 
Moses takes up this challenge in Numbers 31. Noort suggests that 31:16, specifically,
must be among the “final layers of Numbers,” since its claim that Balaam is responsible for the
228.In Josh 24:9-10 Yhwh makes Balaam bless Israel, but in Deut 23:5 Balaam curses and Yhwh turns the curse 
into a blessing; thus both texts convey the sense that Balaam tried to curse but was unable to do so, because of 
Yhwh’s intervention. In Deut 23, this intervention seems to have occur after Balaam has cursed. As Van Seters 
explains: “the author of Deut. 23.4-6 gave a midrashic interpretation of the story in which Balaam actually did curse 
the people, but it was the deity who changed the words as they were uttered into blessing. There is no need to 
suppose that this rests upon some independent tradition. It is merely an attempt to reconcile P’s [i.e., Num 31:8, 16; 
Josh 13:22] negative remark about Balaam with [for Van Seters] J’s account in Numbers 22-24,” “From Prophet to 
Villain,” 129. Van Seters does not follow the same literary analysis as Noort. He emends the text of Josh 24:9-10 
slightly, aligning its treatment of Balaam closely to that of the Balaam pericope, and sees no connect between this 
verse and Deut 23:5-6, “From Prophet to Villain,” 131. Nevertheless, his point stands that Deut 23:5 presents 
Balaam actually uttering a curse, which is Balaam is unable to do in Josh 24:9-10; in both texts.
229.The Greek expands on the manner of the iniquity, stating in v. 16 αὗται γὰρ ἦσαν τοῖς υἱοῖς Ισραηλ κατὰ τὸ ῥῆµα 
Βαλααµ τοῦ ἀποστῆσαι καὶ ὑπεριδεῖν τὸ ῥῆµα κυρίου ἕνεκεν Φογωρ, καὶ ἐγένετο ἡ πληγὴ ἐν τῇ συναγωγῇ κυρίου “For 
these were for the sons of Israel, according to the word of Balaam, for the purpose of removing and despising the 
word of the Lord, on account of Phogor, and there was the blow in the congregation of the Lord” (NETS). The 
Peshitta agrees with the Greek except lacks “word [of Yhwh].”
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apostasy at Peor presupposes the combination of Numbers 25:1-5 and vs. 6-18, as well as the
juxtaposition of Numbers 24 and 25, along with a creative exegesis of 24:14.230 Numbers 31:16
alleges that Balaam was the brains behind the whole affair at Peor, a charge difficult to justify on
the basis of the narrative in Numbers 22-24. In his hasty departure from Peor (Num 23:24;
24:25), Balaam hardly left time for a consultation with the Midianites (who, according to the
final form of the text, failed to attend the curse ritual). But before departing, Balaam offers his
disgruntled patron a final word, informing him of future (dismal) international (or simply
neighbourly) relations between Israel and Moab (24:17). It is here that Noort and others correctly
identify the grounds for the allegation in 31:16. Balaam is the subject of the verb ץעי (‘to advise,’
‘to counsel,’ ‘to plan’); he advised Balak. Hence, the writer of 31:16 interpreted 24:14 as Balaam
advising for Balak an alternate strategy and calling that advice םעלב רבד ‘the word of Balaam.’231
It is a logical reading: although Balaam failed to curse Israel, he devised another tactic by means
of which the Transjordanian ruler(s) might undermine Israel’s military integrity–that is, driving a
wedge between Israel and its deity.
But Noort suggests the necessity of another exegetical step, namely, a reversal of the
subject and object of the second verb, השׂע ‘to do’ in 24:14. The writer of 31:16 thus read “I
(Balaam) will advise you (Balak) what your people (Moab) will/can do to this people (Israel).”232
While this reading clearly stretches the Hebrew syntax (ךמעל הזה םעה השׂעי רשׁא ךצעיא), Noort
finds this interpretation also in the Latin versions.233 Evidently, other interpreters than the writer
230.Noort, “Balaam the Villain,” 14-15.
231.Admittedly, this interpretation would be stronger if 31:16 read םעלב תצע. Still, it is not unreasonable to read רבד 
םעלב ‘the word of Balaam’ as the product of Balaam’s counsel.
Itamar Kislev, perceives the same literary development he writes, “[s]ome of these biblical passages (Num 31:8, 16; 
Josh 13:22) reflect a midrashic interpretation that understands the verb ץעי in Num 24:14–in context signifying “I 
will inform you”–to mean “I will advise you.” Num 25 comprising the immediately following narrative, the events 
in Num 25 may thus be perceived to be the result of Balaam’s advice in Num 24:14,” “P, Source or Redaction: The 
Evidence of Numbers 25,” pages 387-399 in The Pentateuch: International Perspectives on Current Research 
(Forschungen zum Alten Testament 78; Thomas B. Dozeman, Konrad Schmid, and Baruch J. Schwartz, eds.; 
Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 394.
232.Noort, “Balaam the Villain,” 15.
233.Ibid., 15. Vulgate: dabo consilium quid populus tuus huic populo faciat extremo tempore ‘I will give counsel (as
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of 31:16 could justify reading 24:14 as a reference to Balaam advising Balak on the next course
of action in the plan to defeat Israel.
Thus, by creative exegesis, the writer of Numbers 31:16 holds Balaam accountable for
Yhwh’s anger and the plague of Numbers 25. It presents an interpretive move that either
justified, or perhaps more likely–in terms of literary development–led the way for Balaam’s
execution in 31:8. Noort supposes that “[t]he final stage in reworking the ‘bad’ character of
Balaam deals with his death.”234 Specifically, Numbers 31:8 has Balaam killed along with five
Midianite kings when Israel seeks revenge against the Midianites for the Peor affair.
Numbers 31:8 (BHS) Joshua 13:22 (BHS)
וגרה ןידמ יכלמ־תאו
םהיללח־לע
They killed the Midianite kings
along with their slain,
 ןידמ יאישׂנ־תאו
[Moses killed]
the Midianite chieftains
 רוצ־תאו םקר־תאו יוא־תא
 עבר־תאו רוח־תאו
 ןידמ יכלמ תשׁמח
 רועב־ןב םעלב תאו
 וגרה
ברחב
Evi, Rekem, Zur, 
Hur, and Reba,
the five kings of Midian.
And Balaam, son of Beor,
they killed
by the sword.
רוצ־תאו םקר־תאו יוא־תא
 עבר־תאו רוח־תאו
 ןו֔חיס יכיסנ
ץראה יבשׁי
 רועב־ןב םעלב־תאו
 םסוקה
 לארשׂי־ינב וגרה
 ברחב
םהיללח־לא
Evi, Rekem, Zur, 
Hur, and Reba
–princes of Sihon, 
denizens of the land.
And Balaam, son of Beor, 
who practiced divination,
the sons of Israel killed
by the sword
along with their slain.235
Note the absence of King Balak in this list of massacred monarchs; again, the conflict concerns
the Midianites, not the Moabites. The Balaam-Balak curse episode is irrelevant to this scene.
Still, because of his association in 31:16 with the Peor affair–a travesty for which the Midianites
earn condemnation (Num 25:16-18; 31:2)–Balaam becomes complicit with the Midianite leaders
and merits the same end as they. A new literary context, Joshua 13 rehearses a few historical
comments on the region that the tribe of Reuben (13:15ff) will inherit, and borrows some text
from Numbers 31, with minor alterations (bold, above) and expansions.
to) what your people will do to this people at a later time’ (translated by David Sigrist in personal communication–
populus tuus ‘your people’ is nominitive while huic populo ‘this people’ is in the dative case).
234.Noort, “Balaam the Villain,” 16.
235.Joshua includes the ending that is present in Numbers 31:8 in G but lacking in MT and SP. Here, G offers 
instead καὶ τὸν Βαλααµ τὸν τοῦ Βεωρ τὸν µάντιν ἀπέκτειναν ἐν τῇ ῥοπῇ “And Balaam the son of Beor, the diviner, 
they slew at the decisive moment” (NETS). G also lacks an explicit subject of the verb where MT has לארשׂי ינב.
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That Josh 13:21b, 22 depends on Num 31:8 is demonstrated by the addition of ‘the diviner’ [or ‘who
practiced divination’] and by the fact that Joshua combines Numbers 21, the war against Sihon, with
the war on the Midianites, Numbers 31.236
Joshua preserves Numbers 31’s negative attitude toward Balaam, but adds what must be a
slanderous designation םסוקה.237 The nature of the this term, and the (various) religious specialists
it represented will be addressed in chapter two. Suffice it to say that the negative portrayals of
Balaam intensify as the biblical traditions develop.
The final HB text to mention Balaam, Nehemiah 13:1-2, also disparages Balaam, again in
connection with attitudes toward foreigners.
Deuteronomy 23:4-6 (BHS) Nehemiah 13:1-2 (BHS)
 ארקנ אוהה םויב
 השׁמ רפסב
 םעה ינזאב
 וב בותכ אצמנו
רשׁא
On that day was read
from the book of Moses
in the hearing of the people;
and in it was found written 
that
 יבאומו ינומע אבי־אל
 הוהי להקב
 ירישׂע רוד םג
 םהל אבי־אל
 הוהי להקב
No Ammonite or Moabite may enter
the assembly of Yhwh–
even to the tenth generation. 
None of them shall enter 
the assembly of Yhwh, 
יבאמו ינמע אובי־אל
םיהלאה להקב
No Ammonite or Moabite may enter
the assembly of God 
םלוע־דע
 רשׁא רבד־לע
 ומדק־אל
 םכתא
 םימבו םחלב
םירצממ םכתאצב ךרדב
 רֶשאו
ever
because 
they did not meet 
you 
with food and water 
on your journey out of Egypt,
and because 
םלוע־דע
 יכ
 ומדק אל
 לארשׂי ינב־תא
 םימבו םחלב
ever,
because
they did not meet 
the Israelites
with food and water,
 ךילע רכשׂ
 רועב־ןב םעלב־תא
 םירהנ םרא רותפמ
ךללקל
 ךיהלא הוהי הבא־אלו
 םעלב־לא עמשׁל
 ךל ךיהלא הוהי ךפהיו
 הכרבל הללקה־תא
he hired against you
Balaam son of Beor, 
from Pethor of Mesopotamia,
to curse you.
But Yhwh your God refused
to heed Balaam;
Yhwh your God turned for you
the curse into a blessing, 
 וילע רכשׂיו
 םעלב־תא
 וללקל
 וניהלא ךפהיו
הכרבל הללקה
but he hired against him
Balaam 
to curse him. 
But our God turned
the curse into a blessing. 
ךיהלא הוהי ךבהא יכ
 םמלשׁ שׁרדת־אל
 םתבטו
םלועל ךימי־לכ
because Yhwh your god loved you.
You shall never seek their welfare 
nor their prosperity,
as long as you live.
236.Noort, “Balaam the Villain,” 16.
237.The inspiration for such a designation possibly came from Num 22:7, which associated םימסק with Balaam. We 
will return to the motivation for such a designation in chapter four.
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 םעמשׁכ יהיו
 הרותה־תא
 ברע־לכ ולידביו
לארשׂימ
When the people heard 
the law,
they separated all foreigners
from Israel.
Nehemiah paraphrases Deuteronomy’s version of the Balaam-Balak narrative as an excerpt from
the Law of Moses238 in order to advance its anti-foreign agenda. Nehemiah mainly truncates
Deuteronomy (e.g., רשא רבד לע becomes יכ, and note minuses above). While Deuteronomy relays
the events in the second person (since Moses is the speaker), Nehemiah casts the historically
distant events in the third person; so Moab snubbed לארשי ינב rather than םכתא.239 Nehemiah also
omits the divine name, opting for םיהלא rather than the tetragrammaton. This text contributes
little to the development of the Balaam traditions per se, since it only condenses what already
exists in Deuteronomy 23. In the condensation process, however, the anti-foreign sentiment
thickens and results in immediate ethnic segregation in Jerusalem.
Conclusion
This chapter has surveyed and briefly commented upon the earliest extant traditions
concerning Balaam son of Beor. These are found in the inscriptions at discovered at Tell Deir
ʿAlla and within a variety of HB texts, primarily the Balaam pericope in Numbers 22-24. The
DAPT–whose composition may be dated prior to c. 800 BCE–offers the earliest glimpses of this
enigmatic figure, though the Balaam oracles in Numbers 23-24 also seem to preserve some
(near) contemporary material. The DAPT demonstrates the presence in Iron Age Transjordan of a
tradition of Balaam as a religious specialist, known for his ability to see and convey to others
realities from a divine realm, notably messages from El, but there is also an association with the
“Shaddayin.” The Balaam pericope preserves traces of this portrait of Balaam, especially in the
poetic sections. There can be no certainty regarding the date of the composition for the rest of
238.A Hebrew manuscript (Kennicott), the Greek translation, Peshitta, and Vulgate read הֶֹׁשמ תַרוֹתּ רֶפֵסְּב (so BHS).
239.Also, ךילע ‘against you’ becomes וילע ‘against him,’ ךללקל ‘to curse you’ becomes וללקל ‘to curse him,’ and ךיהלא
‘your God’ becomes וניהלא ‘our God.’
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Numbers’s Balaam narrative, though some form of it seems to have been written prior to most
other HB texts that mention Balaam. These other texts present a “gradual darkening”240 of this
character; their literary development seems to suggest strongly a development also in attitudes
among Israelite and/or Judahite scribes not only toward Balaam, but also toward (1) foreigners
and toward (2) certain kinds of religious specialist. The following chapter addresses the kinds of
religious specialist active during the general period in which these texts were written and first
transmitted. Particular attention will be given to the kind of specialist that Balaam seems to
represent best.241
240.Cf. Noort, “Balaam the Villain,” 4.
241.Attempts to account for the diversity of the Balaam traditions tend to overlook to the social role of Balaam as a 
religious specialist, though Noort briefly approaches the issue in “Balaam the Villain,” 16-21; see also Wilson, 
Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel, 147-150.
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CHAPTER 2: BALAAM AS A RELIGIOUS SPECIALIST IN THE HEBREW BIBLE
As what kind(s) of religious specialist do the HB (and DAPT) portray Balaam? An
investigation into this question suggests that the biblical portrayal of Balaam owes a peculiar
eclecticism perhaps (1) to the diversity of roles enacted by actual religious specialists in ancient
(Israelite) societies, but more likely (2) to varying scribal conceptualizations of what Balaam was
as a religious specialist, and especially (3) to diverging theological assessments of Balaam’s
character and role in Israel’s past. This chapter seeks to introduce sociological/anthropological,
or “etic,” concepts of “religious specialists” and then to establish a criteria for how Balaam, a
unique figure in Israelite tradition, should be understood as a religious specialist. Etic and
comparative approaches are helpful, but in the course of this chapter, the important question will
emerge: how did the writers of these texts conceive of Balaam? In other words, when writing
about Balaam, what kind of specialist did the scribes imagine? (This may be described as an
emic approach.) The conflicted nature of the HB’s presentation of Balaam becomes clear, not
because of his religious practice(s), but because of the patently contradictory theological
assessments of his practice and his relationship to Israel preserved within the biblical text. The
HB’s Balaam is a literary figure whose characterization as a religious specialist reflects the
assumptions and attitudes of different generations of scribes.
Balaam as a Religious Specialist
The term “religious specialist” derives from the social sciences. Anthropologist Victor
Turner describes a religious specialist as someone “who devotes [her/]himself to a particular
branch of religion or, viewed organizationally, of a religious system.”242 Such individuals are
regarded by their communities as possessing a degree of expertise in religious matters. A
242.Victor W. Turner, “Religious Specialists,” in Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion: An Anthropological Study of the 
Supernatural (Arthur C. Lehmann and James E. Meyers, eds.; Palo Alto, CA: Mayfield Publishing Company, 1985),
81; first appearing in The New International Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences 13 (1968).
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religious specialist is thus someone to whom a society ascribes a special ability to facilitate
harmonious relations between human and supernatural realms:
a person in possession of ritual authority, esoteric knowledge, or spiritual gifts who is recognized as
competent in the solution of religious needs. These needs may emerge from a demand for services
on the part of a local group, from the exigencies of an organized cult, or from the political
requirements of a ruling elite.243
In Numbers 22-24, Balaam asserts “ritual authority” by instructing Balak regarding sacrifice
(Num 23:1, 29), and then he accesses and divulges “esoteric knowledge,” which he divulges to
Balak (24:3-4//16-17). King Balak’s “religious need” is divine aid so that he may drive Israel
away from his land (22:6a). The political figure employs Balaam in order to meet this need,
because Balaam possesses a “spiritual gift”–that is, a unique ability to curse (22:6b). The text
presents Balaam as a religious specialist, as someone possessing unique skills relating to the
divine.
To consider Balaam as a religious specialist inevitably raises question about his social
location as well. The study of religious specialists more generally affords researchers a view of
the religious beliefs and practices, as well as the structure, of a society. “Anthropological data
have shown the importance of shamans, priests, prophets, and other specialists to the
maintenance of economic, political, social, and educational institutions of their societies.”244 Jörg
Röpke emphasizes their function as agents of social control through, for example, “the
maintenance of the [social] symbol system”245 by (1) monopolizing ritual activities, (2)
performing such activities in exemplary fashion, and/or (3) offering official (de)validation of
such activities when performed by others. In other words, religious specialists are authorities
243.Ivan A. Vallier, “Religious Specialists: II Sociological Study,” The New International Encyclopaedia of the 
Social Sciences 13 (1968): 444.
244.Arthur C. Lehmann and James E. Meyers, “Shamans, Priests, Prophets,” pages 78-80 in Magic, Witchcraft, and
Religion: An Anthropological Study of the Supernatural (Arthur C. Lehmann and James E. Meyers, eds.; Palo Alto,
CA: Mayfield Publishing Company, 1985), 79.
245.Jörg Röpke, “Controllers and Professionals: Analyzing Religious Specialists,” Numen 43/3 (1996): 247. Röpke
takes shamans and Roman priests as his primary examples.
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who shape significantly the contours of their societies; they establish normative procedures for
religious activity. 
“Differentiation of specialists through an analysis of their functions tells anthropologists
a great deal about the structure of society.”246 This is because specialists rely on their community
for accreditation, since each one holds “a socially recognized role, in which authority is defined
by the position of that role within a religious system and by how well the expectations of the
system are satisfied by that specialist.”247 Religious specialists must fulfill certain obligations to
their communities. A religious specialist is accredited by her community, which is to say that her
position of authority is made possible by her community’s recognition of the value of her trade.
“Probably all religions contain religious specialists, usually different religious
specialists.”248 There are numerous kinds of religious specialist–“shamans, prophets, spirit
mediums, priests, priestesses, oracles, sorcerers, diviners, folks healers, witch doctors, gurus,
pastors, preachers, rabbis, imams, nuns, and monks.”249 But what is Balaam? In fact, “[n]either
OT tradition nor recent biblical exegesis knows what to make of Balaam.”250 In order to develop
an understanding of how the HB’s Balaam traditions might reflect Israelite attitudes toward
(foreign) religious specialists, therefore, this chapter considers the various depictions of Balaam
as a religious specialist. The earliest textual evidence (HB and DAT) depicts Balaam fulfilling a
range of socio-religious roles. He may be identified as four different kinds of religious specialist:
1. The only designation given to Balaam is םסוק, which seems to approximate the term
‘diviner.’
2. Balaam is presented as a sorcerer, or better, a professional curse practitioner.
3. There is also the impression that Balaam is a seer of divine revelations, within the Balaam
pericope as well as in the Deir ʿAlla inscription.
4. Finally, the picture of Balaam as a prophet emerges, especially from within the Balaam
pericope.
246.Lehmann and Meyers, “Shamans, Priests, Prophets,” 79.
247.James S Bielo, Anthropology of Religion: The Basics (New York: Routledge, 2015), 114.
248.Röpke, “Controllers and Professionals,” 246.
249.Bielo, Anthropology of Religion, 114.
250.Meindert Dijkstra, “Is Balaam Also Among the Prophets,” 43.
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These identifications flow out of 2 complementary lines of enquiry: (1) comparative analyses of
religious specialists attested in the ancient Near East draw out important dimensions of the
depictions of Balaam in the HB;251 (2) in important ways, Balaam fits literary conventions and
motifs evidenced within the extant written tradition of ancient Israel (viz. the HB). In other
words, while Balaam reflects the practices of a variety of ancient Near Eastern specialists, his
profession, like the Hebrew texts in which we discover him, must be understood as a literary
composite. Etic/cross-cultural analyses are employed in order to arrive eventually at emic
understandings of Balaam. That is to say, the primary purpose of this endeavour is to reconstruct,
as far as possible, the kind of religious specialist envisioned by the scribes who wrote about
Balaam. In the end, the depiction(s) of Balaam as a religious specialist are, in fact, mutually
exclusive and therefore best understood as the creative literary renditions of a traditional
character by generations of scribes, rather than reliable portrayals of any particular kind of
religious practitioner active in the ancient Levant.
I. Lester Grabbe and The Classification of Religious Specialists in Ancient Israel
Grabbe has provided a valuable “socio-historical study of religious specialists in ancient
Israel.”252 He offers a comprehensive survey of religious specialists as they are represented
within the HB and identifies five broad categories: kings, priests, prophets, diviners/healers/etc,
and sages.253 A strength of Grabbe’s study is that he begins with the data in the text, and only
251.A more thorough study could included specialists from more recent ethnographic data. For the present purposes,
however, ancient Near Eastern data will suffice.
252.The subtitle of his 1995 monograph Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages: A Socio-Historical Study of Religious 
Specialists in Ancient Israel (Valley Forge, PA: Trinity Press).
253.Grabbe considers kings to be religious specialists because they were “responsible to God for the people” and 
oversaw the cult and occasionally offered sacrifices (though see Victor Hurowitz’s critique of this designation for 
kings (“they serve at dedication festivities . . . but they are immediately replaced by full-time priests in charge of 
performing the regular cult”) in his “Review of Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages: A Socio-Historical Study of 
Religious Specialists in Ancient Israel by Lester L. Grabbe” JAOS 118/1 (1998): 139. As for “sages,” Grabbe writes 
that “the term is not used exclusively of a religious function, but religious figures are often referred to by this term. 
Therefore, it is important that the wise also be studied, not just the prophets, priests, and others,” Priests, Prophets, 
Diviners, Sages, 40-41, 152.
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secondarily brings in comparative data, from the Near East and then from ethnographic data.
However, Grabbe’s approach has also generated reproach. In his disparaging review, Victor
Hurowitz argues, 
[had] his study of the texts followed their date of composition or the time span they cover, it might
have either clarified the historical development of specialties or explained how biblical authors
thought these specialties evolved.254
But Grabbe’s approach reflects his attempt to survey the kinds of religious specialist that appear
within the textual data. In his view, the diversity of literary critical analyses of the HB
complicates enormously any endeavour to plot out diachronically the specialist operative in
ancient Israel. This, and the propensity of critical scholars to project theological presuppositions
onto their historical reconstructions, leads Grabbe to adopt what is in his view a historically
safer–because less ambitious–synchronic approach to the text.255
In a less critical but nevertheless concerned review, Walter Brueggemann observes
Grabbe’s tendency to catalogue the specialists described in the text according to external
categories but to ignore the moral judgments of the scribes describing those specialists.
The methods of Grabbe rule out any theological, Yahwistic, or canoncial claims, so that all criteria
perforce disappear. . . . [T]he method is willing to host the evidence of seemingly everyone except
the voices of the text themselves who thought they could make distinctions . . . . The editors and
ideologues are accused of wanting to present a certain “view of society and religion.” But of
course!256
Brueggemann contends that Grabbe’s marginalization of the attitudes of the scribes toward
legitimate and illegitimate religious specialists renders his study inadequate as a social scientific
analysis. Brueggemann labels the outcome of Grabbe’s study “thin description” (in contrast, of
course, to Geertz’s “thick description”257). The problem with Grabbe’s survey as a social
scientific study, then, is that it adopts an entirely “etic” perspective, one of description and
254.Victor Hurowitz, “Review of Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages,” 139.
255.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 18.
256.Walter Brueggemann, “Review of Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages: A Socio-Historical Study of Religious
Specialists in Ancient Israel by Lester L. Grabbe,” JBL 115/4 (1996): 129.
257. See Clifford Geertz, “Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture,” pages  3-30 in The 
Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays by Clifford Geertz (New York: Basic Books, 1973).
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classification in terms foreign to the culture(s) under investigation. Hurowitz criticizes Grabbe’s
neglect of Hebrew terminology, claiming that “Grabbe muddles issues by relying on English
terms, while Hebrew words . . . are insufficiently studied, classified, and differentiated.”258 In
Grabbe’s defense, the Hebrew terms for various religious specialists and their practices are often
obscure. Moreover, Grabbe’s concern with social roles leads him to focus on the descriptions of
the behaviour and activities of specialists, rather than primarily on labels.
Certain broadly conceived types of religious specialist, such as those Grabbe employs,
offer useful categories for classification and comparison across cultures. And Grabbe is well
aware of the possibility that comparative analyses run the risk of over-generalization, over-
simplification, and/or (mis)application of the conceptual frameworks of one culture to another.
He cautions, “[a] real danger exists that theories and models derived from sociological study
might be imposed on the data rather than tested against them and then modified or discarded
where necessary.”259
Hurowitz and Brueggemann’s critiques of Grabbe’s approach are valid. First, Grabbe
neglects diachronic considerations. While I do not in this study address the general development
of religious specializations in Israel, in chapter three I will employ social memory theory in order
to address diachronic dimensions of the Balaam traditions. The second weakness in Grabbe’s
study is his treatment of Hebrew terminology and, related, the theological/religious attitudes of
the scribes who produced the texts under consideration. Attention to these dimensions of the
HB’s presentation of religious specialists approximates an “emic” approach, as opposed to the
“etic” approach which categorizes the various specialist in the text according to external
258.Hurowitz, “Review of Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages,” 139.
259.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 15.
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typologies. Summarizing the distinction between these different approaches, as it was initially
formulated,260 Gerhard Kubik writes
“[e]mics and etics is merely phonemics and phonetics with the “phon” cut off. Someone doing emic
study in culture works like a linguist trying to discover the phonemics of the sounds in a language. .
. . To study from an emic standpoint therefore means to analyse a system according to its own
meaningful components. To study from an etic standpoint on the other hand means to analyse one or
more systems comparatively with reference to an analytical framework of concepts developed by
the researcher and projected upon those systems.261 
In their efforts to draw cross-cultural comparisons in order to better understand the social roles of
religious specialists, social scientists have developed typologies by which they categorize the
many varieties of religious practitioners observed in ethnographic studies.262 Thus, when Grabbe
employs such categories as he does (e.g., “diviner,” “prophet,” “priest,” etc.), he draws from a
modern scholarly tradition that seeks to compare and contrast different human societies.
II. Max Weber’s Religious Specialists and Balaam the “Roeh”
Sociologist Max Weber (1864-1920) articulated an early early typology of religious
specialists.263 In his work, Weber identifies three general types of religious specialists, based on
their social function and religious practices. “Magicians” are self-employed practitioners of
“magical” arts. Their religious authority derives from their “personal gifts (charisma) made
260.See Kenneth Pike, Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behavior (The Hague:
Mouton, 1967 [1954]).
261.Gerhard Kubik, “Emics and Etics Re-Examined, Part 1: Emics and Etics: Theoretical Considerations,” African
Music 7/3 (1996): 4-5.
262.Bielo, Anthropology of Religion: The Basics, 114: “most anthropologists use the priest-shaman distinction as a
kind of continuum for comparative purposes, [but] not an absolute divide. [This continuum simply] helps us
understand why Methodist pastors are more like Jewish rabbis and Muslim imams than they are like Vudou
priestesses or Azande sorcerers.”
263.Another early sociologist of religion, Joachim Wach (1898-1955) also developed a typology of religious
specializations, proposing ten distinct categories based on their degree of religious authority–i.e., of “charisma, of
the communion with the divine,” Röpke, “Controllers and Professionals: Analyzing Religious Specialists,” Numen
43, No. 3 (Sep., 1996), 243: (1) founder of a religion, (2) reformer, (3) prophet, (4) seer, (5) magician, (6) diviner,
(7) saint, (8) priest, (9) religiosus, and (10) audience; see Joachim Wach, Sociology of Religion (Chicago: University
of Chicago Press, 1944), 331-374. Röpke discusses problems in this and other typologies; he writes, against Wach,
“as an empirical and historical science, Religionswissenschaft can analyze its objects, religions, only as systems of
social actions or, paying more attention to the cognitive dimension, as systems of symbols. Thus, the suitable
parameter in describing religious specialists cannot be the intensity of the relationship between the “mediator” and a
transcendental deity,” 246.
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manifest in miracle and revelation.”264 Within a society, the magician operates on demand, as
occasion arises, to alleviate for pay the concerns of community members regarding the unseen
realm. In Weber’s view, the magician was a “sorcerer,” who would “coerce demons by magical
means”265–an approach to managing/relating to the divine that contrasts that of the priest.
“Priests,” for Weber, are “professional functionaries who influence the gods by means of
worship.”266 The priest serves a socio-religious constituency by maintaining on its behalf
harmonious relations with the divine. This worship occurs in formally established settings and/or
by established means. Priests are charged with “the continuous operation of a cultic enterprise”267
and depend on a “social organization, of which they are employees or organs operating in the
interests of the organization’s members.”268 The priest exercises religious authority by nature of
an established, socially recognized religious office. The priest, like the magician, is remunerated
for services rendered to the community.
While the priest maintains a religious status quo, the “prophet” promotes–on the basis of
divine revelation–change, whether a return to an allegedly long lost religion or new religion
altogether. Weber’s typology has thus been interpreted as a continuum in which the priest labours
for social stability, while the prophet works toward dynamic social change.269 For Weber, the
“decisive hallmark of prophecy” is “the proclamation of a religious truth of salvation through
personal revelation.”270 The prophet’s religious authority relies, therefore, not on an established
religious “office” (like the priest), but rather on a unique “calling,” evidenced by “charismatic
authentication, which in practice [typically] meant magic.”271 As a way to furnish evidence of
264.Max Weber, The Sociology of Religion (trans. Ephraim Fischoff; Boston: Beacon Press, 1993 [1922]), 29.
265.Weber, The Sociology of Religion, 28.
266.Ibid., 28; though Weber also admits that “in many great religions, including Christianity, the concept of the
priest includes such a magical qualification.”
267.Ibid., 30.
268.Ibid., 28; though Weber also admits that “in many great religions, including Christianity, the concept of the
priest includes such a magical qualification.”
269.See e.g., Turner, “Religious Specialists,” 82.
270.Weber, The Sociology of Religion, 54.
271.Ibid., 47.
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divine revelation, “[p]rophets very often practiced divination as well as magical healing and
counseling.”272 The prophet is similar to the magician, in that he “exerts his power simply by
virtue of his personal gifts. Unlike the magician, however, the prophet claims definite
revelations, and the core of his mission is doctrine or commandment, not magic.”273 More
importantly,
what distinguishes the prophet, in the sense that we are employing the term, from the types just
described [priest and magician] is an economic factor, i.e., that his prophecy is unremunerated. . . .
The typical prophet propagates ideas for their own sake and not for fees, at least in any obvious or
regulated form.274 
In short, Weber’s “prophet” was the founder or reviver of a religion whose authority derived
from his or her personal charisma,275 rather than association with a religious establishment,276 and
who offers followers “a unified view of the world derived from a consciously integrated and
meaningful attitude toward the world.”277
Weber’s Religious Specialists278
Religious Specialist Priest Magician Prophet279
Practice cult/worship sorcery/magic proclamation
Religious Sphere official cultus personal public
Source of Authority established office/“calling” charisma/miracles personal “call”/charisma/miracles
Deity god(s) demons god
Relationship to Divine worship coercion reception (of message)
Timeframe regular occasional continual(?)
272.Weber, The Sociology of Religion, 47.
273.Ibid., 47.
274.Ibid., 47-8.
275.Weber outlines two types of prophet: the “ethical prophet,” who demands adherence to a command or norm
commissioned by a deity–“he demands obedience as an ethical duty” (e.g., Moses) and the “exemplary prophet,”
who preaches is not necessarily a specific revelation but rather, “by his personal example, demonstrates to others the
way to salvation” (e.g., the Buddha). “The preaching of this type of prophet [the exemplary] says nothing about a
divine mission or an ethical duty of obedience, but rather directs itself to the self-interests of those who crave
salvation, recommending them to the same path he himself has traversed.” Weber, The Sociology of Religion, 55.
276.Steve Cook, “The Weberian Construct of Prophecy and Feminist Recuperative Criticism,” pages 65-75 in
Constructs of Prophecy in the Former and Latter Prophets and Other Texts (Lester L. Grabbe and Martti Nissinen,
eds.; Atlanta: SBL, 2011).
277.Weber, The Sociology of Religion, 59.
278.Ibid., 28-31, 46-59. 
279.It is important to recognize that with his “prophet” Weber has in mind ideal type that does not necessarily
correspond to vernacular or scholarly usage of the term. He is not mistaken, therefore, when he states that “almost
no prophets have emerged from the priestly class. As a rule, the Indian teachers of salvation were not Brahmins, nor
were the Israelite prophets priests” (46), even though Ezekiel and Jeremiah were both priests. Weber explains, for
example, that by his definition, “the real theoretician of social reform, Ezekiel, was a priestly theorist who can
scarcely be categorized as a prophet at all,” Sociology of Religion, 51.
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Remuneration employed self-employed non-remunerated
Expertise specialized, acquired knowledge specialized, acquired knowledge revealed knowledge
The biblical Balaam does not readily fit into Weber’s scheme. Through the first half of
the narrative in Numbers 22-24, Balaam represents Weber’s conception of a magician. He is not
associated with any cult, but seems to be available for hire. Balak approaches Balaam in a time
of crisis offering a great reward (22:7[?], 17-18, 37, 24:11) in exchange for a curse–implying
Balaam’s reputation as a potent curser (22:6). With Yhwh’s permission, Balaam obliges (22:21,
35). The role of Balaam’s offerings remain unclear. Does he seek to move Yhwh to curse Israel
(i.e. “magical coercion”)? Or simply to invoke Yhwh’s presence and participation in the ritual
(i.e. “priestly worship”)? Either way, Balaam evidently does not operate solely for the sake of
material gain. In spite of Balak’s persistent promise of honour (24:13), when it came time to
curse, Balaam blessed Balak’s enemy. As clearly as Balaam is a magician, on Weber’s model, he
also displays prophetic behaviour, in that he pronounces a divine revelation without expectation
of remuneration. There is no room for Balaam in Weber’s typology. However,
[Weber’s] ideal type is a general concept which does not have an actual empirical realization. . . . An
ideal type is created by abstracting an essential similarity or similarities from particular phenomena
or objects, their distinctive traits. Such ideal types or analytical typologies enable scholars to outline
similarities, connections, and differences among individual objects, individuals, phenomena, and so
forth, irrespective of time or place.280
Lars Pharo explains that Weber’s typology, like other similar scholarly constructs, is simply an
analytical tool meant to facilitate comparative analyses. As such, this typology must not be
maintained when it conflicts with empirical data.281 Weber himself never intended for a rigid
application of his typology; he admits, for example, that the contrast between priest and magician
is in reality “fluid, as are all sociological phenomena.”282 At the same time, Pharo maintains that 
280.Lars Kirkhusmo Pharo, “A Methodology for a Deconstruction and Reconstruction of the Concepts “Shaman”
and “Shamanism,”” Numen, 58/1 (2011): 10.
281.“Comparative concepts are only tools for formulating interpretations and gaining deeper understanding. An
ideal type is never an end in itself . . . . One must always be on guard against distorting empirical data to make them
fit into a theory or a conceptual apparatus,” Pharo, “Shamanism,” 17.
282.Weber, The Sociology of Religion, 28. For example, “[t]he sorcerer is not infrequently the member of a member
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we cannot avoid making use of ideal types as analytical tools in the history of religions. Although
some scholars deny that they employ ideal types in their research, language itself forces them to do
so, whether consciously or unconsciously.283
Weber developed what could be considered an etic typology, as a necessary means of drawing
cross-cultural (or sociological) comparisons, but he also sought to understand more emic
categories of religious specialists. 
In Ancient Judaism (1921), Weber offered one of the earliest sociologically oriented
studies of religious specialists in ancient Israel. According to Joseph Blenkinsopp, “[f]ew
attempts at reconstructing the social context of Israelite prophecy have been as influential as that
of Max Weber.”284 In the work, Weber does not carelessly apply his typology to the biblical data.
Instead, he seeks to describe in emic terms two distinct specialists in early Israel: (1) the “nabi”
(i.e., איבנ), who participated in mass ecstasy, and often was a warrior; and (2) the “roeh” (i.e.,
האר), who gave oracles on the basis of dream interpretations or visions. Weber identifies the
HB’s “nabiim” as a “trade of the magicians”285 whose members were “professionally trained
ecstatic[s].”286 In support of the view of the nabiim as magicians, Weber cites the tale of the
Syrian general seeking out the nabi Elisha and the “magical medicament” that nabi prescribed
(i.e., baptism in the Jordan River).287 But, again recognizing the fluidity of actual societies, as
opposed to theoretic constructs, Weber recognizes that certain magicians, such as Elisha (2 Kgs
5:15-27), “shunned any exploitation of ecstatic charisma for profit.”288
Weber identifies Balaam as a kind of magician, but–as in the case of Elisha, Weber does
not force Balaam to fit his ideal type. Unlike Elisha, Balaam represents a roeh, in Weber’s
of an organized guild, . . . which may hold a monopoly of magic within a particular community,” 29.
283.Pharo, “Shamanism,” 16.
284.Joseph Blenkinsopp, A History of Israelite Prophecy (revised ed.; Louiseville, KY: Westminster John Knox
Press, 1996), 35.
285.Max Weber, Ancient Judaism (Hans H. Gerth and Don Martindale; New York: The Free Press, 1952), 102.
286.Weber, Ancient Judaism, 101.
287.Ibid., 102.
288.Ibid., 102.
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estimation a divine “seer” who, like Samuel (1 Sam 9; cf. also 13:8-14), delivers an “oracle and a
magically efficacious blessing.”289 The roeh often possess magical powers, earning the title “שיא
םיהלאה.” As a kind of magician, then, Balaam would coerce deities (or “demons”) in his attempts
to bless/curse. Although his understanding of the development of Israelite religion demonstrates
marked limitations (scholarly understanding has progressed significantly with he wrote), Weber
nevertheless makes several profound observations. He offers a reasonable attempt at identifying
distinct kinds of specialist in early Israel. Especially insightful is Weber’s contention that
[a]ll the hopeless unclarity in which figures such as Balaam, Samuel, Nathan, also Elijah, today
appear to us, derives not only from the fact that here, as usual, the transition of the types was fluid,
but from the tendentious expurgation and obfuscation of the old contrasts.290
Weber recognizes that in their attempts to tell appropriate histories of their people and religion,
the tradents of Israel’s written tradition modified the portrayals of certain religious specialists. As
a result, the literary forms of these figures now only poorly reflect the actual specialists (let alone
personages) on which they were based. Moreover, the designations employed within the HB
cannot be taken as straightforward guides to the identification and categorization of religious
specialists in ancient Israel.
III. Emic Approaches
An emic approach to ancient Israel’s religious specialists proves challenging on various
levels. First, the scribes themselves admitted that designations for religious specialists changed
over time. Weber recognized, for example, an artificiality in the HB’s האר/איבנ conflation (where
1 Samuel 9:9 flattens the distinction between these kinds of religious specialist).291 A single title
may refer to different kinds of specialist; conversely, different names/titles may refer to basically
the same kind of specialist. This problem is not unique to ancient Israel. Fredrick Cryer observes
289.Weber, Ancient Judaism, 103.
290.Ibid., 105-106.
291.Ibid., 105; cf. Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 9.
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that “the names applied to the Hittite divining professionals changed bewilderingly over the
centuries, although the functions performed by them remained more or less constant.”292 For this
reason, the Hebrew designations alone cannot be used to identify the kinds of religious
practitioners active in ancient Israel. “One does not have to be called a nābı̂’ to be identified as a
prophet,” writes Grabbe, “the identification of a prophet depends on certain particular
characteristics rather than just the terms used in the text.”293 Blenkinsopp likewise maintains that
the “occurance of the term nābı̂’ will not serve as a reliable guide to the social functions and
roles of those to whom it is attached.”294 
Emic terminology cannot serve as a simple guide to determining the social location of
Balaam or any other religious specialist described in the extant written traditions of ancient
Israel, because the meaning of Hebrew designations changed over time. A second reason why
Hebrew terms cannot be relied upon for the identification of specialists is that a single individual
could function in multiple religious capacities. So, for example, in Micah 3:11 “prophets”
(םיאיבנ) are said to “divine” (םסק).295 Any given designation might therefore refer to the capacity
in which a specialist acts, rather than a static socio-religious title.
There are certain religious “jobs to do” in [any] society (curing different ailments, leading specific
rituals, bringing luck or preventing bad luck, enhancing fertility, producing rain, and a host of
others), and those jobs can be apportioned in any number of ways. One specialist may perform an
assortment of tasks, or the tasks may be assigned to an assortment of specialists.296
Ancient Israel was no exception in this regard. Cryer explains that
292.Fredrick H. Cryer, Divination in Ancient Israel and its Near Eastern Environment: A Socio-Historical
Investigation (JSOTSup 142. Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1994), 250.
293.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 82.
294.It is “the Deuteronomic redefinition of prophecy and its function . . . [that] marks the first stage toward the
standardization of terminology,” Blenkinsopp, History of Prophecy in Israel, 29. See also, Martti Nissinen, Prophets
and Prophecy in the Ancient Near East (SBLWAW 12; Atlanta: SBL, 2003), 5-6. “The theoretical analysis that
follows will discuss and redefine, or rather deconstruct and reconstruct, the etic concepts “shaman” and
“shamanism” within the field of the history of religions. I contend that the shaman must be classified according to
his or her special religious techniques,” Pharo, “Shamanism,” 10.
295. Although the poem condemns these prophets, it is not because they engage in divination, but because they do
so for profit (ףסכב). In the parallel line, priests instruct for money. There can be no doubt that the priests’ teaching
was an appropriate activity. The problem for prophet and priest alike, in this text, is illicit remuneration.
296.Jack D. Eller, Introducing Anthropology of Religion: Culture to the Ultimate (New York, Routledge, 2007), 72.
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a highly differentiated class of cultic personnel, that is, one consisting of “seers”, “nabis”,
“prophets”, “priests”, “divining priests”, “temple servants”, “Levites”, temple scribes, “qodešot”
(whatever they were), Nazirites and so on seems most unlikely: this would reflect a social
organisation of a much more evolved type than Israel was to possess for the first several centuries of
her existence. . . . The plethora of terminology for various cultic and magical personnel we
encounter in the Old Testament, then, probably describes functional, rather than institutional roles;
that is, the terms used are not mutually exclusive titles, pertaining to distinct institutional “offices”
(although they may have been interpreted as such by later, archaising traditionalists).297
A term may represent a single practitioner who nevertheless serves a variety of religious
functions. Certain functions of one kind of specialist frequently overlap with the functions, or
roles, of another kind. Thus, while etic typologies–foreign analytical concepts–are less than ideal
tools for identifying distinct religious specialists and their roles in ancient Israel (or other
societies), emic terminology proves to be problematic as well.
IV. Michael S. Moore’s The Balaam Traditions
In his 1987 dissertation, Michael S. Moore seems to overcome the problem of Hebrew
terminology by employing social role theory in his analysis of Balaam’s role(s) as a
(magico-)religious specialist.298 Moore offers an investigation into how the “variously refracted
portrayals [of Balaam] compare to the actual roles enacted by selected magico-religious
specialists operating during this general period in the ancient Near East.”299 Role theory,
according to Moore, analyzes the various sociological roles enacted by a given social “actor.” A
single actor may possess/have the capability to enact several different social roles, and these
roles comprise a “role set.”300 Role theory also considers role preemption–that is, the ways in
which certain social settings require the enactment of particular roles to the exclusion of other
297.Cryer, Divination in Ancient Israel, 247-49.
298.Michael S. Moore employs this term in recognition of the difficulty of defining and distinguishing “magic” and 
“religion,” especially in the ancient world. See his discussion of the problem in note 60 in The Balaam Traditions: 
Their Character and Development (SBLDS 113; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1990), 17-18.
299.Moore, The Balaam Traditions, 11.
300.Ibid., 14.
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roles within a given role set–as well as role expectations–that is, audiences’ anticipation of
particular roles in certain social settings.301 
Moore applies these concepts in his study of Balaam and ancient Near Eastern religious
specialists generally. He determines, on the basis of comparative analysis, that the HB’s Balaam
traditions describe Balaam possessing two distinct role-sets common in the ancient Near East:
(1) a “diviner/seer” role-set (which includes the roles of “seer,” “oneiromantic,” and “oracle-
reciter”) and (2) an “exorcist” role-set (which includes the roles of “purification-priest” and
“sorcerer”).302 For example, in the narrative of Numbers 22-24, Balak expects Balaam to enact
the role of “sorcerer”–to curse his enemy. Although Balaam agrees to work for Balak, Balaam’s
“oracle-reciter” role preempts for Balaam the role of “sorcerer.” As a result, Balaam cannot curse
Israel at all, but instead must pronounce a divine message (of blessing!), much to the frustration
of Balak’s role expectation.303 Expectations of religious propriety may be observed not only
within the narrative, but also in the scribal treatment of Balaam more generally. Moore explains
that the received Balaam traditions generated “role strain” for different Israelite scribal
audiences304 who held varying expectations for religious specialists and whose written
interpretations of those traditions worked to resolve their role strain-induced discomfort. Moore
explains, for example, that
[t]he interpretation in Deut 23:4-5 is probably less a major turning point in the history of the
tradition than an “official” ratification of one particular audience’s attempt to resolve this role strain.
The “Balaam problem” was serious enough, however, to provoke several attempts at conflict
resolution in Israel.305
301.Moore, The Balaam Traditions, 15.
302.Ibid., 109.
303.Ibid., 114-16; Moore seems to imply a level of historicity when he claims, “[i]t seems highly unlikely that the 
written narrative, for all its style and beauty, could have created such a fundamental conflict in expectations ex 
nihilo,” 115. If he means there must be a factual basis–a role conflict that actually occurred between a Balaam and a 
Balak–he ignores factors other than role theory that may have contributed to the final depiction of Balaam’s 
religious abilities and practices.
304.Moore seems to be decidedly vague when he refers to different Israelite audiences. While he clearly means by 
“audiences” the various scribal communities that reworked the Balaam traditions, Moore neglects questions of 
literary sources and traditions completely, ibid., 118-22.
305.Ibid., 118; Moore writes that “any significant divergence in these traditions from the phenomenological realia 
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The biblical writers’ diverging role expectations, according to Moore, correspond to different
stages in the development of the Balaam traditions. Moore’s study offers valuable considerations
of religious specialists in the ancient Near East, and some helpful reflections on the development
of the Balaam traditions. However, his study fails to adequately account for two important facets
of the HB’s Balaam.
First, Moore identifies only a single factor that influenced the “development” of the
Balaam traditions. He does not exaggerate too much when he says that “[t]he simple task of
designating who Balaam was and what he did in Israelite history appears to have been one of the
most delicate and complex issues Israelite tradents ever had to face.”306 However, Moore goes
too far when he explains that the primary difficulty was “enormous role strain” and concludes
that the diverging depictions of Balaam can be explained as the attempts of scribes to alter the
description of Balaam’s praxis in order to resolve that role strain. When discussing the genesis of
the alleged role strain, Moore refers only vaguely to an assumed evolution of Israelite religion:
[w]ithout arguing for a rigid evolutionary view of Israelite religious history, there seems little doubt
that Israel’s view of “appropriate” magico-religious behaviour experienced a shift away from the
“magic” pole toward the “religion” pole on the “magic-religion” continuum. Accordingly, this shift
must have led to different pressures among different audiences to reinterpret the Balaam
traditions.307
Moore’s use of a questionable (and ill-defined) “magic-religion” continuum aside,308 the problem
with this approach is that it posits a single reason for the development of the Balaam traditions:
the resolution of social role strain, caused by religious evolution.
This first weakness–that Moore overlooks other factors that possibly contributed to the differing
portrayals–was perhaps the result of a second, though more fundamental weakness: a neglect of
represented in [the ancient Near Eastern material] indicates a level of development,” ibid., 110.
306.Moore, The Balaam Traditions, 116.
307.Ibid., 118.
308.Moore recognizes the problems latent in classic distinctions between magic and religion (e.g., Taylor, Frazer,
Malinowski, Durkheim, Weber), but he nevertheless advocates as an analytical tool a “magic-religion continuum”
without explicating what he means by this, ibid., 17-18.
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literary-critical and historical-critical considerations.309 Moore does not address the basic
questions of sources or redactions, and he entirely overlooks the fact that in the HB presents
Balaam as a non-Israelite and hence the possiblility that Balaam’s foreign status might have
influenced the scribes’ attitudes and presentations of him.310 Although Moore details various
stages in the development of the Balaam traditions, he does not attempt at all to relate these
stages to historical or scribal communities. As one reviewer writes, “this branch of synchronic
phenomenology may prove more useful when combined with a source-critical approach that
seeks to investigate the Balaam traditions diachronically.”311 In short, while Moore’s survey of
ancient Near Eastern religious specialists is commendable (minus its exclusion of Egyptian
specialists) and his application of role theory generates insightful observations, his account of the
development of the tradition(s) suffers from a lack of literary and historical reflection.
Moore’s phenomenological survey of other specialists’ practice enables him to bypass
terminological difficulties, since he focuses on descriptions of behaviour rather than simply
designations. In spite of its laudable attention to ancient Near Eastern religious specialists, the
study ultimately develops and depends for its conclusions entirely upon etic categories (roles
and role sets), which Moore himself develops (albeit from the textual evidence). This method,
therefore, lacks adequate attention to the perceptions of the scribes who produced/redacted these
traditions. The important question for understanding the diverging portrayals seems to be: what
kind of religious specialist(s) did the scribes imagine Balaam to be, and why?
309.Moore, The Balaam Traditions, 12.
310.Though Moore mentions that for some tradents Balaam could be utilized to “enhance one of the most important
items on their sociotheological agenda, viz. the conviction that Israel was created to “bless” and “be blessed” by the
international community,” ibid.,120.
311.Gordon J. Hamilton, review of Michael Moore, The Balaam Traditions, JBL 110/4 (1991): 705.
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V. Scribal Constructs of Religious Specialists
To summarize: (1) a religious specialist is an individual who holds a unique position
within his or her society, one of socio-religious/cultural authority on the basis of some kind of
social accreditation. (2) Social scientists take various approaches to understanding such
individuals and the roles they play within their communities, from (etic) theoretical typologies
for broad, cross-cultural comparisons to analyses of unique specialists within particular cultures
in the (emic) terms and conceptualizations of those cultures. (3) Scholars interested in social
scientific approaches to the HB, and hence to categories like “religious specialist,” have typically
adopted or developed etic categories for analysis–interested as they are in drawing cross-cultural
analogies. 
Previous attempts to classify Balaam as a religious specialist, therefore, have drawn
attention to his affinities with various general types of religious specialist observed across
different societies. Balaam may be viewed as a diviner, curse practitioner, seer, or prophet. Such
etic categories facilitate valuable comparisons and highlight aspects of the figure Balaam and his
praxis; they will conveniently organize the following discussion of Balaam. They do not,
however, adequately capture the scribal presentation(s) of Balaam. As Brueggemann observes,
the scribes frequently offered value judgements of the religious specialists about whom they
wrote–judgements that were particular to their own communities’ cultural constitution.312 They
wrote about Balaam in their own terms, with their own categories and conceptualizations. This
dimension of the portrayals of Balaam promises to be a fruitful line of enquiry.
A truly emic approach to the religious specialists of ancient Israel–and here we may
include Balaam–is not at all possible. The biblical scholar and the historian of ancient Israel
cannot employ the methods of modern anthropologists–there is no participant observation nor
312.See note 14.
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consultation with cultural informants. The ancient societies are gone and in a profound sense
irretrievable. The question “what kinds of religious specialist operated in ancient Israel?” cannot
be answered except by analysis of the accounts written about them, primarily the texts of HB.
The complexity of the situation may be summarized as follows:
• A real society existed, in which various religious specialists operated.
• A scribe within that society produced a written text, which incidentally or directly described a
given religious specialist.
• That description was shaped by the religious specialist(s) that the scribe–or someone dictating
to him–(1) knew of by personal experience, (2) had heard about orally/informally, (3) had read/
heard about in received (written or oral) tradition, or (4) any combination of the above.
• Moreover, the text (hence, the written description of the religious specialist) was transmitted
through time into an essentially reconstituted society, and so was received by scribes who knew
of slightly different religious specialists and/or who potentially revised or reinterpreted the
written tradition in order to align it to more current conceptualizations of religious specialists.
This complexity does not render socio-historical judgements impossible, but requires that certain
factors be considered in the examination of the portrayal of Balaam in the HB. On the one hand,
many of the specialists described in the HB will reflect actual figures within ancient Israelite
society, even if the stories in which they appear cannot be regarded as historically reliable
accounts (as Grabbe observes, even fiction can reflect social realities313). The religious specialists
described within the HB can be identified as reflecting actual historical actors at least by their
commonalities with other specialists identified in the ancient Near East (as well as ethnographic)
data. 
On the other hand, where no extrabiblical data corroborates the HB’s depiction of
religious specialists, it may be safe to assume that those descriptions do not reflect actual
religious practitioners but are instead the products of the literary creativity of Israelite and Judean
literati. In order to prevent an argument from silence (i.e., there is no attestation of such and such
activity outside the HB, therefore it much be an invention of the scribes), in cases where the
313.For this reason Hurowitz critices Grabbe’s minimal attention to Moses as a religious specialist. Especially since
Moses is touted as the prophet par excellence, we might assume that he represented an idealized religious specialist,
“Review of Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages,” 139.
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portrayal of Balaam does not correspond to known religious specialists, evidence that the picture
of Balaam has been moulded by literary forms must be adduced. Certain specialists in the HB
reflect both actual, historical specialists and literary constructs. The following evidence should
demonstrate that such is the case with Balaam.
What Kind of Religious Speicalist is Balaam?
I. A Diviner?
In the HB, only Joshua 13:22 offers a designation for Balaam: וגרה םסוקה רועב־ןב םעלב־תאו
לארשׂי־ינב. This designation may be understood in one of two ways. The he may function as an
article, attached to a substantive participle; so “Balaam . . . the diviner.”314 In this case, Balaam
receives a title, an official designation denoting his position as a recognized religious specialist.
An alternative translation reads the he as a relative pronoun, attached to an attributive participle;
thus, “Balaam . . . who practiced divination.”315 In this case, םסוק functions not as a title but as a
descriptor of Balaam. On either reading, the text presents Balaam as one noted for his practice of
divination. In his survey of religious specialists in ancient Israel, Grabbe accordingly classifies
Balaam in the category of “Diviners, Healers, and Others.”
Divination entails the utilization of specialized knowledge and/or techniques in order to
ascertain information inaccessible to ordinary human faculties of perception. In Turner’s words,
“divination”
usually refers to the process of obtaining knowledge of secret or future things by mechanical means
or manipulative techniques–a process which may or may not include invoking the aid of non-
empirical (transhuman) persons or powers but does not include the empirical methods of science.316
314.So LXX (τὸν Βαλααµ . . . τὸν µάντιν [NETS: “the diviner”]), KJV (“the soothsayer”), RSV (“the soothsayer”),
NASB, NET (“the omen reader”).
315.So NRSV, ESV, NIV, NLT (“who used magic to tell the future”). For the grammatical construction see also Deut
22:22.
316.Turner, “Religious Specialists,” 84.
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Ezekiel 21:26 describes such a process, as the king of Babylon engages in a variety of divinatory
activities: דבכב האר םיפרתב לאשׁ םיצחב לקלק םסק־םסקל . . . לבב־ךלמ דמע־יכ ‘for the king of Babylon
stands . . . to use divination; he shakes the arrows, he consults the teraphim, he inspects the liver.’
The root םסק appears here in both verbal (infinitive construct) and nominal forms in a list of
divinatory practices: “rattling” arrows, inquiring םיפרתב, and hepatoscopy. Like the other phrases,
םסק־םסקל may refer in this context to a specific divinatory technique. Or, appearing at the head of
the list, םסק might function as a broad category of divination that encompassed the other
techniques.317 
Divination does not occur only by means of manipulation of specialized instruments
(םיפרת) or interpretation of omens or entrails. Turner observes that, “[t]he medium and shaman
often divine without mechanical means but with the assistance of a tutelary spirit.”318 Such is the
case when Saul consults the spirit medium at Endor. The root םסק appears once in the narrative
(1 Sam 28:8), when Saul tells the medium to בואב יל אנ ימוסק “divine[?] for me by a spirit.” When
the deceased prophet Samuel appears from the netherworld, Saul explains,
“I am in great distress, for the Philistines are warring against me, and God has turned away from me
and answers me no more, either by prophets or by dreams; so I have summoned you to tell me what
I should do.” (1 Sam 28:15)
A frustrated and desperate Saul seeks instructions from the divine realm (see v. 13) by means of a
spirit medium, because Yhwh has ceased to communicate with him by the usual means: dreams,
“Urim” (a legitimate form of divination[?]), or prophecy.319 The purpose for the “divination” in
this case is access to otherworldly information. If םסק sometimes represents a specific divinatory
technique, the incident with the spirit medium320 at Endor also suggests a wider semantic domain
317.This activity is not explicitly condemned. It might be implicitly condemned by association with Babylon,
though in this instance, the king of Babylon is an instrument of Yhwh’s justice. Likewise, in Hosea 3:4 the םיפרת
seem to be regular elements of a properly functioning society. Though when Samuel rebukes Saul for hoarding battle
spoils (1 Sam 15:22-23), he likens םסק תאטח ‘the sin of divination’ to rebellion, and parallels it with םיפרת,
apparently instruments of divination. Cf. Cryer, Divination in Ancient Israel, 272; cf. Zech 10:2.
318.Turner, “Religious Specialists,” 84.
319.In the Chronicler’s account, Saul inquires of a spirit(-medium[?]) for counsel rather that Yhwh (1 Chr 10:13). 
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that encompasses divination broadly conceived. Thus a diviner (םסוק) may be regarded as
someone who accesses hidden knowledge, typically on behalf of a client, whether by a spirit or
mechanical means. On this broad understanding, a “diviner” is not necessarily a specific kind of
religious specialist, indeed, the title “can be applied to various sorts of religious specialists.”321
This is no less true in ancient Israel than it is in modern ethnographic studies, in which “[t]here is
evidence that mediums, shamans, and priests in various cultures have often practiced
divination.”322 To reference again Micah 3:11, prophets (םיאיבנ) may practice divination (וםסקי)
without receiving the designation “diviners.” 
The root םסק takes an enigmatic form in the Balaam pericope when Balak’s messengers
approach Balaam for the first time with םדיב םימסק ‘divination fees (or instruments[?]) in their
hands’ (22:7).323 The phrase suggests Balaam’s reputation as a diviner, though the referent of
םימסק never again appears in the narrative. Instead, the word שׁחנ appears, first paralleling םסק in
23:23324–where both appear to be activities banned from or ineffective against Israel–and then
taking a nominal plural form םישׁחנ in 24:1–where it seems to be Balaam’s usual technique for
divination. As with םסק, the precise denotations of word שחנ remain obscure to modern
philologists. However, as Cryer observes, “the variety of contexts in which the root appears
shows that divination by the interpretation of random “signs” was an established and well-
understood phenomenon in Israel.”325 The word has been understood to mean the interpretation
of omens, as in 1 Kings 20:33, where men interpret something as an omen–a sign that inspires
320.It is worth noting that the medium is called a בוא תלעב תשא ‘a woman, a mistress of a spirit’ (1 Sam 28:7). C.
Von Furer-Haimendorf describes “marriage” of shamans to “spirit-husbands/wives” in the Sora ethnic group of
India, “Priests,” in Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion: An Anthropological Study of the Supernatural (Arthur C.
Lehmann and James E. Meyers, eds.; Palo Alto, CA: Mayfield Publishing Company, 1985), 91. 
321.Robert R. Wilson, Prophecy and Society in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1980), 26.
322.Turner, “Religious Specialists,” 84.
323.DCH admits either reading, though suggests “divination fees” (for ‘instruments,’ cf. Ezk 21:27[22]). SP (and
4Q27[?]) and Syr read םהימסקו ‘and their divination fees.’
324.The two words again parallel each other in 2 Kings 17:17: ושׁחניו םימסק ומסקיו ‘they practiced divination and they
read omens,’ where both terms receive moral reprehension by their association with child sacrifice.
325.Cryer, Divination in Ancient Israel, 285.
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them to act. In Gen 30:27, Laban perhaps “divined” (יתשׁחנ) that the was blessed because of
Jacob. When Joseph tests his brothers (“Do you not know that one such as I can practice
divination?”), שחנ clearly implies the acquisition of hidden knowledge (Gen 44:15), probably by
mechanical and interpretive means, i.e. lecanomancy (Gen 44:5). The terms for “divination” in
the Balaam pericope, םסק and שׁחנ, are thus few and relatively obscure, but they lend support to
the view that Balaam was a diviner, at least broadly conceived.326
I.I Curse Practitioner?
Divination may be employed for the purpose of discerning the cause of a personal malady
in societies where such could be understood as the effects of a malign spiritual force.327
[T]o acquire a comprehensive understanding of why and how a patient was afflicted with certain
symptoms by a spirit or witch, primitives seek out a diviner who will disclose the secret
antagonisms in social relations or the perhaps unconscious neglect of ritual rules (always a threat to
the social order) that incited mystical retribution or malice.328
Divination frequently bears a close connection to ritual healing.329 Moore perceives in the
Balaam pericope a conflict of unseen forces, a remedy for which Balak seeks ritual healing.
Balak fears not merely the Israelite army, but more fundamentally the unseen spiritual force(s)
by which the Israelites have thus far achieved military victory. Moore thus associates Balak’s
request that Balaam help “drive out” (שרג) Israel from the land (Num 22:6) with exorcism. That
is, Balak would undercut Israel’s military advantage by summoning an exorcist to neutralize and
expel Israel’s spiritual vitality.330 As in 2 Kings 3:27, the conflict between Israel and Moab in
Numbers is “only the earthly counterpart of what was perceived to be a combat of gods.”331 Also
exorcism plays a significant role in the ancient Near Eastern evidence Moore examines. Two
326.There is also Balaam’s לקמ: a rod, used in various contexts, e.g. as a weapon (Ezk 39:9), or a ruler’s scepter (Jer
48:17), but in 22:27 possibly a “magic wand” (suggestive of rhabdomancy[?]) in light of its usage in Hosea 4:12 and
Genesis 30:37.
327.Turner, “Religious Specialists,” 84.
328.Ibid., 85.
329.Ibid., 85.
330.Moore, Balaam Traditions, 98.
331.Baruch Levine, Numbers (2 vols. AB 4-4A; New York: Doubleday, 1993-2000), 2:217.
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factors undermine a reading of exorcism in the text, however. In the first place, Balak, not
Balaam, is the subject of the verb שרג.332 If the verb connoted an idea of exorcism, it is odd not to
have Balaam, the contracted specialist, performing the deed. Secondly, nowhere in the HB does
the verb denote or even connote exorcism, the driving out of malignant supernatural powers/
persons. Instead, שרג is used frequently to describe the forced eviction–the “driving out”– of
nations, especially in military contexts (e.g. Ex 23:28-31; 34:11; Deut 33:27; Ps 78:55). Balaam
does not approximate an exorcist; he is not summoned to expel malign spirits, but rather to aid
Balak in gaining military advantage so that he might drive the Israelite forces from his realm.
Balaam is summoned to effect malignant forces upon Israel, to curse, and so he might remain
open to the charge of sorcery.
Grabbe identifies only Ezekiel 13:17-23 as a possible reference to “witchcraft” in
Israel.333 However, the story of Balaam clearly implies some concept of witchcraft/sorcery, even
if only practiced by a foreigner, since Balak calls Balaam specifically to curse Israel. However,
Anne Marie Kitz would caution against such a designation as “sorcerer,” since that term, along
with others such as “magician” and “witch,” generally bears negative connotations for, and
frequently neglect in, Western scholarly discourse. Kitz, in her survey of cursing phenomena in
cuneiform and Hebrew texts, opts instead for a more neutral–and in fact, less ambiguous–
designation: “curse practitioner.”334 According to Kitz, a diviner should generally not “be
considered a professional curser because his rituals do not involve the creation of
maledictions.”335 She finds in Balaam an exception to the rule,336 however, since Balaam clearly
332.Although BHS suggests emending to הכנ לַכוּנ לכוא, following LXX ἐὰν δυνώµεθα πατάξαι, the verb שׁרג remains
first person singular–with Balak alone the subject–in all the textual evidence.
333.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 129; by witchcraft/sorcery Grabbe means “the malign influence
spread unknowingly or deliberately by the witch/sorcerer, manifested in illness, bad luck, and the like.” But see
Wilsons distinction between witchcraft and sorcery, Prophecy and Society, 21-27.
334.Anne Marie Kitz, Cursed Are You! The Phenomenology of Cursing in Cuneiform and Hebrew Texts (Winona
Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2014), 370.
335.Anne Marie Kitz, Cursed Are You! 372.
336.Apart from Balaam, the only other professional cursers Kitz identifies in the HB are the Levites (e.g., Deut
27:15). “Levites are proclaimers of anathemas. They formally declare curses in Yahweh’s name in a place sacred to
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is both summoned to curse and designated a םסוק (on this point, Kitz inadequately considers the
diachronic dimension of the Balaam traditions–Balaam cannot be taken as a counter example to
her observation that diviners do not curse, since the texts reflect a variety of perspectives
regarding Balaam’s profession and thus cannot be taken as straightforward evidence of any
particular kind of religious specialist337). The narrative in Numbers 22-24 treats Balaam not as a
diviner, but more like a professional curse practitioner–someone who can effectively curse an
enemy.338
Earlier scholarly views of curse and cursing in ancient Israel have undergone a
reformulation in recent decades. Previous generations of scholars had understood a curse to be an
word or a phrase whose malignant efficacy resides in its very utterance. In the “magical” ancient
world, it was reasoned, “words effect what they symbolize.”339 The curser designs a harmful
intent and upon speaking that intention, the recipient acquires ill-will and possibly immanent
misfortune. Certain individuals, “of stronger souls,” possessed the ability to pronounce curse (or
blessing) with special power, but ultimately, once uttered curses would “take on a life of their
own.”340 This view has given way to an understanding of curses that recognizes a process of
cooperation between deity and curser. Iron Age Levantine inscriptions demonstrate that blessing
him,” ibid., 394-97. We might also consider Elisha (2 Kgs 2:23-24), or those described in Job 3:8: “Let those curse it
who curse the day, Who are prepared to rouse Leviathan.” Actually, in the HB anyone seems to be able to pronounce
a curse another (e.g., Joshua [Josh 6:26] or Shimei [2 Sam 16:5-13]), though it seems that “lay cursers” (Kitz’s term)
could not invoke as potent maledictions as the professionals.
337.Although Kitz does admit the complexity of the data about Balaam: “It is difficult to determine whether or not
this description illustrates a general, ancient Israelite assumption, a misunderstanding of the procedure, or an attempt
to represent Balaam’s activities negatively. It might even reflect nothing more than an effort to relate a West Semitic
custom to an East Semitic convention,” Cursed Are You! 397.
338.The identification of Balaam as a curse practitioner possibly finds support the DAPT; Dijkstra suggests that
lines 33-53 in combination II “might be taken as a specimen of an incantation and so of the tradition of Balaam’s
ability to enchant”–though Dijkstra fails to expound on his use of the word “enchant.” Dijkstra explains that
combination II seems to reference a “Book of the Proceedings against Wormwood on the Tongue,” which describes
curse formulae (in lines 35, 39), “Is Balaam Also Among the Prophets,” 55-6.
339.For the development of scholarly formulations of curse, see B. F. Batto, “Curse,” DDD, 400.
340.Batto, “Curse,” 400.
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and curse formulae “are dependent for their fulfillment upon the power of the deities invoked
either implicitly or explicitly.”341 In the inscriptions,
curses were thought to derive their effectiveness not so much from any inherent demonic force or
magical power as from the agency of the cooperating deity invoked in such illocutionary or
performative utterances.342
Turning to the evidence of the HB, Bernard Batto concludes that 
[t]he curse in ancient Israel . . . was not believed to be a magical, self-acting force. Rather, a valid
curse was always conditional (a) upon the speaker having legitimate reason to utter the curse, (b)
upon the object or person being deserving of punishment, and most importantly, (c) upon the
complicity of the deity in effecting the curse.343
This understanding of curse accords with Kitz’s recent assessment of the general nature of an
ancient Near Eastern curse. According to Kitz, curses are “petitions to the divine world to render
judgment and execute harm on identified, hostile forces.”344 She suggests that the reason for the
professional curser’s special efficacy is therefore the close relationship between the curser and
his/her deity. Kitz relays three ritual texts that demonstrate the strict reliance of the āšipu–a
Mesopotamian professional curser–on his deities for effective malediction:345
‘The incantation is not mine, it is the incantation of Damu and Gula. Damu gave it and I took it.’
‘The incantation is not mine. It is an incantation of Ea and Asalluḫi, an incantation of Damu and
Gula an incantation of Ningirim xxx. They spoke it. I have repeated it.’
‘The incantation is not mine. It is an incantation of Asalluḫi, the āšipu of the deities. He gave it (to
me). I cast (it).’
341.Batto, “Curse,” 401.
342.Ibid., 400.
343. Batto explains that curses in the HB fall into one of two general categories: (1) in covenant as “sanctions
invoked upon oneself for breach of contract” (see e.g., Deut 29:9-20)–in which context “it is obvious that the curses
are not self-acting but rather are carried out by the deity or deities invoked to guarantee the integrity of the
covenant.” Or (2) as “adjurations against another person.” In this latter category, Batto includes situations in which
the curse is employed to effect (or prevent) a(n un)desired action, to alter an someone’s behaviour, or to bring about
justice, ibid., 402.
344.Kitz, Cursed Are You! 3. See also Stephen C. Russell, review of Anne Marie Kitz, Cursed Are You! The
Phenomenology of Cursing in Cuneiform and Hebrew Texts,” RBL (2015).
345.Anne Marie Kitz, Cursed Are You! 380; according to Kitz, the first may be found in J. van Dijk, A. Goetze, M.
I. Hussey, Early Mesopotamian Incantations and Rituals (YOS 11; New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1985),
plate 6, tablet 5, obv., line 8; the second in Ebeling, Keilschrifttexte aus Assur religiösen Inhalts (WVDOG 28/3;
Leipzig: Hinrichs, 1917), vol. 1, part 3, plate 193, tablet 114, rev., lines 1-4; and the third in F. Köcher, Die
babylonisch-assyrische Medizin (vol. 5; Keilschrifttexte aus Ninive 1; Berlin: de Gruyter, 1980), plate 93, tablet 508,
col. 2, line 9.
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Such Mesopotamian ritual texts reinforce the expectation that Balaam–if indeed he may be seen
as a professional curse practitioner–must rely on the cooperation of his deity. The expressions of
the cursers in these texts resemble Balaam’s insistence that he will only declare what Yhwh gives
him. In spite of his renown, Balaam curses only those whom Yhwh permits: המו לא הבק אל בקא המ
הוהי םעז אל םעזא ‘how can I curse whom God has not cursed? How can I denounce those whom
Yhwh has not denounced?’ (Num 23:8). The presentation in Numbers 22-24 (contra Deut 23:5)
of Balaam’s willingness and ability to curse accords well with the inscriptional and cuneiform
evidence. What was true for Balaam was true for professional curse practitioners throughout the
ancient Near East, “deities always have the final word. Sometimes, they support a malediction.
Sometimes they do not.”346 Kitz does not go too far by suggesting that Balaam was an āšipu, but
she instead remarks, 
One cannot help but wonder whether or not the process described [in Num 22-24] is a West Semitic
reflection of the āšipu’s function as a messenger of Marduk who, in a similar fashion, has placed the
words of the correct incantation in the āšipu’s mouth.”347
I.II A Baru?
Although the āšipu utilized often elaborate ritual in the process of curse production,348
Balaam’s use of (costly!349) ritual has in the past led scholars to connect him with another
Mesopotamian religious specialist. The gloss ‘diviner’ adequately represents the Akkadian bārû,
meaning ‘seer’ or ‘one who inspects.’350 In Mesopotamia, the bārû typically inspected entrails
(extispicy) or specifically the livers (hepatoscopy) of sacrificed animals, interpreting the
arrangement of the parts in order to discern (typically immediately) future events. Malamat has
examined their importance as reflected in the texts from Mari. “These professionals usually dealt
346.Anne Marie Kitz, Cursed Are You! 153.
347.Ibid., 397, note 88.
348.Ibid., 371.
349.“In total, 42 animals are slaughtered, 21 bulls and 21 rams (23:4, 14, 30),” Kitz, Cursed Are You! 397
350.Matthew Rutz, Bodies of Knowledge in Ancient Mesopotamia: The Diviners of Late Bronze Age Emar and
Their Tablet Collection (Ancient Magic and Divination 9; Leiden: Brill, 2013), 3.
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with the crucial matters of the Mari kingdom, such as seeking omens for the security of the city,
the conduct of war, and military enterprises.”351 If the extant textual sources are any indication,
the bārû served an indispensable role in Mesopotamian society. These specialists “were
supported by the royal establishment, which required their services in order to make political,
religious, and social decisions.”352 In what Wolfgang Heimpel calls a diviner’s “oath of office”–
written on one of the early second millennium Mari tablets–a diviner swears the allegiance of his
craft to Mari’s king Zimri-Lim. The bārû repeatedly promises to “guard that word” which he
observes in the process of extispacy, promising to relay the omen only and precisely to the
monarch.353 Though relatively distant in space and time, the Mari diviner’s adamant commitment
to faithfully transmitting a divine word is reminiscent of Balaam’s interaction with Balak in
Numbers 22-24, for example when Balaam promises רבעל לכוא אל בהזו ףסכ ותיב אלמ קלב יל־ןתי־םא
הלודג וא הנטק תושׂעל יהלא הוהי יפ־תא ‘Although Balak were to give me his house full of silver and
gold, I could not go beyond the command of the LORD my God, to do less or more”
(22:18//24:13). It must be said, though, that the locus of Balaam’s commitment is his source of
divine knowledge (Yhwh), rather than the king, and so, again Balaam operates more like an
āšipu than a bārû.
Still, the charge that Balaam was a diviner (Josh 13:22), together with his (putative)
Mesopotamian origin (Num 22:5; 23:7), has lead some scholars to identify him as “a Babylonian
bārū.”354 The bārû held an established office in society (looking much like Weber’s conception of
the priest). “Their activities were prescribed by rituals, and their mode of speech–or at least their
351.Abraham Malamat, “A Forerunner of Biblical Prophecy: The Mari Documents,” pages 153-175 in Essential
Papers on Israel and the Ancient Near East (Frederick E. Greenspahn, ed.; New York: New York University, 1991),
154.
352.Wilson, Prophecy and Society, 97.
353.Wolfgang Heimpel, Letters to the King of Mari: A New Translation, with Historical Introduction, Notes, and
Commentary (Winona Lake, Ind: Eisenbrauns, 2003), 174-75.
354.S. Daiches, “Balaam–a Babylonian bārū,” in Bible Studies (London: Edward Goldston, 1950), 110-119.
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mode of writing–was determined by “canonical” collections of omens.”355 While they could work
as agents of social change, they nevertheless operated within a set of narrowly prescribed
methods.
Many forms of Mesopotamian divination were highly complex, and for this reason diviners required
extensive training before being allowed to practice their skill. . . . Entrance into the guild was
strictly controlled. Initiates had to come from a priestly line and were required to be without
physical blemish. Those having the proper qualifications underwent an apprenticeship before being
considered full members of the guild.356
Apart from the designation “diviner” (םסוק), two main lines of evidence link Balaam to the
Mesopotamian bārû. Balaam’s home has been long been understood to be on the Euphrates,
רהנה לע רשא הרותפ ‘to Pethor, which is on the River’ (Num 22:5) being understood as a reference
to Pitru on the upper Euphrates. This understanding accords with Numbers 23:7: יררהמ . . . םרא ןמ
םדק ‘from Aram . . . from the mountains of the east.’ A diviner from this region would
undoubtedly belong to the guild of the bārû. But Balaam’s Mesopotamian origin has come into
serious doubt in recent decades, notably because of the Tell Deir ʿAlla inscription locating
Balaam ben-Beor just east of the Jordan River. Balaam’s homeland will be discussed in detail
below. For now it must suffice to say that his “Mesopotamian origin” itself is today dubious and
so cannot be an argument for his status as a bārû.
Balaam’s ritual activities in Numbers 23-24 have been regarded as a second support for
understanding Balaam as a bārû. Three times Balaam instructs Balak to build an altar and offer
livestock as sacrifices. As Sweeney explains,
Balaam commissions seven incense altars and lights them in a ritual act of oracular inquiry. Such
action illustrates the oracular delivery of the baru priests of ancient Mesopotamia and Aram, who
engaged in such rituals to provide the basis on which an oracle might be discerned. Such bases
might include readings of smoke patterns from the incense altars, patterns of oil deposited into
water, and other possibilities.357
355.Wilson, Prophecy and Society, 98.
356.Ibid., 97.
357.Marvin A. Sweeney, “Prophets and Priests in the Deuteronomistic History: Elijah and Elisha,”in Israelite
Prophecy and the Deuteronomistic History: Portrait, Reality, and the Formation of a History (Mignon R. Jacobs and
Raymond F. Person, Jr., eds.; Ancient Israel and Its Literature 14; Atlanta: SBL, 2013), 45.
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But after Balak offers the sacrifices, Balaam departs. He does not examine the entrails or smoke,
but wanders away seeking an encounter with a deity. The offerings are in no way the object of
Balaam’s inquiry, but seem rather to attract the attention of a deity “in order to obtain a divine
message.”358 Based on the Balaam pericope, Balaam might be described as divining in a very
general sense (i.e., seeking information from an otherworldly realm), but he does not seek
knowledge, like the bārû, by interpreting physical objects. More like the medium at Endor (1
Sam 28), Balaam solicits a divine spirit.
In fact, Malamat insists that “Balaam was certainly not a prophesier of the bārû type,”359
though he does admit that Balaam’s ritual sacrifices resonate with those of certain Mari texts.
Malamat renders A 455, “ . . . One head of cattle and six sheep I will sacrifice . . . ” (i.e., a ritual
involves seven sacrificial animals [cf. Num 23:1, 14, 29]). Then, in the text, a muḫḫûm arises and
prophesies in the name of Dagan.360 The scene is similar to that of Number 23-24, but Balaam
plays the role of a religious specialist other than the bārû (viz. the muḫḫûm). Divination, for
Malamat, is conducted by trained experts, typically on the demand of royalty, while prophecy
arises spontaneously at the inspiration and initiative of divine spirits.361 In other words, ecstatic
behaviour of the kind Balaam displays is characteristic of prophesying, not usually divining.
Malamat concludes that at Mari,
[i]ntuitive prophesying was basically the outcome of a specific social situation–an originally
nonurban, seminomadic, tribal society. Urban sophistication . . . naturally engenders
institutionalized cultic specialists, such as the bārû (haruspex), the foremost of the diviner types in
Mesopotamia and part and parcel of the cultic personnel of any self-respecting town or ruler.362 
Malamat contrasts the official, academic, “rational” practice of the bārû–for Malamat a native
Mesopotamian specialist–with the informal and intuitive “prophetic” activity introduced to the
358.Wilson, Pophecy and Society, 150.
359.Malamat, “Forerunner,” 172.
360.Malamat, “Forerunner,” 172.
361.Ibid., 155.
362.Ibid., 158.
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region by the West Semitic component of the Mari population. “In neither [Mari nor the HB] is
the prophecy the direct result of a mantic or magic mechanism that requires professional
expertise but the product of the experience of divine revelation, namely, a psychic, nonrational
phenomenon.”363 Although passages in the HB associate divination with Balaam, prominent
elements throughout the main narrative–encounters with the divine (23:4, 16; 24:2)his dreams
(22:9-12, 20), and visions (24:3-4//15-16)–offer an overall picture of Balaam as a specialist of
the so-called “psychic, nonrational” type.
II. An Ecstatic?
Malamat has identified five kinds of professional “prophet-diviners” within the evidence
from Mari.364 The aforementioned muḫḫûm generally operated in the service of the royal court
and, “because of his peculiar behaviour, is perceived as a madman, similar to the biblical
měšuggāʿ, a term used occasionally as a synonym of nābı̂ʾ.”365 When עגשמ appears in connection
with prophets or prophecy in the HB, however, it often carries negative connotations (e.g., Hos
9:7; Jer 29:26). It seems to function as a derisive slang term for someone who delivers an other-
worldly message. In 2 Kings 9:4-13, a young prophet (איבנ רענ) approaches the commander Jehu
with a divine communiqué (“ךילא יל רבד”), and Jehu’s comrades question him: הזה עגשמה־אב עודמ
ךילא ‘why did this madman come to you?’ (like the bārû, the muḫḫûm operated in the service of
the royal court; here, the עגשמ addresses a future king; cf. 1 Sam 21:14). The reception of divine
messages, therefore, was frequently associated with peculiar behaviour.
363.Malamat, “Forerunner,” 155. Cf. Mic 3:6-8 for a potentially similar distinction already in the prophetic
tradition.
364.Ibid., 158: (1) šangûm: a priest; (2) assinnus: possibly a eunuch, male prostitute, or cultic musician; (3)
qabbatum: (from Akk qabû ‘to speak’) attested once, of a prophetess (ARM X, 8); (4) muḫḫûm: see above, and
below; and (5) āpilum: “answerer” or “respondent.”
365.Ibid., 160. Cf. 2 Kgs 9:11; Jer 29:26; Hos 9:7. Nissinen identifies the root as maḫû ‘to become crazy; to go into
a frenzy,’ Prophets and Prophecy, 6.
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Here Weber’s understanding of the “nabi” as a “magical ecstatic”366 seems relevant.
Weber associated the erratic behaviour of the nabiim with preparation for battle: in Judges 6:34,
the spirit of Yhwh “clothes” (השבל) Gideon while he is recruiting soldiers, though Gideon’s
behaviour is not described (cf. Judg 3:10). In 1 Samuel 10:6, however, Samuel describes what
will happen when Yhwh’s spirit comes upon Saul: רחא שׁיאל תכפהנו . . . תיבנתהו הוהי חור ךילע החלצו
‘Then the spirit of the Yhwh will come upon you, and you will prophesy . . . and be turned into a
different person’ (cf. also Jdg 14:6, 19; 15:14). The presence of the spirit of Yhwh (or Elohim; cf.
1 Sam 10:10) transforms the possessed individual (or group). 
Ecstatic behaviour appears often in the HB, but it is not associated only with battle-
hungry delirium. Within the Balaam pericope, three expressions suggest that the writer(s)
imagined Balaam having an otherworldly or ecstatic experience. First, the verb הרק,367 which
simply denotes an encounter or meeting, is used (four times) to depict Balaam’s encounter with
his deity (23:3, 4 [Niphal], 15, 16 [Niphal]).368 Thus, the narrative describes unique, personal
encounters between Balaam and Yhwh. The verb takes the Niphal stem also in another human-
divine encounter, in Exodus 3:18 when Yhwh instructs Moses to explain to Pharaoh that יהלא הוהי
ונילע הרקנ םיירבעה ‘Yhwh, the god of the Hebrews, has met with us.’ Here in Exodus, the idea
seems to be that the divine party initiated the encounter. Rhetorically, Moses’s plea to Pharaoh
has force only if Yhwh requires the wilderness offerings, if the three day hiatus is a religious
obligation demanded by the deity, on its own initiative. But encounters with supernatural beings
may be arranged by a variety of means. In 2 Kings 3:15-16, Elisha requests music and then, the
“hand(/power) of Yhwh” comes upon him and he delivers a divine message. Music/percussion
366.Weber, Ancient Judaism, 96.
367.SP has the verb ארק ‘to encounter, to meet,’ still Niphal impf 3ms–presumably with the same meaning. 4Q27
has הרק ‘to befall, happen, meet’ (same parsing). While the verb denotes an encounter/meeting generally, in certain
contexts
368.23:4, Elohim; 23:16, Yhwh; both Nifal stem. Each time, the deity is the subject of the verb, though when
Balaam anticipates the encounters, Yhwh is the subject (v 3) once and Balaam is the subject the second time (v 15).
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induced trances are commonly attested among ethnographic reports of shamans and other
intermediaries. The invocation of deities, evidently, can require careful calculation and
execution. Balaam expresses uncertainly as to whether or not his deity will show up (הרקי ילוא
] יתארקל הוהי23:3[ ) and the sacrifices seem to serve the function of attracting the divine
presence.369 As Balaam hopes, Elohim “meets” him (23:4) once, and Yhwh a second time
(23:16); and in each instance, Balaam receives a message (רבד). 
Second, Balaam’s ecstatic encounter with the divine is reinforced when the spirit of
Elohim “comes upon him” (Num 24:2). The language of “spirit possession” appropriately
describes numerous scenes in the HB, in which the spirit of Yhwh (הוהי חור) temporarily comes
upon a human. Spirit possession is a phenomenon well attested in ethnographic as well as ancient
texts. For example, the Report of Wenamun, which describes an Egyptian official’s travels in
Phoenicia, presents a scene in which a deity “takes hold” of a prophetic figure, who then relays
an urgent message to the prince of Byblos while in a state of trance.370 In Numbers 24:2, Balaam
looks on the tribes of Israel ‘and the spirit of Elohim came upon him’ (םיהלא חור וילע יהתו). The
phrase appears also in 1 Samuel 19:23-24, where a divine spirit comes upon Saul. Saul continues
on his way “prophesying” (Hitpael), and when he arrives at his destination, he falls naked to the
ground before the holy man Samuel. 
A link between Saul’s behaviour and Balaam’s in Numbers furnishes a third association
of Balaam with ecstatic activity. Although Balaam keeps his clothes on–so far as the text
discloses–the connection between Balaam and Saul in this instance is strengthened by an obscure
line describing Balaam in the introduction to his third and fourth poems: םיניע יולגו לפנ (Num
24:4//16). As a result of the spirit’s possession (?) of Saul, Saul fell (לפנ) to the ground; the
Balaam oracles suggest similar actions by their namesake–abnormal behaviour, falling to the
369.Cf. Genesis 8:21; Exodus 29:18, 25, 41; Numbers 28:2; Leviticus 1:9, etc.
370.“The Report of Wenamun,” translated by Miriam Lichtheim (COS 1.41).
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ground as an ecstatic experience takes its course. Wilson associates the formula with a state of
trance, “although outside of his “falling down” his trance behaviour is not specified.”371 Thus, the
text presents Balaam as an ecstatic who encounters–perhaps is “possessed” by–a divine spirit.
Balaam receives a divine message by “seeing” the god(s); his prostration is explicitly connected
to visions of an otherwise unseen realm.
II.I A Seer/Dreamer?
The Greek translator took Balaam’s prostration in Numbers 24:4//16 as a reference to
sleep (most likely adding ἐν ὕπνῳ ‘in sleep’ after translating ὅστις ὅρασιν θεοῦ εἶδεν ‘who sees a
vision of God’). This mistake is understandable since Balaam does converse with Yhwh/Elohim
during the night in chapter 22. And the nocturnal encounter with a divine being is a common
trope in the HB and West Semitic lore generally. The HB’s narratives
presuppose that dreams provide accurate and reliable information. Conversely, 1 Samuel 28.6,15
illustrate what happens to the king who has fallen from Yahweh's favour (cf. 1 Sam 15.24-29): he is
denied access to the divine, including through the agency of dreams.372
To mention a few more examples, Abram’s הזחמ ‘vision’ in Genesis 15 takes place at night
(hence the stars in v. 5), Elohim confronts the Canaanite king Abimelech in a dream (Gen
20:6-8); Jacob sees his famous vision of a stairway in a night dream (Gen 28:11-18); and Joseph
is known for his dreams and inspired oneiromancy (Genesis 37:5-11). While dreams are not
exclusive to religious specialists, regular visitations by night from deities seem to be reserved for
exceptional characters. Yhwh seems to communicate with Moses (e.g. Ex 7:15; 8:20; 9:13) and
Samuel (1 Sam 15:10-12) in nocturnal dreams (cf. Gen 28:10-22). In Numbers 22, Yhwh/Elohim
communicates with Balaam in dreams on two separate nights. Presumably these dreams take
place as he sleeps. ‘Night dreams’ הלילה םולח (Gen 20:3; 31:24); הלילה תארמ ‘visions of the night’
371.Wilson, Prophecy and Society, 148. Although Levine understands Balaam’s “falling” as a reference to nocturnal
visitations, citing Gen 15:12; esp Job 33:15, he admits that “[i]t is also possible that reference is to a hypnotic trance,
when one is asleep but with eyes open,” 2:194. In the cases Levine references, sleep (המדרת)–not the one having a
vision–is the subject of the verb לפנ.
372.Cryer, Divination in Ancient Israel, 265.
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(Gen 46:2); הליל ןויזח םולח ‘visions of the night’ (Job 4:13; 33:15; Micah 3:6) are common
features of the biblical religious tradition.
Night visions also appear within broader West Semitic culture. Just as in Numbers םקיו
רקבב םעלב ‘Balaam arose in the morning’ (22:13) and relayed his message to Balak’s messengers,
the Balaam of Deir ʿAlla communes with the spirits in a nocturnal dream and rises the following
morning to the deliver the message of his god(s). The scene is so similar that McCarter suggests 
“that the author of the biblical account of Balak's summons of Balaam in Numbers 22 was well
acquainted with the Transjordanian Balaam tradition as it is represented in the Deir ʿAlla texts. The
modus operandi of the seer is the same in both reports. God/the gods (ʾêlōhı̂m/ʾilāhı̄n) come to him
at night and give him messages which he reports to his clients in the morning. Often the language is
so close as to suggest stereotyped patterns in the telling of Balaam stories.”373
The DAPT read: “[t]he gods came to him at night [and spoke to] him according to the ora[cle] of
El. . . . When Balaam rose on the morrow . . .”374 The literature preserved in the HB shares in a
common West Semitic literary tradition, that situates divine revelation in visions by night, but
visions are not always or necessarily nocturnal in nature. The “entranced one” in the Report of
Wenamun seems to have received his message during the night, but not while sleeping. The
eighth century BCE Zakkur Stela documents the Syrian king Zakkur’s consultation of the deity
Baalshamayn prior to a military victory:
I lifted my hands to Baalshamayn, and Baalshamay[n] answered me, [and] Baalshamayn [spoke] to
me [thr]ough seers and through visionaries, [and] Baalshamayn [said], “F[e]ar not, for I have made
[you] king . . . 375
The Aramaic inscription identifies two kinds intermediaries: hẓyn “seers” and ʿddn “messengers”
or “visionaries.” Such figures were evidently the established channels for consultation with the
divine. Within the prophetic literature of the HB, the verb הזח denotes the act of seeing visions or
other things in a divine realm. Balaam might be considered among the hẓyn as well. In fact,
373.Kyle McCarter, (1980): 57.
374.Choon-Leon Seow’s translation in Nissinen, Prophets and Prophecy in the Ancient Near East, 210; 
375.Ibid., 206; cf. ANET 655; Alan Millard renders ʿddn as ‘diviners,’ in “The Inscription of Zakkur, King of
Hamath” (COS 2.35); Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 85.
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while the only designation offered by the HB is the rather pejorative םסוק, the DAT explicitly
identifies Balaam as a ḥzh ʾlhn /ḥôzēh ʾelāhîn/ ‘divine seer.’ Elements of the introductory
formula to Balaam’s oracles in Numbers reinforce the picture of Balaam as a divine seer;
“Balaam’s professional praxis is that of a הזח.”376
The formula opening the third and fourth poems (Num 24: 4-5//15-16) in the Balaam
pericope describes Balaam as ִןיָעָה םֻתְׁש רֶבֶגַּה ‘the man (with) the opened377 eye!’ ִןיָעָה םֻתְׁש is a most
enigmatic phrase, which has prompted a variety of interpretations. Levine presents the following
options:378 (1) ןיעה םתשׁ ‘opened of eye;’ (2) śetum hā‘ayı̂n ‘stopped up (closed) of eye;’ and (3)
ןע המתש ‘whose eye is pure, clairvoyant.’ Option 2, reflected in V (obturatus ‘closed’), assumes
the verb םַתָשׂ ‘to stop up’, but this makes little sense in context. Also, the verb is usually םתס.
Option 3 presents the epigraphic (early and defective) orthography assumed by Albright. In this
scenario, we have a relative pronoun ֶשׁ prefixed to the root ם(מ)ת ‘to complete, finished.’ For the
relative pronoun, see Jdg 5:7.379 This may be envisioned in the Greek text, though NETS offers
an idiomatic rendering: “says the man who truly sees.” Option 1 is MT’s reading, which Levine
supposes is right to mark as shin, rather than sin.380 The formula references Balaam’s
extraordinary faculty of vision specifically in the second line (ןיעה םתש) and last line (םיניע יולג),
as well as in a middle line הזחי ידשׁ הזחמ ‘he sees the visions of Shadday’ (Num 24:4, 16). The
formula thus presents Balaam as a divine seer, a similar portrayal as that of the DAT.
II.II An Āpilum?
The participle ֶהֹזח can be used to denote (or describe) a religious practitioner who sees
visions of an other worldly realm (e.g., Am 7:12; 2 Sam 24:11). The term, as a title or descriptor,
376.Noort, “Balaam the Villian,” 3.
377.ןיעה םתשׁ is a hapax legomanon. Syriac reads ‘opened’, LXX ὁ ἄνθρωπος ὁ ἀληθινῶς ὁρῶν ‘the man who truly
sees.’ But Vulgate has cujus obturatus est oculus ‘whose eye is stopped,’ reading םתש as םַתָשׂ ‘to stop (up).’
378.Levine, Numbers, 2:191-193.
379. BHS suggests an original possessive suffix, thus: וֹניֵע הַמַּתֶּׁש ‘his eye is whole,’ which the Greek genitive αὐτοῦ
may reflect.
380.The same morphological form (Qal passive participle) in Ezk 9:11, where a man is “clothed” with linens.
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emphasizes the means by which an intermediary acquires special knowledge, namely, by
extraordinary vision. One of the specialists Malamat identifies bears a title that emphasizes
different aspect of the role of an intermediary. In fact, Malamat suggest a close association
between this type–the āpilum of Mari (Akkadian “answerer” or “respondent”)–and the figure
Balaam.
The verb הנע is often used of a prophet relaying a divine message, whether or not the
recipient of the message posed a question (e.g., 1 Sam 9:17; Jer 23:37). Malamat observes the
nominal form in the phrase םיהלא הנעמ in Micah 3:7 and notes the connection of the verb in
Micah 6:5 with Balaam: םעלב ותא הנע־המו באומ ךלמ קלב ץעי־המ אנ־רכז ‘remember now what King
Balak of Moab devised, what Balaam son of Beor answered him.’ Malamat takes הנע here to
refer not to Balaam’s response to Balak’s request, but rather to Balaam’s oracular act, the
blessing of Israel. Hence, “[i]t is not impossible that this foreign diviner, who is never called a
nābı̂ʾ, was a prophet of the āpilum (“answering”) type.”381 Malamat also relates Balaam’s cultic
performance (Num 23:3, 14-15, 29) to that of the āpilum (e.g., A 1121, lines 24-25), since both
practices “aimed at acquiring the divine word.”382 He further notes the presence in the DAT of a
prophetess with the title ʿnyh “answerer,” a semantic equivalent of āpiltum attested at Mari.383
The reading of “prophetess/answerer” in that line is strengthened by another female religious
specialist on the parallel line: k̇hnḣ ‘priestess.’384 Hence, Malamat suggests that a cluster of clues
points toward the identification of Balaam as a religious specialist who served a social function
similar to that of the Mesopotamian āpilum.
381.Malamat, “Forerunner,” 162.
382.Ibid., 162.
383.Combination 1, line 11. The word ʿnyhh has been taken by many as a ‘poor woman.’ Malamat notes Alexander
Rofé’s acceptance of his reading in The Book of Balaam (Numbers 22:2-24:25): A Study in Methods of Criticism
and the History of Biblical Literature and Religion (Hebrew; Jerusalem Biblical Studies 1; Tel Aviv: Simor, 1979),
69, as well as that of the editors of the editio princeps: Aramaic Texts from Deir ʿAllā, 180, 212.
384.Malamat also notes that the verb הנע also appears in the Zakkur inscription, when Baalshamayn “responds” to
the troubled king (lines 11-12), “Forerunner,” 162.
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The association of Balaam with the āpilum of Mari rests on the assumption that the verb
הנע ‘to answer’ shares mantic connotations with Akkadian apālum ‘to answer’ and that (1)
Balaam is the subject of the verb Micah 6:5 (as opposed to Yhwh); and (2) in the DAT, which
features Balaam ben Beor, an ʿnyh–probably, “prophetess/answerer,” appears. In the case of the
DAT, however, there is no more reason to connect Balaam to the profession of the prophetess (or
“answerer”) than to the paralleled priestess, both of whom simply appear in a list of topsy-turvy
events marking a catastrophic future. The verb in Micah 6:5 is intriguing–possibly not a
coincidence–but surely an insufficient basis for understanding Balaam as Mari-esque prophet.385
A straightforward identification is difficult, especially given the spacial and temporal distance
between the biblical (and extra-biblical) depictions of Balaam and the Mari texts. The correlation
between Israelite/Judahite conceptions of prophecy and prophecy at Mari remain difficult to
determine, because of the temporal differences and because of the differing nature of the
sources.386 Even within the Mari evidence, Malamat notes, “there are cases where a muḫḫûm
would be involved in the act of “answering” (apālum).”387 It is best to see “answering” as a
function (perhaps a “role,” cf. Moore above) of certain ancient Near Eastern religious specialists.
In Mari, and perhaps for the writer(s) of the DAT (or Micah[?]), this role was central enough for
certain specialists to receive the title “answerer.”
III. A Prophet?
The Mari title āpilum is one designation for a kind of religious specialist that conveys the
message of a deity. These and other intermediaries in the ancient Near East, who relayed divine
communiques, are conventionally called “prophets.” Of course, the use of this term here varies
from Weber’s concept and simply refers to individuals who are regarded as spokespeople for
385.Cf. Jer 23:35.
386.Malamat, “Forerunner,” 157-58.
387.Malamat offers the example of a muḫḫutûm addressing the king: “I will answer you constantly” (ARM X 50,
22-26), ibid., 162.
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deities. The work of a Mesopotamian āpilum was fundamentally that associated with the Hebrew
phrase הוהי םאנ.388 The phrase appears hundreds of times in the HB, with special frequency in the
“prophetic” corpus. In only four passages Yhwh (or a related phrase or synonym, e.g. הוהי ינדא
תואבצ in Isa 3:15) is not the subject of the construction, two of these exceptional passages are
Numbers 24 and 2 Sam 23:1.389 Each of these texts presents the same formulaic opening: “ne’ūm
of A, the son of B; ne’ūm haggeber + self characterization.”390
Numbers 24:3-4 2 Samuel 23:1
 רעב ונב םעלב םאנ
ןיעה םתשׁ רבגה םאנו
 לא־ירמא עמשׁ םאנ
 הזחי ידשׁ הזחמ רשׁא
םיניע יולגו לפנ
Oracle of Balaam son of Beor
And oracle of the man, opened of eye
Oracle of the one hearing El’s words
Who sees visions of Shadday
Falling, and (having) uncovered eyes
 ישׁי־ןב דוד םאנ 
 לע םקה רבגה םאנו
 בקעי יהלא חישׁמ
לארשׂי תורמז םיענו
Oracle of David, son of Jesse
And oracle of the man, raised on high
Anointed (by) the god of Jacob
And favourite of the Strong One of Israel
The similarities are striking; either the writer of one drew inspiration from the other, or these
introductions represent a standard (oral[?]) formula employed by the bards of ancient Israel/
Judah. While the content of the formula in 2 Samuel describes the renown of David as an
exalted and anointed “Israelite” leader, the content in Numbers 24 attaches to Balaam the words,
knowledge, and visions of the divine. When David’s song (2 Sam 23:1-7) opens with דוד םאנ, the
phrase clearly refers to an oracular pronouncement, because following the formula the king
proceeds with ינושׁל־לע ותלמו יב־רבד הוהי חור ‘the spirit of the Yhwh speaks through me, his word
is upon my tongue’ (2 Sam 23:2). For the writer/editor of the song, the formula introduces the
words of a deity conveyed through a human intermediary. Regardless of the direction of “inner-
biblical” literary influence, or if the formula derives from a common oral convention, the
implication for understanding the phrase םעלב םאנ must be that Balaam, like the inspired son of
Jesse, and like the “classical” prophets, delivers a message from the divine. For Wilson, the
388.Cyrus Gordon explains that םענ is cognate of Akkadian i/anumma “now, furthermore,” a standard introduction 
to speech in Akkadian epistolography; Levine, Numbers, 2:191.
389.According to DCH; the other two cases are Proverb 30:1 (also רבגה םאנ, and also with oracular connotations–as
though the following poem is “inspired” speech), and Ps 36:2 (of transgression addressing the wicked).
390.Levine, Numbers, 2:191.
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phrase, along with the use of הזח, positions Balaam among the Israelite prophets.391 Even though
Grabbe presents Balaam in his section on “Diviners, Healers, and Others,” he, too, admits that
Balaam is presented as a prophet (of Yhwh), although the word איבנ never appears in the text.392
“The critical consideration” for Grabbe “is that the image and activities of Balaam are those of a
prophet.”393
Grabbe maintains that in spite of the critical estimation of prophet as “forthtellers” as
opposed to “foretellers”–spokespeople for a deity rather than simply predictors of future events–
the prophets of the HB nevertheless do frequently predict future events (e.g., Jer 25:11-12;
28:1-4; 29:10; 50-51).394 Ziony Zevit, for example, lists 58 instances of a “predictive-fulfillment
pattern” in the Deuteronomistic history.395 Although prophets did not exclusively engage in
predictive prophecy, clearly “foretelling” was regarded by many tradents as an important element
of an Israelite prophet’s function. And of course, “(mis)fortune-telling” figures within the
Balaam pericope, notably when Balaam “advises” (ץעי) Balak regarding the destiny of the
Moabite people. The value of Balaam’s fourth oracle as a “prophecy” of a future king has
endured for centuries, eventually in Jewish and Christian tradition. 
In Exodus 7:1-2, Yhwh explains that Moses will become like a god to Pharaoh, and that
Aaron–as spokesman–will then be a prophet (איבנ) to Moses. The scene offering helpful
perspective on at least one writer’s understanding the function of a prophet. The main duty of a
prophet is to speak on behalf of a deity. As Grabbe puts it, a prophet is “a mediator who claims to
receive messages direct from a divinity, by various means, and communicates these messages to
recipients.”396 The message may be positive or negative, but what matters is its reliable
391.Wilson, Prophecy and Society, 149.
392.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 122.
393.Ibid., 83.
394.Ibid., 99.
395.Ziony Zevit, The Religions of Ancient Israel: A Synthesis of Parallactic Approaches (New York: Continuum,
2001), 481-86.
396.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 107, 83.
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transmission to the intended recipient. The means by which the message is received does not
seem to matter either; indeed, “all prophets are not described in the same way.”397 Many of the
religious practices described up to this point are in fact activities performed by “prophets.”398 A
prophet of Yhwh might dream or have visions (e.g. Num 12:6) or even perform divination;
nevertheless, the essential matter for the biblical writers seems to be not the means of revelation,
but that the revelation is authentic. “False” prophets are not condemned because of their
technique, but because they fail to relay the divine message.399 The picture of Balaam, in
Numbers 22-24 at least, is unquestionably that of a reliable prophet.
IV. Summary
The diversity of scholarly opinion regarding the nature of Balaam’s religious profession
reflects the diverse portrayals of this religious specialist in the biblical text. Balaam appears at
times as a diviner, a curser, a dreamer, or a spirit medium. Attempts to explain what kind of
specialist Balaam represents generally pick out a few features of the biblical portrayal–often
combined with elements of the DAT–and proceed to offer an assessment of “what Balaam was.”
In this process, which usually implicitly seeks to address the Balaam of history, two important
ascpets of the Balaam tradition are typically neglected: (1) the diversity of religious
specializations attributed to Balaam; and (2) the prominent depiction of Balaam as a Yhwh
prophet. Numerous classifications of Balaam’s profession have been proposed. Most have some
merit, but nevertheless fail to account adequately for the evidently amalgamated nature of the
biblical portrait(s). Critical to understanding Balaam as a religious specialist is the recognition
that the HB reflects differing opinions about him and, consequently, differing depictions of his
socio-religious role.
397.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 9.
398.Cf. e.g. Joel 3:1.
399.Cf. e.g. Jer 23:9-40.
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The Need to Recognize the Amalgam
I. Mutual Exclusivity and Prophecy as Divination
Although Wilson admits that taken together the biblical portrayals of Balaam are an
“uncertain guide to the actual nature of that figure,” he nevertheless writes that “the various
biblical views [of Balaam] are not mutually exclusive. . . . [T]he biblical texts simply present
several perspectives on a traditional figure.”400 Wilson is precisely right to state that the HB
offers different perspectives on Balaam. But is he also correct in saying that these perspectives
are not “mutually exclusive”? Could each portrayal–especially of Balaam the diviner and Balaam
the prophet–reflect the same historical figure, or even reflect a similar conception of a religious
specialist in the mind of the biblical writers? Put differently, could a single religious specialist
fulfill all of the socio-religious roles that are assigned to Balaam in the HB? It is true that 
[s]ome religious specialists defy our attempt to create solid categories. . . . [T]he central religious
figure among the Huichol of Mexico is the mara’akame, who combined the function of “shaman,
priest, healer, and leader.”401
Grabbe ultimately abandons all efforts to classify Balaam, stating that, “Balaam is a good
example of how the roles of prophet and diviner can be difficult to separate.”402 In other words,
the conflicting depictions of Balaam may be understood simply as reflections of different aspects
of his trade. Overholt explains that within the HB “[p]rophetic utterances can be referred to as
“divinations” (Micah 3:11; Jer. 14:14; Ezek. 13:6-9, 22:28), and both prophets and diviners can
be said to “prophesy” (Jer. 29:8-9; cf. 27:8-10 . . . ).”403 The emic categories for practitioners and
practice are fluid. Isaiah 3:2 presents the איבנ and the םסוק as parallel figures in a list of actor
400.Wilson, Prophecy and Society, 147.
401.Eller, Introducing Anthropology of Religion, 79-80; citing Barbara C. Myerhoff, Peyote Hunt: The Sacred
Journey of the Huichol Indians (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1974).
402.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 128.
403.Thomas W. Overholt, Cultural Anthropology and the Old Testament (Old Testament Series; Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1996), 75.
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“important to the stability of society”404 Micah 3:6-7 offers little distinction between divination
and “envisioning” and relates both to prophets:
Micah 3:6-7
 ןכל  ןוזחמ םכל הליל
םסקמ םכל הכשׁחו 
־לע שׁמשׁה האבוםיאיבנה 
 םויה םהילע רדקו
 ושׁבוםיזחה 
 ורפחוםימסקה 
 םלכ םפשׂ־לע וטעו
 ןיא יכהנעמ םיהלא
Therefore it will be night to you–without vision, 
and it will be darkness to you, without divination. 
The sun will go down on the prophets, 
and the day will be black over them; 
the seers shall be disgraced, 
and the diviners put to shame; 
they shall all cover their lips, 
for there is no answer from God. 
In this context, the activities of “seeing,” divining, and prophesying, as means of securing an
“answer from God,” seem to exist within a broader domain of prophecy.405 An expert in ancient
Near Eastern prophecy, Martti Nissinen formulates the concept as follows:
[p]rophecy . . . is human transmission of allegedly divine messages. As a method of revealing the
divine will to humans, prophecy is to be seen as another, yet distinctive branch of the consultation of
the divine that is generally called “divination.” Among the forms of divination, prophecy clearly
belongs to the noninductive kind. That is to say, prophets–like dreamers and unlike astrologers and
haruspices–do not employ methods based on systematic observations and their scholarly
interpretations, but act as direct mouthpieces of gods whose messages they communicate.406
While prophecy may be distinguished from more mechanical means of divination by its
“intuitive” or “non-rational” nature, it is still worth noting the significant overlap between
prophecy and those other forms of divination. Concluding his discussion of prophecy and
divination in ethnographic accounts, Overholt writes that 
prophecy and divination are variant forms of the same phenomenon, religious intermediation–that
is, a process of communication between the human and the divine spheres in which messages in
both directions are channeled through individuals who are recognized by others in the society as
qualified to perform this function.407 
Various kinds of divination were practiced within ancient Israel. In fact, as Grabbe observes,
“[p]riestly modes of divination are fully approved and referred to a numbers of times in the
text.”408 The Urim and Thummim, and the ephod–tools of divination–appear in a variety of HB
404.Overholt, Cultural Anthropology and the Old Testament, 73.
405.Cf. also Ezk 13:6-7.
406.Martti Nissinen, Prophets and Prophecy, 1.
407.Overholt, Cultural Anthropology and the Old Testament, 80.
408.Grabbe, Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 120.
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texts.409 Moreover, the HB preserves narratives in which Israel’s heroes practice divination
without condemnation. The patriarch Joseph acquires divine knowledge, in Malamat’s terms, by
both “rational” (divination [Gen 44:5, 6]) and “inspirational” (dreams [Gen 37:19, 40, 41])
means.410 There is precedent, therefore, both from the texts of the HB and from ethnographic
accounts, to support the conclusion that Balaam was (regarded as) both a diviner (םסוק) and a
prophet, that is, as Wilson concludes that “the various biblical views are not mutually
exclusive.”411
At the same time, it is necessary to recall the matter addressed earlier in this chapter,
namely, that the HB texts do not present raw or uninterpreted data about religious specialists in
ancient Israel. Balaam is not portrayed in a neutral manner, exclusively on the basis of his
(perceived) actions in history. The scribes who wrote about him attached to his character their
own value judgements. The term םסוק itself can hardly be considered a theologically neutral
designation, one that would denote only the mechanics of a particular kind of religious activity.
For certain tradents, םסק seems to have denoted a particular kind of mantic technique less than it
connoted an negative attitude toward despised (maybe rival) religious practitioners.412 This seems
to be the crucial point for the designation of Balaam as םסוק: the word associates Balaam with
religious practice that was forbidden (by some) within Israel. This negative assessment of
Balaam’s character, however, conflicts with the portrayal in the Balaam pericope of Balaam as a
genuine prophet of Yhwh.
409.Ex 28:30; Lev 8:8; Num 27:21; 1 Sam 14:38; and  in Ex 28; 39.
410.If Malamat’s distinction between the “rational” practice of the Mesopotamian diviners and the “inspired”
activity of the West Semitic prophets holds for the Mari evidence, such a distinction is difficult to discern in the
written traditions of Israel/Judah.
411.Wilson, Prophecy and Society, 147.
412.Cf. Deut 18:9-14.
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II. Balaam’s “Conversion” and Balaam the Yahweh Devotee
Milgrom accounts for the discrepancy between Balaam’s depiction as diviner and as
prophet by emphasizing a possible subplot in the narrative of the Balaam pericope: Balaam’s
gradual repudiation of divination. Early in the narrative, Balak’s messengers approach Balaam
with “divination” (םימסק) in their hands (Num 22:7), whether fees or instruments, the implication
is that Balaam will expect םימסק if he is to join Balak’s delegates, that Balaam himself is an
expert םסוק. In his oracles, however, Balaam declares boldly the inefficacy of divination (שחנ and
םסק [Num 23:23]), at least within/against the people of Israel. The narrative then reflects the
oracular statement when Balaam refuses to resort to divination (םישחנ) as was his usual practice
(Num 24:1). His reason for leaving the practice: לארשׂי־תא ךרבל הוהי יניעב בוט ‘it pleased Yhwh to
bless Israel.’ The narrative presents a shift in Balaam’s mantic technique, from the mechanical,
impersonal means of divination to the intuitive revelation of a personal encounter of the
supernatural.
The situation changes when Balaam discovers Yhwh’s pleasure in blessing Israel and
forgoes divination. Balaam undergoes something of a conversion. For Levine the definitive
moment arrives when the spirit of Elohim comes upon Balaam (24:2): “No longer a pagan
diviner, he has become a prophet.”413 The spirit of Elohim comes upon him; an experience
otherwise described in the HB only of Israelite prophets.414 But if it is a conversion, it is a
conversion to a form of religious mediation apparently sanctioned within Israelite tradition, not a
conversion to Yhwh worship. Throughout the narrative in Numbers 22-24, from beginning to
end, Balaam appears as a faithful prophet of Yhwh, anticipating and faithfully delivering divine
413.Levine, Numbers, 2:191. Cf Amos 9:7; Jdges 3:10; 11:29. See also 235.
414.Ibid., 2:235.
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messages from the deity (Num 22:9, 12, 18, 19, 35, 38; 23:3, 5, 8, 12, 15, 26;415 24:13). The
diverging depictions of Balaam do not entirely complement each other, but the central
discrepancy is not his depiction as at once both a diviner and as a prophet. As Grabbe notes, the
roles of such figures may overlap.
George Coats argues that the main narrative “presents Balaam . . . as a saint who intended
from the beginning to do nothing other than obey Yahweh’s word,”416 and he argues this in part
on the basis of the narrative’s genre. He understands the narrative in Numbers 22-24 not as a
“saga,” an old story with a consistent plot marked by tension, climax, and resolve. Rather, Coats
reads the narrative as a “legend,” a vignette designed to edify by displaying the exemplary
character of the hero.417
To begin with, Coats notes the artificiality of a scenario in which Balak’s messengers
approach a Yhwh worshipper to curse the people of Israel. The problem for Coats is not that the
scene is historically incredible, but rather that it makes for a bad story. “What chance would an
envoy have to secure Balaam’s curse against Israel when Balaam calls on the name of Israel’s
God?”418 Or, in Levine’s words, “[w]hy is Balaam [a non-Israelite pagan seer] presented as one
bound to the will of divine powers who protect and favor only Israel?”419 Coats sees in the
pericope a series of episodes each of which sounds a single motif, first introduced in 22:8.
“Balaam does only what Yahweh tells him to do. This motif appears again in the story in 22:18,
20, 35, 38; 23:3, 5, 12, 16, 26; 24:13-14.”420 In 22:18 Balaam’s devotion to Yhwh’s command is
especially pronounced: וא הנטק תושׂעל יהלא הוהי יפ־תא רבעל לכוא אל בהזו ףסכ ותיב אלמ קלב יל־ןתי־םא
הלודג ‘although Balak were to give me his house full of silver and gold, I could not go beyond the
415.In v. 26 SP and LXX read more explicitly than MT: ‘all the matter’ (רבדה, τὸ ῥῆµα).
416.George W. Coats, “Balaam: Sinner or Saint?” BR 18 (1973), 22.
417.For the genre, Coats relies on Ronald M. Hals, “Legend: A Case Study in OT Form-Critical Terminology,” CBQ
34 (1972): 166-176.
418.Coats, “Sinner or Saint?” 24.
419.Levine, Numbers, 2:217.
420.Coats, “Sinner or Saint?” 24.
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command of the LORD my God, to do less or more.’ In 24:12-13, a “climactic speech binds the
scene carefully into the unity of the series by citing Balaam’s speech to the messengers from
22:18, only slightly expanded.”421 The central theme of the story is summed in 24:23b: “That
which Yahweh speaks, I will speak.”422 According to Coats, the present literary edition of the
Balaam pericope offers a legend of Balaam the faithful prophet, not a tale of a diviner who tried
to curse but was instead compelled by Yhwh to bless.423
The problem, then, is that Balaam is presented, on the one hand, filling the most
esteemed religious office–that of the faithful prophet of Yhwh (cf. Moses, Samuel, Isaiah, etc.)–
and on the other hand, as the most abominable of religious practitioners–a foreign diviner, trying
to curse the people of Israel. These portrayals are more than simply “perspectives on a traditional
figure;”424 they are mutually exclusive. While Joshua and Deuteronomy present Balaam actively
trying to curse Israel (Josh 24:10; Deut 23:4-5//Neh 13:2), the Balaam pericope repeatedly
asserts Balaam commitment to speak and do only as Yhwh commands, even if he must forfeit
remuneration.
“Did I not tell your messengers whom you sent to me, ‘If Balak should give me his house full of
silver and gold, I would not be able to go beyond the word of Yhwh, to do either good or bad of my
own will; what Yhwh says, that is what I will say’? (Num 24:12-13)
In short, the HB’s portrayals of Balaam conflict with each other, not because he is described as a
practitioner of incompatible religious activities. They conflict because of the terms and moral
judgments of the scribes. As a religious specialist, from an anthropological prespective, Balaam
421.Ibid., 26.
422.Coats, “Sinner or Saint?” 26.
423.“The purpose of the story as it now stands is not to spin a tale about a foreign diviner who came to curse Israel,
but to depict a foreign diviner as a prophet who spoke Yahweh's word and nothing else, regardless of the
consequences,” Coats, “Sinner or Saint?” 26. For the centrality of Balak’s role as villain in the pericope, see
Dijkstra, “Geography,” 79. We cannot accept Hackett’s suggestion that “a late hand has overlaid the original story of
Balaam and Balak’s attempt to curse Israel with a few mentions of Balaam’s peity, in so doing turning the stories
into basically positive memories of Balaam’s role and integrating the Balaam tradition acceptably into Israelite
tradition” (“Religious Traditions in Israelite Transjordan,” pages 125-136 in Ancient Israelite Religion: Essays in
Honor of Frank Moore Cross [P. D. Miller, Jr., P. D. Hanson, and S. D. McBride, eds.; Philadelphia: Fortress Press,
1987], 127) because the narrative (minus N2) is so thoroughly positive in its presentation of Balaam.
424.Wilson, Prophecy and Society, 147.
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is a plausible figure; as a literary character performing within Israel’s written tradition, Balaam is
an impossibly complex and conflicted personage.
Conclusion
To summarize, the HB presents Balaam as a kind of religious specialist plausibly
operative in Iron Age Israel. Balaam shares characteristics and practices with other religious
specialists attested in ancient Near Eastern (and contemporary) data. These descriptions, as a
diviner and a prophet, need not be considered mutually exclusive when viewed through the etic
categories of social-scientific enquiry. The descriptions become more difficult to reconcile with
each other, however, when considered in terms of the emic categories discernible within the texts
of the HB. On the one hand, Balaam is presented as a devout prophet of Yhwh–someone to be
highly esteemed by the Israelite community. On the other hand, Balaam is called and castigated
as a diviner, a practitioner of the abominable craft of the nations.
So what kind of religious specialist was Balaam? It depends which scribe or scribal
community one asks. How Balaam was categorized and the terminology employed to
characterize his profession changed depending on the specific group writing about him. Hence,
the biblical Balaam is a composite character, acquiring the practices and traits of a variety of
kinds of religious specialist as generations of scribes reworked the traditions. His religious craft
is better understood as a literary conglomeration than as a socio-historical reality.
Balaam’s religious specialization was variable, conditioned by the theological/ideological
postures of the scribes describing him. But if a portrayal of Balaam as a religious specialist is a
dependent variable, can we identify any independent variables? Put another way, what was it
about Balaam that elicited such different reactions from the different scribal communities who
interpreted and wrote about him? Consistently, the HB presents Balaam as a foreigner. It would
be reasonable, then, to seek correlations between the varying presentations of Balaam and
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varying attitudes toward foreigners and foreign religion among the caretakers of Israel’s written
tradition. It has been argued recently that “that magic and divination in the biblical world are
defined politically, and are not defined intrinsically by the actions themselves.”425 It may follow,
then, that the presentations of religious specialists are to an extent politically determined. If this
is so, the fact that Balaam is a foreigner should be an important factor in determining what the
writers of these texts were doing with him.
425.Helen R. Jacobus, “Introduction,” ix-xvii in Studies on Magic and Divination in the Biblical World (Helen R.
Jacobus, Anne Katrine de Hemmer Gudme and Philippe Guillaume, eds.; Biblical Intersections 11; Piscataway, NJ:
Gorgias Press, 2013), xi; see also Heiko Wenzel, “Drawing a Line between Prophecy, Magic and Divination,” pages
77-88 in the same volume.
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CHAPTER 3: SCRIBAL MEMORY AND WRITTEN TRADITION
A scribal remark near the beginning of the Balaam pericope situates the story of Balaam
and Balak in Israel’s ancient past: אוהה תעב באומל ךלמ רופצ־ןב קלבו ‘Balak son of Tsippor was king
of Moab at that time’ (Num 22:4). The adverbial phrase אוהה תעב locates temporally the scene in
a bygone era, when an otherwise forgotten king ruled in southern Transjordan. The narrative has
been preserved, made available to others by means of its textualization, as documentation of
what has transpired in the earlier periods of Israel’s national and religious history. In this chapter,
I introduce social memory theory and how it can be related to processes of text and tradition
creation in the ancient Near East, specifically to the scribal custom of rewriting and revising
prior written traditions. The interaction between social memory and scribal revision can
contribute to a fuller understanding of the development of the varying depictions of Balaam
preserved in the HB.426
I. Social Memory, Scribal Memory
“Memory is in determinative respects a social phenomenon,”427 and social memory theory
considers the dynamic that exist between (perceptions of) the past and present in social settings.
Although remembering “is an individual mental act,” memories are nevertheless “constructed
426.In the past several decades, the topic of memory has generated significant interest for scholars in the humanities
and social sciences; see Barbara Misztal’s discussion of this increase in scholarly attention in Theories of Social 
Remembering (Philadelphia: Open University Press, 2003) and a history of social memory studies in The Collective 
Memory Reader (Jeffrey K. Olick, Vered Vinitzky-Seroussi, and Daniel Levy, eds.; Oxford: Oxford University 
Press: 2011), 3-62. Social memory theory has offered biblical scholars a category for analysis of biblical texts as 
recollections of the past which carried relevance for various social groups within ancient Israel. Many scholars have 
accordingly attempted to present coherent explications of the Hebrew Bible in terms of the collective memories of 
ancient Israel(s). See e.g., Ronald Hendel, Remembering Abraham: Culture, Memory, and History in the Hebrew 
Bible (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005); Mark Smith, Memoirs of God: History, Memory, and the Experience
of the Divine in Ancient Israel (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2004); Marc Brettler, “Memory in Ancient Israel,” 
pages 1-17 in Memory and History in Christianity and Judaism (Michael Singer, ed.; Notre Dame, IN: University of
Notre Dame Press, 2001).
427.Alan Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” pages 1-24 in Memory, Tradition, and Text: Uses of the Past in Early
Christianity (Alan Kirk and Tom Thatcher, eds.; SemeiaSt 52; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2005), 2.
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from cultural forms and constrained by our social context.”428 In other words, present social
realities form the frameworks by which the past is understood. In Alan Kirk’s words,
[f]rameworks of memory are current social and ideological structures through which the past is
retrieved and interpreted in a community’s incessant activity of self-constitution. Current needs and
preoccupations determine what elements of a community’s past are awarded prominence, that is,
commemorated, or, conversely, are “forgotten” in the unceasing construction of the past that is a
community’s social memory.429 
Social memory configures communal perceptions of the past to present cultural constructions of
reality. “How the past is symbolized and how it functions as a mediator of meaning are questions
that go to the heart of collective memory.”430 The working of memory is thus an integral
component of culture. Barry Schwartz explains,
[e]ver since Max Weber designated “the problem of meaning” as the key problem of human culture,
different investigators have shown, in different ways, how symbolic frameworks enable us to make
sense of the world. Connecting past events to one another and to the events of the present, collective
memory is part of culture’s meaning-making apparatus.431
Schwartz relies on Geertz’s formulation of culture as “an organization of symbolic patterns on
which people rely to make sense of their experience. . . . [M]emory becomes a meaning-
conferring cultural system.”432 In other words, a community’s understanding of its past must be
integrated into its understanding of its reality. Memory facilitates the interpretation and thus
integration of the past into a coherent worldview. The process of enculturation includes always
the acquisition of a requisite past. “Mnemonic communities, through introducing and
familiarizing new arrivals to their collective past, ensure that new members, by identifying with
the groups’ past, attain a required social identity.”433
428.Misztal, Theories of Social Remembering, 11.
429.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 11.
430.Barry Schwartz, Abraham Lincoln and the Forge of National Memory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2000), 17. 
431.Schwartz, Lincoln and the Forge, 17. 
432.Ibid., 17-18. 
433.Misztal, Theories of Social Remembering, 15.
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II. Communicative Memory, Cultural Memory, and Written Commemoration
Jan Assmann, a leading theorist of social memory, employs the term “cultural memory”
to describe that aspect of social memory which persists in a community even though no current
members personally experienced the remembered events or figures foundational to that
community’s identity. Cultural memory contrasts “communicative memory,” which exists in the
form of face-to-face interactions and verbal exchanges of those who remember first-hand the
events or figures being recalled. Communicative memory is “biographically vested in those who
experienced the originating events”434 and “emerges in coherent, durable form to the extent that
remembrances find articulation and reinforcement in communicative interaction within a
group.”435 But memories of this kind cannot carry group identity in the long term, because after
the passing of the first few generations, the memories lose their immediacy and intensity.
Communicative memory is temporally bound; it is a “generational memory that changes as the
generations change.”436 If the communal identity is to endure beyond the first few generations
after the foundational event(s), the memory of those events must take on a more durable form
than that of communicative memory. Memories crucial to a social group’s identity risk extinction
if they are not adequately transferred to and maintained by subsequent generations. A “crisis of
memory”437 occurs when the memories foundational to a community’s identity risk being
forgotten. In some circumstances, “forgetting” may be intentional, a desirable response to an
unsavory heritage. In other case, the possibility of forgetting threatens social identity and
cohesion. Since the past functions to explain of the present, disruptions in the shape of the past
alter present experience.
434.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 5.
435.Ibid., 3.
436.Jan Assmann, Religion and Cultural Memory: Ten Studies (trans. by Rodney Livingstone; Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2006), 24.
437.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 6.
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[T]he limitations of communicative memory force themselves upon an emergent community as a
crisis of memory at approximately the forty year threshold, the point at which it becomes apparent
that the cohort of living carriers of memory is disappearing.438 
The past requires a more enduring means of transmission. For this reason, a community employs
strategies of commemoration in order to preserve the vulnerable communicative memory and so
to ensure that community’s own longevity. Assmann discusses how
Deuteronomy describes and codifies this transition from a tradition of living to one of learning, as
the shift from direct witness and living memory of the generation in the wilderness to the cultural
memory of Israel that is built upon an elaborate memory technique [italics added].439 
Commemoration is a process by which “cultural memory” eclipses communicative memory, and
it may appear in various media, including artifacts, ritual practices, and commemorative
narratives. These media function to “make the past immanent in the present . . . [and] counteract
the danger of rupture, . . . the memory loss that spells the unraveling of identity in the present
and future.”440 For the Israelites described in Deuteronomy, deliberate cultural processes (ideally)
ensured the preservation of the community’s essential memories, and thus identity. For Assmann,
“cultural memory” ensures enduring communal identity by embodying the past in
commemorative objects and activities. “Our memory . . . exists only in constant interaction not
only with other human memories but also with “things,” outward symbols.”441 Cultural artifacts
serve as tangible reminders of a community’s past, generating in individuals memories held in
common by the group and thus an enduring collective identity. “Monuments, museums, libraries,
archives, and other mnemonic institutions” maintain group identity by sustaining a cultural
memory through multiple generations of a mnemonic community.442 Commemorative activity,
438.Kirk discussing Assman’s work, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 6.
439.Assmann, Religion and Cultural Memory, 19.
440.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 7.
441.Jan Assmann, “Communicative and Cultural Memory,” pages 109-118 in Cultural Memory Studies: An
International and Interdisciplinary Handbook (Astrid Erll and Ansgar Nünning, eds.; New York: de Gruyter, 2008),
111.
442.Assmann, “Communicative and Cultural Memory,” 111.
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such as monument building or the enactment of ritual, preserves for posterity the salient aspects
of the past.
Cultural artifacts serve as reminders of a community’s past, generating in individuals
memories held in common by the group as well as an enduring communal identity. While in
communicative memory the recent past is transferred informally by those with immediate
experience of that past, in cultural memory a deep past is transferred by specialized memory
carriers.443 Scribes functioned as memory specialists, not only because at times they wrote about
the past but also because they read written accounts about the past; textual production is one
common means of commemoration, which relies on the prospect of the community reading and
rereading a written past. The written presentation of past figures or events offers to subsequent
generations of readers a connection with previous generations of the community both by nature
of the written past as a common history and as a common commemorative artifact. The ancient
scribes were thus caretakers both of cherished scrolls/tablets and of the written past contained
thereon. Thus, “[w]hat [verbal] communication is for communicative memory, tradition
[including written tradition] is for cultural memory.”444 Assmann supposes that “what writing
makes possible is the perpetuation of memory, its liberation from the rhythms of forgetting and
remembering.”445 But, while it is true that the written past has a degree of stasis alien to other, in
particular oral, forms of recollection, this commemorative medium is not exempt from the
influence of social memory dynamics, specifically, the scribal memory that produced and
preserved ancient accounts of the past.
443.Assmann, “Communicative and Cultural Memory,” 114.
444.Assmann, Religion and Cultural Memory, 8.
445.Ibid., 20.
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III. Scribal Memory and Text Revision
Social memory becomes intriguing when we turn to ancient scribes and their texts.
Although scribes worked within guilds, that is, in communities that naturally had shared
perceptions of the past, and although the production of texts in the ancient world consisted of
multiple stages that no doubt demanded at least a degree of labour division and teamwork, the
writing of a text comes to a point of the pen of an individual scribe and his perception of the
past.446 As Halbwachs put it, “[w]hile the collective memory endures and draws strength from its
base in a coherent body of people, it is individuals as group members who remember.”447 Thus,
“[t]here is an individual memory, an individual scribal memory,” writes George Brooke, “but it is
in large part socially and culturally conditioned and operates within collective codes that can
somehow define, endorse, and encourage certain processes and practices as normative.”448
Remembering “is an individual mental act,” but it is “constructed from cultural forms and
constrained by our social context.”449 In other words, “while it is the individual who remembers,
remembering is more than just a personal act.”450
With the concept of cultural memory we are taking a major step beyond the individual who alone
possesses memory in the true sense. Neither the group, nor even culture, “has” a memory in that
sense. To talk as if they did would be an illegitimate act of mystification. As always, [the hu]man is
the sole possessor of memory. What is at issue is the extent to which this unique memory is socially
and culturally determined.451
Amos Funkenstein has described the relationship between collective and individual memory on
the analogy of de Saussure’s distinction between language (langue) and speech (parole).
446.Emanuel Tov, Scribal Practices and Approaches Reflected in the Texts Found in the Judean Desert (Leiden:
Brill, 2004), 8-9. Though, it may be argued, multiple hands and pens contributed to the production of a single text,
as when the divine name was written by a different hand following the writing of the main text, Tov, Scribal
Practices, 9.
447.Maurice Halbwachs, The Collective Memory (Trans. Francis J. Ditter, Jr. and Vida Yazdi Ditter; With an
Introduction by Mary Douglas; New York: Harper and Row, 1980 [1950]), 48.
448.George J. Brooke, “Memory, Cultural Memory, and Rewriting Scripture,” pages 51-65 in Reading the Dead Sea
Scrolls: Essays in Method (Early Judaism and Its Literature 39; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2013), 57.
449.Misztal, Theories of Social Remembering, 11.
450.Ibid., 6.
451.Assmann, Religion and Cultural Memory, 8.
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“Language is a system of symbols and the rules of their functioning. . . . Yet a language does not
exist as an independent abstraction . . . it is instantiated in every actual act of speech.”452
Schwartz describes social memory as “the distribution throughout society of what individuals
believe, known, and feel about the past.”453 And Misztal similarily explains
“[v]ariations in individual memories, which can be compared to the scope of freedom with which
we use language in particular speech, reflect the degree to which a given culture permits conscious
changes and variations of the narrator in the contents, symbols and structures of collective
memory.”454
Individuals may excercise a degree of liberty in the the way the recall the past. But their present
social circumstances determine what is permitted and what is not. Particular acts of
remembering, or the memories of individuals, each vary to one degree or another, but they are
constructed from a network of perceptions of the past shared by members of the mnemonic
community. Thus, “in transcending strictly personal recollections, the sociology of memory
effectively foregrounds what we come to remember as social beings.”455
Scribes engaged in a two-fold hermeneutical task, interpreting both their received written
traditions concerning the past and their present social circumstances. The so-called rewritten
scripture of the Second Temple period demonstrates well the results of scribal efforts to bring
(sacred) texts about the past into conversation with the present.456 The Book of Jubilees, for
instance, is arguably a distinct composition, but it closely follows Genesis 1 through Exodus 14.
Jubilees presents itself as a revelation to Moses (Jub. 1:25-2:1); presumably, it was intended to
complement, rather than supplant, the Pentateuchal narrative, though it received canonical status
452.Amos Funkenstein, Perception of Jewish History (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1993), 6;
Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (Translated by Wade Baskin; Edited by Perry Meisel and
Huan Saussy; Columbia University Press,  2011 [1916]).
453.Barry Schwartz, “Where There’s Smoke, There’s Fire: Memory and History,” pages 7-37 in Memory and
Identity in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: A Conversation with Barry Schwarz (SemeiaSt 78; Tom
Thatcher, ed.; Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 10.
454.Misztal, Theories of Social Remembering, 11.
455.Eviatar Zerubavel, Time Maps: Collective Memory and the Social Shape of the Past (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 2003), 2. 
456.Brooke, “Memory, Cultural Memory, and Rewriting Scripture,” 61.
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in several religious communities.457 As a “re-writing” of scripture, Jubilees interprets
pentateuchal narratives by retelling them. Hence, the composition reflects the religious
sensibilities of the scribe(s) who produced it, who seems to have been intent on clarifying
various ambiguous points in Israel’s past. Some matters were minor clarifications, as Orval
Wintermute explains, 
Jubilees is able to answer the question of where Cain found a wife by mentioning the birth of
Adam’s daughter Awan (4:1). The problem of a talking serpent is set in a new perspective by
assuming that all of the animals spoke (3:28) Hebrew (12:26) in the garden of Eden.458
But more serious questions, left open by the scriptural text, could have important consequences
for a pious Jewish scribe writing in an increasingly Hellenized region in the second century BCE.
Wintermute goes on,
[h]is contemporaries are faced with arguments that Jewish ritual law and piety are no longer
relevant, that it was a law and piety freely adopted in the past and subject to arbitrary change in the
present. . . . Many Jews were undoubtedly tempted to intermarry with [gentiles], adopt their
customs, and abandon a pattern of Jewish piety. Jubilees preaches against all those evils through the
words and examples of angels and patriarchs.459
In the process of rewriting Genesis and Exodus, the scribe resolved ambiguities in the text that
might have been interpreted in a manner contrary to his socially conditioned theological
convictions. “Jubilees’ dominant concern was for ritual law and Jewish piety. Consequently the
patriarchs became the embodiment of piety and of the proper concern for sacred festivals.”460 It
would seem a central concern was to demonstrate that Israel’s pre-Sinai ancestors practiced
Torah and that his sense of Jewish piety rested on the precedent of the distant past.461 Of course,
457.Jubilees is canonical for the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, but quite possibly also in the community associated 
with Qumran, since the Damascus Document (16:2-4) quotes Jubilees as authoritative scripture.
458.Orval Wintermute, “Jubilees: A New Translation and Introduction,” in The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, 
Volume 2: Expansions of the “Old Testament” and Legends, Wisdom and Philosophical Literature, Prayers, Psalms,
and Odes, Fragments of Lost Judeo-Hellenistic Works (James H. Charlesworth, ed.; Garden City, New York: 
Doubleday,1985), 40.
459.Wintermute, “Jubilees,” 40.
460.Ibid., 40-41.
461.What from an etic perspective may appear to be the production of a fraudulent history from an emic perspective
is the necessary updating and application of ancient traditions.
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“[t]he idea of renewing ancestral books probably implied a license to do more than just make
new copies. He was commissioned to bring ancient traditions up to date.”462
Brooke explains how, within certain circles at least, Jewish scribes in the Second Temple
period could embellish, distort, invent, and/or forget the contents of their received written
traditions.463 The practice of “rewritting” could function
to improve an unintelligible authoritative text, making it more comprehensible (11Q10), to improve
a text by removing inconsistencies—often through internal harmonization (4QpaleoExodm), to
justify some particular content by providing explanations for certain features in the base text
(1QapGen), to make an authoritative text serve a particular function, perhaps in a liturgical setting
(4Q41), to encourage the practice of particular legal rulings (Jubilees), to make an old text have
contemporary appeal (Temple Scroll).464
And what is true of the “rewritten scripture” at Qumran, and of several compositions of the
Second Temple period more generally, is also true of many of the “canonical” compositions of
the HB. In Eugene Ulrich’s words, “all of Scripture is rewritten,”465 because the various
compositions that came to be included in the HB “experienced successive literary growth.”466
While acknowledging the validity of source and redaction criticism, Ulrich draws his
462.“He undoubtedly saw himself as part of a continuous chain of priestly writers going back to Levi,” Wintermute, 
“Jubilees,” 45.
463.Brooke, “Memory, Cultural Memory, and Rewriting Scripture,” 61.
464.George J. Brooke, “Rewritten Bible,” pages 777-781 in Encyclopedia of the Dead Sea Scrolls (Oxford
University Press, 2000), 778. The process of “rewriting” authoritative texts took place within broader segments of
Second Temple Judaism than just the scribes at Qumran. The variety of “text-types” attested among the numerous
“biblical” manuscripts at Qumran suggest that the Qumran scribes, while religiously sectarian, collected scrolls
containing texts that were not at all sectarian in nature. We may understand the text types at Qumran as a sample of
the biblical texts available within broader Judaism during the second temple period. The implication is that the
process of reworking prior texts, even those which would later become canonical, was not a practice unique to the
Qumran sectarians. The sectarian scribes, while they may have employ certain distinctive scribal techniques, partook
of broader Jewish scribal culture. Sidnie White Crawford demonstrates how the text of Deuteronomy could be
expanded by harmonization during the Second Temple Period. 4QDeutn, the Nash Papyrus, and 4QPhyl, each
presents a slightly expanded text of the Decalogue and, since these are non-sectarian texts, indicate that “the practice
of harmonization was widespread, even beyond the borders of Palestine,” Rewriting Scripture in Second Temple
Times (Grand Rapids:Eerdmans, 2008), 32-35.
465.Eugene Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Developmental Composition of the Bible (VTSup 169; Leiden: 
Brill, 2015), 201.
466.Ulrich, Scrolls and the Developmental Composition, 201. It should also be added that it was not only the scribes
of Israel, Judah, and early Judaism who engaged in these kinds of processes of rewriting and revising prior written 
traditions–e.g., the many extant literary editions of the Mesopotamian Gilgamesh epic suggest a broader Near 
Eastern scribal culture of which Israel’s tradents were a part. Cf. Jeffrey Tigay, “The Evolution of the Pentateuchal 
Narratives in the Light of the Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic,” pages 21-52 in Empirical Models for Biblical 
Criticism (Jeffrey Tigay, ed.; Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985).
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conclusions regarding the biblical texts primarily from the Scrolls, which attest to multiple
literary editions of numerous composition. From the manuscript evidence itself, he concludes
that “composition-by-stages is the method by which the Scriptures were produced from the
beginning.”467
IV. Tradition Invention and Transmission and Mnemonic Drift
Although the successive literary editions that culminated in the compositions of the HB
cannot all be explained by the workings of social memory, certain compositions clearly do reflect
memory’s reconfiguration of the written past in later generations. 1-2 Chronicles, for example,
are rewritings of the 1-2 Kings. Ehud Ben Zvi, among others, demonstrates persuasively the
influence of social memory on the shape of Persian period re-presentations of Israel’s
monarchical past.468 In her recent essay on social memory and the HB, Carol Newsom supposes
that Ezekiel “is deliberately inventing an alternate history . . . [when he] traces Israel’s apostasy
back to an otherwise unattested worship of Egyptian idols (20:8).”469 When seeking to answer the
question of how Ezekiel could “construct a history that is so much at odds with the master
narrative [i.e. the story of the wilderness wandering in Ex-Num],”470 Newsom turns to R. G.
Collingwood’s words: “every present has a past of its own, and any imaginative reconstruction of
the past aims at reconstructing the past of this present.”471 She goes on to explain that 
[s]ince Ezekiel considered the present of his people to be one of radical apostasy, he constructs the
only past that he judges can rightly account for it, one in which the sins of the contemporary period
are present from the very beginning.472 
467.Eugene Ulrich, The Dead Sea Scrolls and the Origin of the Bible (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 25.
468.See, e.g., Ehud Ben Zvi, “Reading Chronicles and Reshaping the Memory of Manasseh” pages in 121-140 in 
Chronicling the Chronicler: The Book of Chronicles and Early Second Temple Historiography (Paul S. Evans and 
Tyler F. Williams, eds.; Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2013) and “Reshaping the Memory of Zedekiah and His 
Period in Chronicles,” pages 370-395 in Congress Volume Munich 2013 (VTSup; Christl M. Maier, ed.; Leiden: E.J. 
Brill, 2014).
469.Carol Newsom, “Selective Recall and Ghost Memories: Two Aspects of Cultural Memory in the Hebrew
Bible,” in Memory and Identity in Ancient Judaism and Early Christianity: A Conversation with Barry Schwartz (ed.
by Tom Thatcher; SemeiaSt 78; Atlanta: SBL Press, 2014), 47.
470.Newsom, “Selective Recall and Ghost Memories,” 47.
471.Quoted in ibid., 47.
472.Ibid., 47.
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The issue of the distortion or invention of the past warrants further consideration. Because of
memory’s need to relate the past to the present, “immutability in representation of the past is
never achieved.”473 Each instance of commemoration entails the “urgent articulation of the
meaning of those memories;”474 and the meaning of those memories varies according to the
present realities faced by the commemorators. “What is recollected about the past changes with
the collective identity itself,”475 because recounting the past always serves a purpose in an
constantly shifting present. Therefore,
[w]hether Israelite and Judean scribes were using inherited traditions about their own origins and
experience or whether they were attempting to master experiences thrust upon them by the events of
international powers, the work of producing usable cultural memory was a critical task.476
As will be shown, for example, in their retellings of Israel’s past, different scribes employed the
memory of Balaam to different ends. A figure of the past, Balaam was open to (re-)interpretation
and subject to the mechanics of memory. Maurice Halbwachs explained that “society . . .
rearranges its recollections in such a way as to adjust them to the variable conditions of its
present equilibrium.”477 Memory does not replicate what actually happened in the past, rather, it
generates from fragments of the past perceptions that cohere with “present social realities.”478
Therefore, memory does not require that perceived (i.e., remembered) past events and figures
actually occurred and existed. In speaking of “memories” of Balaam, then, I mean socially
constructed perceptions about this figure and his role in Israel’s past. This does not, however,
preclude Balaam’s historicity.479 Social memory does not simply fabricate pasts, as the so-called
473.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 11.
474.Ibid., 3.
475.Philip R. Davies, Memories of Ancient Israel: An Introduction to Biblical History―Ancient and Modern 
(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 107.
476.Newsom, “Selective Recall and Ghost Memories,” 53.
477.Maurice Halbwachs, Collective Memory, (1992 [1925]), 183.
478.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 10
479.Though I cannot follow Dijkstra’s reasoning that “Balaam, son of Beor, is indeed confirmed [emphasis added] 
to be a historical person in the independent Transjordan Balaam-tradition preserved in the plaster text from Deir 
ʿAlla” (“The Geography of the Story of Balaam: Synchronic Reading as a Help to Date a Biblical Text,” pages 
72-96 in Synchronic Or Diachronic?: A Debate on Method in Old Testament Exegesis [Johannes C. De Moor, ed.; 
Leiden: Brill, 1995], 74)–if the historicity of the biblical Balaam could once be doubted, there is no reason his 
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constructionist position suggests. That approach emphasizes the politically and ideologically
motivated formation of memories and detaches memory from the actual past. But Schwartz
works hard to qualify this position:
[t]he theory of the politics of memory properly anchors collective memory in the present. Its error is
to underestimate the present’s carrying power by failing to recognize that the same present can
sustain different memories and the different presents can sustain the same memory.480
Schwartz insists that memory does not simply produce “constructions of the past [that] are
nothing but constructions with no real historical core within them.”481 In his study of America’s
collective memory/ies of Abraham Lincoln, Schwartz asks how and why this president came to
be commemorated and remembered in different ways in both American historiography and
popular perceptions.482 Kirk nicely summarizes one of Schwartz’s conclusions: 
Lincoln himself was ambigious, complex, and many-sided, and . . . different communities,
according to their interests, saw one side more clearly than others . . . [T]he real Lincoln could not
determine, but did limit, the range and quality of his representations.483 
The product of social memory–versions of the past–must be plausible to members of the
remembering community.484 To return to ancient Israel, Ben Zvi demonstrates that
ancient constructions of Sennacherib’s campaign [i.e., Sennacherib’s annals (see COS 2.119B); 2
Kgs 18:13-19:37; 2 Chron 32:1-23; Josephus’s Ant.10:18-23] against Judah were highly malleable.
historicity should now be accepted, the DAPT simply demonstrates that he was revered as a seer by multiple 
communities in Iron Age Palestine. The scribes of Israel and of Deir ʿAlla could have received traditions about a 
fictitious character from a common source or one from another. At the same time, while I disagree with Dijkstra’s 
logic, I do agree that it is unlikely the character Balaam was entirely invented. In my view, there probably did exist 
in the ancient Levant (Iron Age Transjordan[?]) some religious specialist from whom the West Semitic (i.e. HB/
DAPT) Balaam traditions developed.
480.Schwartz, Lincoln and the Forge, 302.
481.Schwartz, “Where There’s Smoke,” 23.
482.Schwartz, Lincoln and the Forge, 8. Thus Schwartz distinguishes his project from that of Merrill Peterson
(Abraham Lincoln in American Memory [Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1994]), who identified five different
remembered images of Lincoln (“Savior of the Union, Emancipator, Man of the People, Self-Made Man, and First
American”) without explaining the origins of Lincoln reputations in American society, ibid., 7. See also Scharwtz,
“Where There’s Smoke,” 7-8.
483.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 21.
484.Ehud Ben Zvi, “Malleability and its Limits: Sennacherib's Campaign against Judah as a Case-Study,” pages
73-105 in ‘Like a Bird in a Cage’ The Invasion of Sennacherib in 701 BCE (JSOTSS 363; ESHM 4; Lester L.
Grabbe, ed.; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2003), 97-104. Ben Zvi correctly remarks, “[i]t is unlikely that the
authors of the present form of the book [Kgs] in the postmonarchic period invented, out of nothing, a full tradition
about the miraculous salvation of Jerusalem or the related tradition on Sennacherib’s sinfulness, or even the link
between prophet and king. It is much more likely that they reflected what was believed by Judahites at the time of
the composition of the book to be core elements of a plausible representation of the campaign,” 102.
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In other words, ancient writers could mould their account of the campaign to serve particular
theological, ideological, literary and rhetorical purposes, as required by their own situation.485 
These disparate accounts all clearly refer to the same event, but that singular historical event may
be viewed–indeed, always is viewed–from multiple perspectives that (fail to) notice and
emphasize different aspects of the past event. The multifaceted nature of a past event or figure
invites a variety of interpretations; “the complexity of the commemorandum itself is a factor in
the emergence of multiple meanings in commemoration.”486 Memory’s construction of a past
relevant to the present thus seizes upon the open-ended-ness of that which is remembered, in
order to present a narrative that coheres with current situations. Yet there were constraints on this
malleability of the past; “there was ample–but not limitless–room for innovation and creation.”487
A community’s memories of foundational or important persons and events “are to a significant
extent resistant to whimsical make-overs into the image of shifting ideological forces.”488 The
text itself (and the past presented therein), as a received tradition, constrained the re-presentation
of the past. “Sacred texts [among which I would include pre-canonical compositions] are, thus,
“path-dependent”–affected not only by their social contexts but also by previous representations
of their content.”489 So, even though Balaam receives varying, even conflicting, reports in the
HB, his basic role in Israel’s past remains constant in each rendition: he blesses Israel when he
was expected to curse. The HB and DAPT both present the same sketch of the figure as well: a
religious specialist who receives visions from/of the divine. There were limits to Balaam’s
malleability in Israelite (and Transjordan) memory, even as scribes could describe him from
conflicting terms.
485.Ben Zvi, “Malleability and its Limits,” 89.
486.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 21.
487.Ben Zvi, “Malleability and its Limits,” 104.
488.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 21.
489.Schwartz, “Where There’s Smoke,” 16.
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Of course, this does not necessarily mean that scribes were aiming to deceive their
audiences by intentionally passing off invented history as authentic accounts of the past.490
Newsom’s adverb, “deliberately,” in the quote above, is unwarranted therefore; it seems rather
that the construction of the past is in fact an attempt to transmit a clear picture of the real past,
not a deliberate invention. From a historical-critical perspective, “invention” might be an
appropriate designation, since the process results in a new presentation of the past. From the
perspective of the scribe, however, it was not a matter of “invention” at all–certainly not
deliberate invention–but instead a matter of preserving what was perceived to be the tradition in
the first place. To the modern historian, the result is ironic: the scribe creates something
altogether new, in an earnest attempt to preserve something old. Ben Zvi notes that, for example,
2 Chronicles’ accounts of Sennacherib’s 701 BCE siege of Jerusalem is not “the work of a group
of literati who knowingly lied to helpless readers.”491 The same can be said in most cases of past
presentation in the HB. The scribes who composed these texts were transmitters of traditions and
endeavoured to ensure the relevance of those traditions for their mnemonic communities.492
490.“Invention” is precisely the word they use to describe the process by which the narratives were constructed. 
Liverani creatively offers a historical account of both ancient Israel and the HB in Israel’s History and the History of
Israel (London: Equinox, 2005). In the first half of the work, he offers a “normal history” of Israel, that is, a critical 
reconstruction of ancient Palestine based on archaeological, textual, and sociological data. In the second half of the 
volume, Liverani offers a composition history of the HB and, what he calls, “an invented history.” This invented 
history is the account of Israel’s past produced and promulgated by Yehudite literati crafting a national epic that, 
among other things, justifies the (“re-”)occupation of Jerusalem and the Yehudite province by the supposed 
returnees. While Liverani’s account offers little that is novel–the so-called minimalists have been arguing for a 
similar scenario since the early nineties–Liverani creatively and thoroughly articulates the inevitable conclusion of 
critical scholarship that ancient Israel’s past, as a scholarly, historical reconstruction, cannot agree with the HB’s 
presentation of that past. In short, the patriarch-exodus-conquest narrative is the “invention” of interested scribes.
491.Ben Zvi, “Malleability and its Limits,” 89. In the American context, Schwartz insists that “[t]he American
Revolution, the Civil War, and the two world wars were defined for us by adults while we were still children and
adolescents, we did not determine for ourselves what to make of them. This defining does not mean that our
instructors were consciously or unconsciously manipulating us. It does not mean that officials planned
commemorative celebrations in order to get us to do their bidding or to make us loyal to a political system against
which we would have otherwise rebelled,” Lincoln and the Forge, 16-17. Assmann thinks such a “theory of
imposture,” applied to (Egyptian) priestly depictions of religion in Egypt, is “absurd” and “the crudest distortion of
Egyptian polytheism,” (Moses the Egyptian, 214), and I think the same should be said of such readings of the
Hebrew Bible.
492.“...sometimes when the tradition was not adaptable, these scribes made it adaptable...” (i.e., via revision) Ulrich,
Scrolls and the Origin of the Bible, 75.
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We cannot, therefore, conclude from literary fluidity that the scribes did not regard their
texts highly.493 The scribes were promulgators of tradition. But the tradition entailed more than
merely the text; it included also the interpretation of the text. Hence, the scribe who transcribed
1QIsaa could freely update his exemplar text–linguistically–in order to facilitate the current
audience’s comprehension.494 This kind of evidence suggests an attempt to transmit not merely a
“text,” but rather of a tradition encompassing both text and meaning (/interpretation). In certain
cases, adequate transmission of the tradition (qua text + interpretation) to subsequent generations
required or was best facilitated by textual/literary revision.495 Ulrich is right; the compositions
contained in the HB resulted from “traditions being handed on to new generations but creatively
updated in light of changing religious, social, or historical developments which called for new,
insightful relevance of the traditions.”496
Texts do not function without interpreters. The supposed meaning of a religious text,
often explicated orally in community (e.g., in liturgy or as a sermon), always accompanies the
reading of the text. In the ancient world, the interpretive task belonged to the scribe, when scribal
interpreters thought their understanding of the text–that is, the text’s “meaning”–was threatened
with extinction, they could work that understanding into the text for posterity via literary
revision. This is not a matter of “adding to Scripture,” but rather a process of inscribing the
tradition that–as far as the scribe was concerned–had always accompanied the text. Reordering,
493.An important aside: the processes of re-writing and revision, on the one hand, and (near-)exact transcription/
copying, on the other, were not mutually exclusive. As Crawford suggests, “the two categories, exact transcription
and intervention for the purpose of exegesis, were not seen as incompatible but as two sides of the same scribal
coin,” Rewriting Scripture, 4.
494.Linguistic updating is not as radical a reworking of prior written tradition than the extensive re-writing 
evidenced by the comparison of other compositions (e.g., LXX Jeremiah [with 4QJerd and 4QJerb] versus the 
Masoretic Jeremiah [with 4QJerd and 4QJerb]), but its is a clarification of the meaning of the tradition, nonetheless.
495.Cf. Michael Fishbane, who describes “the remarkable attribution in certain groups of a revealed status to the 
human exegesis of implicit Scriptural meanings. The reason for this divinization of the content of exegetical 
traditions in ancient Judaism are multiple and can no longer simply be explained as a consequence of rival systems 
of exegesis, but must be seen, just as surely, as a natural theological consequence of the notion that the contents of 
interpretation are part of the written divine revelation (implicitly and explicitly),” Biblical Interpretation in Ancient 
Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1985), 4.
496.Ulrich, Scrolls and the Developmental Composition, 313.
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harmonizing, supplementing–these options could ensure, again, from the scribal perspective, the
reliable  transmission of sacred tradition.
Interpretive ambiguities inevitably arise as texts are transfered from one generation of
readers to the next. Because ambiguous texts invite multiple readings, these texts potentially
destabilized the religious community whose worldview required a particular line of
interpretation. The process of rewriting the text allowed for the removal of destabilizing
interpretive ambiguities. A special urgency attached to texts about the past, texts that interacted
with the memory of the scribal community. Retellings of the past could generate ambiguities as
certain elements which were deemed less relevant or irrelevant were omitted. Put another way,
ambiguity generates anxiety; anxiety demands resolution, and for ancient scribes the resolution
of interpretive ambiguity, whether of written texts or social circumstances, and its corollary
religious anxiety frequently entailed textual and/or literary revision. What was a clear and
functional recollection in one generation in later generations became unclear and problematic,
and required revision–if it was to continue to retain relevance for a community inhabiting
changing social, religious, and political circumstances.
Scribal revision ensures that the interpretation of the text–its meaning and significance–is
not lost to following generations. Interpretive ambiguities, which constituted crises of memory,
are therefore clarified when interpretations took the form of literary revision or simply
commemorative interpolations (e.g., scribal glosses). The accumulation of such additions might
produce a picture of the past radically different from the initially commemorated past, let alone
any events that actually occurred in history. Thus, memory drifts,497 not by deliberate alterations
497.Find the term “mnemonic drift” in Thomas Berger, War, Guilt, and World Politics After World War II
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012): “[o]ver time, the content of collective memory tends to diverge
increasingly from the original experiences. This process of mnemonic drift is compounded by generational change;
as each new generation interprets received historical narrative against a background of experiences that are
increasingly likely to differ starkly from that of earlier generations. . . . Given the range of forces that cause
distortion in how people and societies remember the past, it is not surprising that there are often large and significant
differences in how different groups remember the past,” 16-17.
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or fanciful (or deceptive!) invention, but rather as consecutive generations reformulate accounts
of the past relevant to their own situations in the present and fill in the ambiguities and absences
with interpretations that (re)connect the past with their present. In the process of transmitting
those traditions, therefore, scribes “clarified” their meanings for present and future readers and
hearers. Literary growth took place as interpretations of prior written tradition became an
integral part the written tradition.
We find in the Balaam traditions, therefore, several commemorative interpolations that
resolved interpretive crises and reconfigured a potentially problematic past (i.e., a foreign
religious specialist willingly cooperating with Yhwh to bless Israel). As scribes inherited
tradition(s) about Balaam, they had to reframe him so that his memory would continue to serve
their communities. The divergent portrayals of Balaam reflect attempts of scribes to resolve
anxieties generated by the inclusion in Israel’s written tradition of a foreign religious specialist
and his blessing.
The modulations of the traditum–the received and transmitted tradition–during the
process of transmission–the traditio–have long occupied an important place in the critical study
of anceint Israel and its scriptures. Michael Fishbane’s work on “inner-biblical exegesis,” in
particular, has contributed immensely to the clarification of the Israel’s scribes’ approach(es) to
their received traditum.
[T]he history of the biblical text is interwoven with the history of the people, . . . the text itself,
being a response to life, constantly adapted itself to the needs of the people, . . . [and] what the
process of midrash and exegesis accomplished in a later stage, was achieved through textual
manipulation in the period before the final stabilization of the biblical text.498
But “memory” must be distinguished from the conventional concept in biblical scholarship, the
traditum, as well as from tradition qua text + interpretation, as formulated above. Memory
498.Fishbane, Biblical Interpretation, 5-6, here quoting N. Sarna, “Abraham Geiger and Biblical Scholarship,” 
pages 17-30 in New Perspectives on Abraham Geiger (J. Petuchowski, ed.; New York: Hebrew University College 
Press, 1975), 25.
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receives and interprets prior traditions, but is itself a temporally bound social phenomenon of
which we have only traces. Social memory plays a critical role in the traditio, however; it
participates in the process of reassigning significance to traditions concerning the past. As
historians we have no access to the ancient societies we study; however, we may infer their
communal memory–a socio-historical phenomenon(!)–from the texts they produced.499 The text,
as written tradition, retains a literary residue500 of a historical community’s shared memory. Thus,
in ancient texts we find evidence of how scribes perceived their past, the remnants of the
working of memory.
499.The same, of course, is true of monuments, etc. But the focus here is the texts.
500.I owe the term “residue” (with no negative connotations intended) in this context to Professor Tom Hatina’s NT
seminar at Trinity Western University in the Spring 2015.
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CHAPTER 4: BALAAM REMEMBERED IN ANCIENT ISRAEL
Micah 6:5 explicitly summons its audience to remembrance:
“O my people, remember now what King Balak of Moab devised, what Balaam son of Beor
answered him, and what happened from Shittim to Gilgal, that you may know the saving acts of
Yhwh.”
It is unclear what precisely the writer means to recollect.501 The reference to Balaam is vague,
what “answer” does this scribe imagine? To draw possibilities from the Balaam pericope in
Numbers 22-24, the verse might refer to (1) Balaam’s initial refusal to accept Balak’s invitation
to curse Israel for pay (22:13), or to (2) Balaam’s final decision to accept Balak’s offer (22:21,
35); perhaps to (3) the moment Balaam blessed Israel in Numbers 23 and 24, or to (4) Balaam’s
final prediction of Moab’s defeat by Israel (24:17).502 In light of the mention of Shittim, Micah
might refer not at all to the story in the Balaam pericope, but rather to the charge in Numbers
31:16, that Balaam schemed to send Midianite women to seduce Israelite men into apostasy–an
event that, according to Numbers 25, occurred at Shittim.503 How did the writer of this text
remember Balaam–as one conspiring with Israel’s enemies, or as a participant in Yhwh’s
work?504
Whatever the specific details the writer intended for recollection, the writer employed the
memory of Balaam in an attempt to remind his readers of the power of Yhwh, but left the figure
Balaam, and his role in Israel’s past, to the audience’s imagination.505 The verbally economic
501.Cf. Hackett, “Religious Traditions in Israelite Transjordan,” 135.
502.An option possibly supported by the verbal link (ץעי) between Micah 6:5, wherein Balak “devises,” and 
Numbers 24:14, in which Balaam ‘advises’ Balak of future peril.
503.Though Ed Noort supposes that “Shittim holds no negative connotations here,” but refers to the crossing of
Jordan river, since it was the point of departure for the crossing, “Balaam the Villain: The History of Reception of
the Balaam Narrative in the Pentateuch and the Former Prophets,” pages 3-23 in The Prestige of the Pagan Prophet
Balaam in Judaism, Early Christianity and Islam (TBN 11; George H. van Kooten and Jacques van Ruiten, eds.;
Leiden: Brill, 2008), 12.
504.Micah 6:5 cannot be simply taken as “emphasizing Balaam’s role in rebuffing Balak,” as Stephen Russell
assumes, Images of Egypt in Early Biblical Literature: Cisjordan-Israelite, Transjordan-Israelite, and Judahite
Portrayals (BZAW 403; New York: de Gruyter, 2009), 95.
505.Newsom comments that, “more is always known than is even told. Many variant narratives can be constructed
from the same body of cultural memory.” Micah 6:5 assumes its reader’s knowledge of a “master Balaam narrative,”
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ambiguity of the text implies the scribe’s assumption of an audience’s familiarity with a story of
Balak and Balaam.506 The reader (or hearer) must remember what Balaam answered, must recall
an event that the text does not specify. In order for the verse to function rhetorically, some
communal memory of Balaam must be available to its readers. Evidently, the text functioned
within a larger discourse and relied rhetorically on a particular narrative accessible to its
audience. The assumed backstory permitted the writer to treat Balaam succinctly. Other scribes,
however, were more direct in their depiction of Balaam. In particular, who and what Balaam was
as a religious specialist drew these scribes’ attention. This chapter demonstrates how the scribes
responsible for the production of the HB Balaam traditions textualized, shaped, and transformed
the memory of Balaam for their readers. To begin, three specific issues seem to have draw the
attention of the scribes who integrated Balaam into Israel literary tradition: Balaam’s homeland,
his deity, and the era with which he was associated. These issues will be discussed in turn.
I. Balaam’s Abode
[H]owever much the Balaam story may have been elaborated in the course of time, the nucleus of it
must have been informed by the appearance, in Israel's early period, of a ‘man of God’ by the name
of Balaam, who had come from afar to one of the sanctuaries of Southern Transjordan . . . and of
whom it would be reported that he had uttered words of blessing on neighboring Israel.507
Numerous scholars have proposed similarly vague yet historically cautious conclusions
regarding this figure.508 In light of the DAPT’s discovery just east of the Jordan River, however,
the question of Balaam’s journey from afar has been reconsidered. Balaam’s alleged allegiance to
Yhwh in Numbers 22-24 prompts the same question. Although Balaam is presented as a prophet
a commonly held, shared memory of Balaam, “Selective Recall and Ghost Memories,” 43. If we discuss sources, we
have access only to written sources. There were of course also oral and written to which we no longer have access.
506.Baruch Levine observes, “Micah (6:5), whenever it was composed, refers to the two figures, Balaam and Balak,
as if their relationship were known to the reader. So, we are dealing with a figure, real or legendary, who was known
in Gilead in the early eighth century b.c.e., and whose role may have been known in northern Israel later in the same
century,” Numbers (2 vols.; AB 4-4a; New York: Doubleday, 1993-2000), 2:239. The story of Balak’s attempt to
confront Israel appears in Jepthah’s speech to Judges 11:25, though Balaam is absent.
507.Noth, Numbers, 175.
508.Levine, e.g., if not purely fictional, Balaam would have flourished during the early ninth century BCE, 
Numbers, 2:238-9.
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of Yhwh, the narrative “framework makes it impossible to identify Balaam as an Israelite
intermediary.”509 If the biblical portrayals agree about anything, it is that this religious specialist
does not belong to the Israelite people. But the question remains: who are Balaam’s people, from
where does Balaam come? His homeland is expressed in several different ways:
Num 22:5  רהנה־לע רשׁא הרותפ
[ן]ומע־ינב ץרא
[to] Pethor, which is on the River,510
the land of the sons of his people[/of Ammon]
Num 23:7 םדק־יררהמ . . . םרא־ןמ from Aram . . . from the mountains of the east/Qedem
Num 24:25 ומקמל [to] his place
Deut 23:5 םירהנ םרא רותפמ from Pethor of Aram-Naharaim/of two rivers/Twin Rivers
Modern scholars tend to identify Pethor (Num 22:5/Deut 23:5) with the Neo-Assyrian city Pitru,
located on the Sajur tributary of the Euphrates River, mentioned in Shalmanesser III’s annals.511
This location situates Balaam’s place of origin in northern Mesopotamia, “the River” of Numbers
22:5 being the Euphrates and the “two/twin rivers” of Deuteronomy 23:5 the Euphrates and
Sajur. In spite of its popularity in scholarly interpretation, Scott Layton argues strongly against
this identification of Balaam’s Pethor for linguistic512 as well as geographical reasons (“[i]f Balaq
sent his messengers to Pitru to call Balaam, then one must reckon with not one, but several
journeys of roughly 400 miles [644 km]”!513). It cannot be denied that earlier interpreters took
Numbers 22:5’s הרותפ as a toponym; Deuteronomy 23:5 relays such an understood with it mem
509.“. . .an identification that might be possible on the basis of Numbers 24 alone,” Wilson, Prophecy and Society,
149.
510.A. S. Yahuda notes the impossibility of rendering the Hebrew: “on the River of the land . . .”, since רהנה (with
an article) cannot be read in construct state, “The Name of Balaam’s Homeland” JBL 64/4 (1945): 547.
511.See e.g., “Kurkh Monolith,” translated by K. Lawson Younger, Jr. (COS 2.113A). William Shea conveniently
identified the site of Tell Deir ʿAlla with Pethor, “The Inscribed Tablets from Tell Deir ʿAlla: Part II,” Andrews
University Seminary Studies 27/2 (1989):97-119; however, biblical scholars and archaeologists have not accepted his
“decipherment” of the Deir ʿAlla tablets; cf. Zeidan A. Kafafi, “The Archaeological Context of the Tell Deir ‘Allā
Tablets,” pages 119-128 in A Timeless Vale: Archaeological and Related Essays on the Jordan Valley in Honour of
Gerrit van der Kooij on the Occasion of his Sixty-fifth Birthday (Eva Kaptijn and Lucas P. Petit, eds.; Leiden: Leiden
University Press, 2009), see 121.
512.Scott C. Layton argues that “Pĕtôrâ is distinguished from Pitru in morphological base (*qatv̄l versus *qitl) and
in having a long vowel in its penultimate syllable,” in “Whence Comes Balaam: Num 22:5 revisited,” Biblica 73/1
(1992): 35-36. Likewise, Levine notes that one would expect the Assyrian name to be Pitāru (long /ā/) or Pitūru
(long /ū/) because of the Hebrew Petôr, Numbers, 2:147. William Albright implies, however, that MT’s vocalization
of הרותפ is a later development; he supposes SP’s הרתפ to be earlier–thus, the morphological base is ambiguous
enough to be a reference to Pitru, “The Oracles of Balaam,” JBL 63/3 (1944): 211, note 15.
513.Layton, “Whence Comes Balaam,” 36; cf. Hackett, “Balaam,” 1:571 and Dijkstra, “Geography,” 94.
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prefix (and loss of locative he).514 But if “Deut 23,5 proves that pĕtôrâ of Num 22,5 was early on
reinterpreted as a place name,” Layton surmizes, “it is nonetheless true that the identification of
Pethor with Pitru is a product of modern biblical scholarship.”515
The root רתפ carries the meaning ‘to interpret’ and the Latin translations (ariolum
‘soothsayer’) reflect a reading of this word as a substantival participle modifying Balaam. Hence,
הרותפ םעלב becomes ‘Balaam the [dream/omen(?)] interpreter’ (cf. Gen 40:8; 41:15) assuming (1)
either a defective orthography (i.e., no waw; as in SP) or confusion regarding the placement of
the waw and (2) some confusion relating to the final he. This is BHS’s suggested reconstruction
(רֵתוֹפַּה). Layton proposes an alternative reason for taking הרותפ as a title rather than a place
name. He supposes that the writer of the Balaam narrative in fact converted an Aramaic literary
tradition of Balaam into Hebrew. Thus, he explains, the DAPT’s blʿm br bʿr becomes רעב ןב םעלב
and that Numbers 22:5’s הרותפ is likewise a conversion to the Hebrew literary tradition of an
Aramaic title for Balaam ptwrʾ ‘diviner.’516 
The vocable pĕtôrâ occurs in precisely the syntactic position that a title or actor noun would occupy.
The formulaic construction PN + patronym + actor noun is well-known from both the Hebrew Bible
and West Semitic inscriptions.517
This, of course, is what we find in Joshua 13:22 with the title םסוקה. Layton fails to emphasize,
however, the fact that such an Aramaic title no where appears in the DAPTs, where Balaam’s
professional title is not a diviner but a ḫzh ‘seer.’ Although Layton’s argument remains
inconclusive–for lack of supporting data–it nevertheless merits consideration. I am inclined to
follow his interpretation rather the identification of Pitru.
514.So according to Deuteronomy 23, Pethor is located in םירהנ םרא ‘Aram of the Twin Rivers’ (to which Abraham
sent his servant in search of a wife for Isaac [Gen 24:10; cf. Jdg 3:8]).
515.Layton, “Whence Comes Balaam,” 37. If Pethor was initially as reference to Balaam’s hometown, the locale
was likely unfamiliar to readers in the late Second Temple period, which could to the alternative understand of the
word (though the Greek translation has Φαθουρα). 
516.Targum Neofiti has ptwrʾ ‘dream interpreter’ in 22:5, according to CAL. Layton avers that “the comparative
evidence in support of this interpretation comes from later Aramaic dialects need not be considered a serious
objection. Our knowledge of the oldest phase of the Aramaic language (925-700 BC) is piecemeal, and the more we
learn about Old Aramaic, the more “late” words are to be found in early texts,” “Whence Comes Balaam,” 39-40.
517.Ibid., 38. Cf. Jer 26:32.
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Based on the identification of Pethor with Pitru, modern scholars have taken the phrase
רהנה לע in Numbers 22:5 as a reference to the Euphrates.518 The designation רהנה (with article) in
the HB typically refers to the Euphrates (e.g., Gen 31:21; Isa 8:7), but not always (e.g., Isa 11:15
[the Nile].). In Numbers 22, if Mesopotamian Pitru can be rejected (and I think it can be), the
phrase might refer to another river, to the Jabbok (modern Zerqa) specifically, an important
tributary of the Jordan in Ammonite territory. This would situate the traditional dwelling of
Balaam, in fact, in the very near vicinity of Tell Deir ʿAlla.519 On the one hand, רהנה לע can easily
be, and has been by ancient and modern scholars, taken as a reference to the Euphrates. On the
other hand, that interpretation is not strictly necessary (it could refer to another river, i.e. the
Jabbok), and it requires a Mesopotamian origin for Balaam, which the DAPT has rendered
questionable. In short, the reference to the river in Numbers 22:5, cannot be a determinative
factor in situating Balaam’s homeland.520
On the other end of the line, in Numbers 22:5, is the noun phrase ומע ינב ץרא, pointed by
the Masoretes to read ‘the land of the sons of his people.’ Levine notes that the “closest we come
to the formula ʾeres ̣ benê X in biblical sources” is in Genesis 29:1, when Jacob journeys to the
land of the sons of Qedem/the east (םדק־ינב הצרא ךליו). While “his people” thus remains possible,
it might also be considered a poor description of a region–it specifies nothing of Balaam’s
residence.521 Some scholars have sought to correlate this reference to a Syrian population attested
518.See 2 Kgs 23:29 and Jer 46:2 6, where the Euphrates is described more explicitly תרפ־רהנ־לע. Although Dijkstra
corrently notes that “the geographical names רהנה לע רשׁא הרותפ and [ן]ומע ינב ץרא . . . are mutually exclusive in the
light of Deut 23:5”–because Deut connects the river(s) with Aram–it remains possible that the writer of Deut 23:5
mistakenly took the river of Num 22:5 as the Euphrates, “Geography,” 82, note 38. The river cannot be in construct,
but Layton suggests “the syntactic construction found here contains an ellipsis” in which the final phrase clarifies
the location of the “the river, namely (the one) of the land of . . . ,” “Whence Comes Balaam,” 43.
519.Ibid., 47-8, remarks: “the fit is so close that one is persuaded to interpret Num 22,5 as a veiled reference to the
sanctuary at Deir ʿAlla where Balaam was serving. When Balaq sent his messengers, Balaam was indeed residing at
Deir ʿAlla, by the river of the land of the Ammonites.”
520.Indeed, read as a reference to the Euphrates, it could be a later gloss of a scribe intent on clarifying Balaam’s
Mesopotamian origin.
521.One scenario in which the phrase ‘(in) the land of his people’ would make good sense, however, is if Balaam
did in fact journey from afar (e.g., north Mesopotamia) and settled in Transjordan. This could make sense of the
conflicting traditions of his homeland; the reference to the land of his people could contrast the region in
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in extrabiblical sources. Yahuda, for example, supposes that וֹמַּע־ֵיּנְב is a mistaken vocalization of
a reference to the ʿĀmu people who appear in Egyptian texts of the second and first millennium
BCE.522 Yahuda concludes, then, that the mountains paralleling Aram in Numbers 23:7 must not
refer to “eastern” mountains generally, but instead to “the Mountains of Qedem”523 a specific
range in Syria. Albright proposes a similar solution, identifying “the land ʿAmau, mentioned in
Egyptian texts and especially in the Idrimi inscription from Alalakh (fifteenth century BC), with
ʿammo of Num 22,5.”524 Layton deconstructs quite persuasively the latter “Amu theory,”525 and
concludes: “the Amavites, who owe their existence solely to Albright’s proposal, should be
struck from the historical record.”526
While identifications of ומע as a particular Levantine people group have proven
unconvincing, significant textual evidence supports a simpler solution: the reading ןומע
‘Ammon.’ The final nun appears in the Samaritan Pentateuch and some Hebrew manuscripts, as
well as within the Greek, Syriac, and Latin traditions.527 This may well be the earliest inferable
Transjordan, in which he was a foreigner, cf. Kyle McCarter’s suggestion that “Balaam was not thought of at Deir
ʿAllā as a local seer but as a foreigner,” in “The Balaam Texts from Deir ʿAllā: The First Combination,” BASOR 239
(1980): 57. McCarter relies on the reference in the DAPT to “his people” (ʿmh), i.e. “his countrymen”–possibly a
group distinct from the audience at Deir ʿAlla (cf. Num 24:14). Cf Al Wolters, “The Balaamites of Deir ʿAlla as
Aramean Deportees”, HUCA 59 (1988):101-113, who argues that Balaam was a diviner from North Syria whose
community was deported by Assyrian policy to the Transjordan region. Wolter’s argument, however, relies on the no
longer accepted late 8th century (i.e., post-722 BCE) dating of the DAPT. See below. 
522.A. S. Yahuda, “The Name of Balaam’s Homeland,” 549: “Now ʿĀmu transliterated into Hebrew gives וּמאע or
וּמוֹע, and in the archaic defective spelling ומע, exactly as it stands in our passage. The vocalization ʿammō (“his
people”) is obviously a misinterpretation of the name ʿĀmu forgotten long before the vocalization of the Bible was
standardized.” Yahuda finds particularly compelling the connection of the Syrian ruler Ammunenshi (or Nenshi, son
of Amu [?]) with the region of Qedem in the Egyptian tale of Sinuhe. Cf. “Sinuhe,” translated by Miriam Lichtheim
(COS 1.38).
523.Yahuda seeks to support this claim by noting the reputation of the land of Qedem for its sages (1 Kgs 5:10 [Eng
4:30]) and even supposes this reputation to be an explanation for Balak’s summoning of Balaam from this region,
“Balaam’s Homeland,” 550-51. If north-eastern Syria possessed a reputation for professionals that inspired the
connection of Balaam, it was for diviners, not sages.
524.According to Layton, “Whence Comes Balaam,” 44.
525.W. F. Albright, “The Homeland of Balaam,” JAOS 35 (1915): 86-90.
526.Layton, “Whence Comes Balaam,” 45; cf. Levine, Numbers, 2:148, who notes the geographical problems with
Albright’s idea. For a refutation of Yahuda’s schema, Layton refers to Walter Gross (Bileam: Literar- und
formkritische Untersuchung der Prosa in Num 22-24 [SANT 38; Munich: Kösel, 1974], 107-108), “Whence Comes
Balaam,” 44, note 53.
527.In Greek, Lucian’s text, according to Layton, “Whence Comes Balaam,” 46. Levine suspects that Num 22:5 
“has been edited more than once since late antiquity,” Numbers, 2:239; he offers several possible emendations, 
Numbers, 2:148, though Layton’s reading requires no textual emendation at all.
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reading. The MT’s absentee nun may reflect, then, the effort to resolve a perceived in congruity
(1) between Ammon and “the river” (if later scribes assumed it had to be the Euphrates) and/or
(2) between Ammon and Aram in Numbers 23:7.528 Layton does not accept the removal of a final
nun, but nevertheless argues on phonological grounds that “the enigmatic ʿammô in Num 22,5 is
to be understood as a variant of ʿammôn.”529 At the same time, Layton finds no evidence that
Balaam was an Ammonite, only that he served in this region. Building on Al Wolters’s
suggestion that “Deir ʿAlla was inhabited by a colony of Aramean exiles who had been deported
to Gilead by the Neo-Assyrians in the late eighth century BC,”530 Layton supposes on the basis of
Numbers 23:7 that Balaam was an ethnically Aramean resident of the northern Transjordan. This
argument cannot be maintained, however, since 23:7 likewise says nothing of Balaam’s
ethnicity–only, as in Numbers 22:5, the location from which he journeyed to Balak. No text in
the HB identifies Balaam’s people, except to distinguish it from the people of Balak and the
people of Israel in Numbers 24:14. The problem remains: in 22:5 Balak summons Balaam from
Ammon, in 23:7 from Aram.
528.Of course, it is also possible the nun was added secondarily by advocates of a Transjordanian homeland for
Balaam. According to Dijkstra, H. Rouillard (La péricope de Balaam (Nombres 22-24): la prose et les “Oracles”
[Etudes bibliques; Paris: Gabalda, 1985]) “rightly stresses that the Masoretic text opposes the reading ןומע ינב ץרא
because of its Mesopotamian explanation of Petor,” “Geography,” 82, note 39. In other words, the understanding
now preserved in the MT (and SP, G, etc) is that Balaam came from Mesopotamia. This understanding makes ןמע
(SP, P, V) a difficult reading, perhaps one to be preferred; cf. Hackett, “Balaam,” 1:571.
529.Layton, “Whence Comes Balaam,” 60, but see also 49-60. The phrase “sons of Ammon” appears frequently in
the HB (Gen 19:38; Num 21:24; Deut 2:19; etc), as well as “the land of the sons of Ammon” (e.g., Deut 2:37).
530.According to Layton, “Whence Comes Balaam,” 60; see Wolters, “The Balaamites of Deir ʿAlla,” 101-113.
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An Ammonite homeland must, therefore, be reconciled with Numbers 23:7, which brings
Balaam from Aram531 and the mountains of Qedem/the East. Supposing a ninth century
provenance for the Balaam oracles, Levine notes that
in a period of Aramaean expansion into Transjordan, a contemporary poet might understandably
regard a seer and diviner imported from Aramaean homeland as possessing the best skills available,
on an international scale.532
The boundaries of “Aram” in Transjordan can hardly be considered fixed during the early first
millennium.533 Fluid geopolitical borders created interpretive options when it came time to
identify the region of Balaam’s residence, as later scribes endeavoured to clarify the locations
intended by earlier scribes. What was Ammon to one generation, to a later generation was Aram–
or vice versa, since in this case, “Aram” in 23:7 in the poetry could be considered older than
“Ammon” in 22:5 (N1). Dijkstra’s conclusion suffices: “[w]hen all evidence is taken together, it
is [most] feasible that Balaam’s origin lies somewhere in the Northern Transjordan mountains in
the direction of Aram [italics mine].”534 
To summarize: we may infer from the textual data that the earliest memories of Balaam
situated his homeland in a region that could be designated “Ammon.” The combination of the
531.The Greek translator understood Ἐκ Μεσοποταµίας ‘from Mesopotamia’ in 23:7. Some scholars emend םרא in
Num 23:7 to םדא, thus locating Balaam to the south of Moab, and in closer proximity to the Midianites with whom
he is supposed to have conspired and been executed (Num 31:8, 16). Albright, however, rightly prefers Aram here,
because of the reference to the Eastern Mountains in the following line, “Oracles of Balaam,” 211. Neither is there
textual evidence to support the reading םדא. Though there exists one piece of evidence connecting Balaam to the
region of Edom, viz., the Edomite king רועב־ןב עַּלֶב ‘Bela son of Beor’ in Gen 36:31. Hackett states, “the similarities
in their names and even their patronymics suggests either that they both represent reflexes of the same character, or
else that the tradition of one character was conflated with that of another,” “Balaam,” 1:569. Levine similarly
suggests, cautiously, the two figures may be the same “pre-conquest” figure, so the writer presents a Moabite-
Edomite coallition with one king calling on the gifts of another, Numbers, 2:147. Cf. also John Greene, Balaam and
His Interpreters: A Hermeneutical History of the Balaam Traditions (Brown Judaic Series 244; Atlanta: Scholars
Press, 1992), esp. xi, 23-24. Van Seters suggests that “[i]t is possible that [Num 22-24] took up this name for the
early king from [Jdg 11:25] and instead of having [Balak] fight or threaten Israel as the Edomite king does (Num.
20.20), he resorts to hiring a seer to curse Israel,” “From Prophet to Villain,” 131.
532.Levine, Numbers, 2:239.
533.Avraham Faust writes, “[l]arge parts of northern Transjordan (including the Golan) were, for at least some of the
period, part of the Aramaean kingdoms. The exact political borders between these polities shifted during the [Iron
Age II] period,” in “Ethnic Complexity in Northern Israel During Iron Age II,” PEQ 132 (2000): 4. See also Levine,
Numbers 2:265.
534.Dijkstra, “Geography,” 93. Omar al-Ghul also supports the Ammonite homeland from his study of Arabic
written traditions about the seer, “The Question of the Homeland of Balaam Again: The Contribution of the Arabic
Sources” WO 36 (2006): 94-103. See also, J. Lust, “Balaam, an Ammonite”, ETL 54 (1978): 60-61.
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HB’s association of Balaam with Transjordan (i.e., the setting of the Balaam-Balak narrative and
Num 22:5 [Ammon]) and the presence of a text about Balaam at Deir ʿAlla suggests Balaam’s
activity in the area just east of the Jordan River–in tradition and lore if not the actual past. The
designation Aram, found first in Number 23:7 (P1), either ignores the reference to Ammon in
22:5 (unlikely), reads ומע ‘his people’ instead of [ן]ומע ‘Ammon,’ or assumes Aram as a
designation complementary to Ammon. That is to say, “Aram” broadly conceived possibly
engulfed the region also known as the land of the sons of Ammon.
Later interpreters and their texts (e.g., Deut 23:5) clearly situate Balaam’s residence in
Mesopotamian–northern Aram. It seems the geographical flexibility of the designation “Aram”
made it possible for scribes to reinterpret Balaam’s homeland as a region much further from
Israel than Ammon. In short, while Ammon denotes a fairly specific region (adjacent to Israel’s
Transjordan borders) “Aram” is a vast region the geographical delimitation of which was
adequately ambiguous that it could include nearby Ammon but also areas significantly more
distant. It seems that in biblical tradition, Balaam’s homeland underwent a migration from much
nearer Israelite borders, in Ammon specifically, to what could be considered the farthest reaches
of the earth, the distant land from which Abraham departed. This land, beyond “the River,” was a
place of other gods (םירחא םיהלא; Joshua 24:2-3), an suitable residence for Balaam as he came
into increasing disrepute in the view of Israelite tradents. Thus, I agree with Dijkstra’s suggestion
that “Balaam’s relocation [to a supposedly Mesopotamian] Petor . . . was part of the re-
evaluation of his person which moved him both theologically and geographically out of the sight
of Israel.”535
535.Dijkstra, “Geography,” 94. Noort presents a similar view: “Balaam is a foreigner, he comes from afar, from
Mesopotamia/Aram Naharaim where the Neo-Assyrian and the Babylonian states are known for using their wide
range of divination as instruments for political pressure. Readers of the Balaam narrative could see him as a
representative of an anti-Judean religious power. To make him an Ammonite was not enough. Some deuteronomictic
layers assumed that entry to the Promised Land starts by crossing the Arnon. So Balaam was made an extreme
foreigner, coming from far, far away, from a dangerous land where diviners, soothsayers and prophets played an
important role in political and religious issues,” “Balaam the Villain,” 22.
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II. Yhwh or El et al? Religious Conversion
Balaam distinguishes between three ‘peoples’: הזה םעה השׂעי רשׁא ךצעיא הכל ימעל ךלוה יננה
םימיה תירחאב ךמעל ‘See, I am going to my people [?]. Come, I will advise you about what this
people [Israel] will do to your people [Moab]’ (24:14). In the HB, a few foreigners worship
Yahweh (e.g., Jethro in Ex 18:11; Naaman in 2 Kgs 5:17-18), but these are exceptional cases.
The default expectation of HB texts is that non-Israelites worship deities other than Yhwh.
Therefore, if he is not counted among the Israelites, “it is curious that Balaam . . . would be
considered a prophet of Yahweh.”536
The prose narratives “speak for a thoroughly monotheistic point of view, whereas the
religious orientation of the author of the four Balaam poems is less readily apparent.”537 Balaam’s
strict reliance on Yhwh for divine knowledge in the narrative potentially conflicts with his source
of revelation in the poems, especially the opening of P3 and P4. Their formulaic introduction
begins with a tricolon of parallel lines: םאנ ‘an oracle’ plus a substantive in construct: in line 1
the proper noun םעלב ‘Balaam,’ in line 2, the articular common noun רבגה ‘the man,’ and in line
3a a substantival participle עמש ‘one who hears.’ Line 3b (which appears only in P4538) drops םאנ
but maintains grammatical continuity by offering a participle, עדי ‘a knower,’ parallel to עמש.
Lines 3a and 3b each conclude with a divine name: El, then Elyon.539 Line 4 presents a different
syntactic structure, but relates thematically by an additional divine name, Shadday, and a direct
object (הזחמ) cognate to the line’s verb (הזחי) (cf. line 3a ירמא עמש and line 3b תעד עדיו). The
participle לפנ in line 5 may align with the previous substantival participles, thus, ‘a faller.’
However, since the rest of line 5 does not parallel lines 3(a or b) or 4, לפנ is better understood as
536.Elnes and Miller, “Elyon,” in DDD 566.
537.Levine, Numbers, 1:41.
538.The absence of this hemistich in P3 may owe to scribal accident, so Albright, “Oracles of Balaam,” 217.
539.Cf. Psalm 73:11 ןוילעב העד שיו ‘there is knowledge with Elyon.’
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functioning adverbially, describing the action of the seer in the moment of his revelation. Line 5
concludes, like line 2, referencing the opening of Balaam’s eye(s).540
םעלב םאנ ‘The Oracle of Balaam’
Numbers 24:3b-4 Num 24:15b-16
1
2
3a
3b
4
5
 רעב ונב םעלב םאנ
ןיעה םתשׁ רבגה םאנו
 לא־ירמא עמשׁ םאנ
 הזחי ידשׁ הזחמ רשׁא
םיניע יולגו לפנ
Oracle of Balaam son of Beor
And oracle of the man, opened of eye
Oracle of the one hearing El’s words
Who sees visions of Shadday
Falling, and (having) uncovered eyes
 רעב ונב םעלב םאנ
ןיעה םתשׁ רבגה םאנו
 לא־ירמא עמשׁ םאנ
 ןוילע תעד עדיו
 הזחי ידשׁ הזחמ
םיניע יולגו לפנ
Oracle of Balaam son of Beor
And oracle of the man, opened of eye
Oracle of the one hearing El’s words
And the one having knowledge of Elyon
He sees visions of Shadday
Falling, and (having) uncovered eyes
Here Balaam owes his revelation to El, Elyon, and Shadday.541 Numbers 22-24 must be regarded
as “monotheistic literature. . . [c]learly, the author of the narrative understood the occurances of
ʾēl, ʿelyôn, and šadday in the Balaam poems as epithets of the God of Israel.”542 But while the
editor of Balaam’s oracles would have his audience read these theonyms as archaic epithets for
Yhwh, this was not necessarily the understanding of the writer(s) of the Balaam oracles.
Certainly the writer(s) of the DAPT did not understand Yhwh to be Balaam’s divine informant.
As intimated in my discussion in chapter 1, it is not at all clear that the poetry (in Num 23-24)
reflects a monotheistic outlook. In recent decades, biblical scholarship has come to recognize the
complex development of Israelite “monotheism” from a West Semitic pantheon of which El was
the head. The DAPT and the HB Balaam traditions seem to span several stages of that
development.
II.I El
Frequently לא functions in the HB as a common noun meaning ‘god/deity’ (e.g., in Ex
15:11: הוהי םלאב הכמכ־ימ ‘who, Yhwh, is like you among the gods?’ or Gen 31:13: לא־תיב לאה יכנא
‘I am the god of the house of El;’ cf. also Josh 22:22). The word carries the same function
outside the HB as well, for example, in Ugaritic texts and Levantine inscriptions.543 In certain
540.Cf. Grabbe’s discussion in Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 109.
541.Levine, Numbers, 2:218.
542.Ibid., 2:234.
543.See, e.g., “Kuntillet ʿAjrud: Plaster Wall Inscription,” translated by P. Kyle McCarter (COS 2.47d).
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contexts, however, ʾl functions instead as a proper name for a specific deity. Ilu appears as the
head of the Ugaritic pantheon. This also seems to be the function of ʾl in the DAPT, which
describes the lesser deities (ʿlhn and šdyn) delivering to Balaam a message from the chief deity
El. Certain biblical texts suggest that also for early Israelite scribes לא could function as a proper
noun, as the name of the high god El, rather than simply as a generic noun, “god.” Wolfgang
Herrmann offers several lines of evidence in support of El worship by Israelites, the most
compelling of which is Genesis 33:20: לארשׂי יהלא לא ‘El, the God of Israel.’ Although לא may be
understood as a common noun here, so “god, that is the god of Israel,’ a better contextual reading
sees לא as a proper noun–as a specific deity: “El, who is the god of Israel.” Herrmann correctly
notes that “[i]n all probablilty Gen 33:20 represents an old tradition.”544 Psalm 82:1 also suggests
an early distinction between Yhwh and El, when Yhwh (restored from םיהלא in the “Elohistic
Psalter”) takes his stand in the council of El; in the midst of the gods he judges.” The psalm
presents a divine assembly over which Yhwh assumes authority, but which nevertheless permits
the existence of other deities.545
The El of the Balaam oracles seems to be another instance of the West Semitic high god
appearing in the HB. “El” nowhere appears as a theonym in the narrative material of Numbers
22-24, only Yhwh and Elohim. El appears several times in the poetry. In fact, Levine identifies
544.Wolfgang Herrmann, “El,” DDD 528. The same phrase appears in Joshua 8:30, except that לא has been replaced
by הוהי. It is plausible to think that the writer of Joshua 8:30 knew the phrase in Gen 33:20 but understood לא as a
proper noun and thus up-dated it to the new designation for Israel’s deity, Yhwh. Gen 46:3 offers the similar לאה יכנא
ךיבא יהלא. The article on לא makes the sentence slightly awkward, ‘I am the god, the god of your fathers’ (the
Peshitta lacks the article). Is it plausible to suggest that the article as added to solidify the interpretation of לא as a
common, rather than proper noun? Variations of this phrase appear often in the HB, except with Yhwh in the lead
position (e.g., Ex 3:15-16; Deut 1:11, 21; 6:3; Joh 18:3). This is not to say that every time the phrase found in Gen
46 appears, הוהי replaced לא, but it does demonstrate the tendency to follow the proper name (as opposed to the
common noun) with an descriptive epithet. Herrmann suggests that ʾēl is applied to Yhwh (especially from the
Babylonian period on) as an archaizing element. The use of the term לא would also ensure that Judean readers
understood that El of old was Israel’s Yhwh, “El,” 532. Herrmann also discusses Isaiah 14:13’s “stars of El” and
Ezekiel 28:2’s description of El’s residence, which is reminiscent of several Ugaritic texts (KTU 1.3 iv:48; 1.4 i:12;
iv:52); and proper names containing ʾēl.
545.Cf. Baal and Yamm’s contest for authority over the Ugaritic divine assembly (CAT 1.2).
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the oracles as El literature546 deriving from Israelite “El worshipers who accepted YHWH as
Israel’s national God, but did not worship Him exclusively.”547 Levine explains 
the Balaam poems speak for a circle of biblical authors who had not yet synthesized El with YHWH
. . . They were rather devotees of a regional pantheon that was traditional within Israelite society.
This orientation was shared by the authors of the early strands of the patriarchal narratives who
depicted the first Israelites as devotees of El-Shadday and El-Elyon. . . . They depicted Balaam as a
devotee of El, but as one who was aware that YHWH, Israel’s national god, also belonged to the
regional pantheon.548
The language of “synthesizing” refers to the process by which, conceptually, Yhwh “absorbed”
divine attributes otherwise associated with El. This process may be detected in a number of HB
texts, arguably including the Balaam poetry.549
Yhwh is mentioned three times in Balaam’s oracles (23:8, 21; 24:6). In P2 and P3, Yhwh
functions as Israel’s national deity. Yhwh is Israel’s god (ויהלא), by whose presence Israel enjoys
military success (23:21). Yhwh nurtures Israel’s well-being like a gardener, establishing Israel’s
prosperity (24:6). Unlike other exodus traditions in the HB, in which Yhwh delivers Israel from
Egyptian bondage, in Balaam’s oracles it is El who works this deliverance (23:22//24:8). Russell
supposes, therefore, that “[t]he designation of El as the God of the deliverance points to a period
before the synchronization of the differing regional traditions about Egypt.”550 In the oracles, El
decides the course of human affairs (23:19, 23b [the scene might be construed according to the
same myth in which El(yon) distributes people groups to various deities, including to Yhwh, in
Deut 32:8-9551]). It should be noted also that the only common noun used for ‘god’ in the poems
(23:21) is םיהלא, never לא.
546.Levine references also Isaiah 14:4-21 as “unsynthesized El literature,” in which Yhwh does not appear (though
neither does Israel), Numbers 2:230.
547.Ibid., 2:233.
548.Ibid., 2:225.
549.For a discussion of the processes by which Yhwh “absorbed” traits of El, see Mark Smith, The Early History of
God: Yahweh and the Other Deities of Ancient Israel (2d ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2002), 32-35, and John Day,
Yahweh and the Gods and Goddesses of Canaan (JSOTSS 265; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 2000), 13-41.
550.Russell, Images of Egypt, 102.
551.Cf. Jer 10:16//51:19; Deut 4:20; (also Sirach 17:17). In Deut 4:20, Yhwh brings Israel out of Egypt to be his
own possession.
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Some scholars suppose that in Numbers 23:8 (P1) El and Yhwh are equated, as they
appear in parallel lines: הוהי םעז אל םעזא המו לא הבק אל בקא המ ‘how can I curse, El curses not; and
how can I damn, Yhwh damns not?’ (23:8).552 But an equation of these deities here is not certain.
Levine avers that “El is not equated with YHWH,”553 because if the synthesis of El and Yhwh
had already taken place for the poet, לא would simply refer to the common noun “god/deity.” A
common noun for “god” seems out of place paralleling Yhwh, it would weaken the line
rhetorically.
It is only the unsynthesized ʾĒl, when ʾĒl is a proper noun in the absolute state, that has the valence
to serve as a synonymous parallel to YHWH, and this is what we find in uniquely in the first
Balaam poem.554
Russell notes that “[t]he verse entails two proper nouns that belongs to the same logical category
of deities.”555 Balaam might, therefore, take orders from two members of a pantheon. 
[T]exts like the Balaam poems, though possibly originating in archives of the cult of El, the regional
deity, were adapted by Yahwistic writers and reinterpreted to refer to YHWH, the God of Israel.556 
At the very least, the oracles reflect an effort to synthesize El and Yhwh. In this case, El and
Yhwh might both function as a proper nouns referring to the same deity. If the poet indeed
intended the same referent for El and Yhwh, this line in P1 may be understood as a creative
means of theologically disambiguiting an earlier form of the poetic material in which “El” and
“Yhwh” were distinct deities. In other words, if P1 was composed (along with P2 and perhaps
N1) after P3, as I suspect, the parallelism in 22:8 might represent an attempt to clarify that El and
552.E.g., Freedman, Pottery, Poetry, and Prophecy, 90.
553.Levine, Numbers, 2:221.
554.Ibid., 2:224. [But here I might protest–El and Yhwh could be equated here by a scribe who later composed the 
first poem, but understood the divine synthesis!]
555.Russell, Images of Egypt, 113-14. Gordon J. Hamilton neglects possible diachronic developments when he says,
“Numbers 22-24 is unambiguous both in narrative (e.g., Num 22:18) and poetry (e.g., Num 23:8) that Balaam was a
Yahwist,” review of Michael Moore, The Balaam Traditions,” JBL 110/4 (1991), 705.
556.Levine, Numbers, 2:219; “We are reading El literature that has been adapted to include YHWH, the God of 
Israel, but not to reduce El, or Elyon and Shadday for that matter. It may be more reasonable to hypothesize that 
YHWH has been admitted into the regional pantheon, than to assume that El has been absorbed by YHWH!” ibid., 
2:222.
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Yhwh do refer to the same deity, in order to clarify the potentially ambiguous presentation in P3
(and P4).
The reference to El in the Balaam oracles certainly echoes the ancient West Semitic
pantheon. In their final form the oracles reflect the effort of Israelite scribes to equate the deity
Yhwh with a traditional high god El. The composer and earliest hearers of these poems quite
possibly understood El and Yhwh as distinct deities who operated tandem for Israel’s behalf, an
idea that finds support in the DAPT, which associates Balaam with the revelation of El, with no
mention of Yhwh. In sum, the earliest textual evidence concerning Balaam (the Balaam oracles
and DAPT) associates him with the deity El in a period during which the synthesis between El
and Yhwh was perhaps underway, but still incomplete. In other words, the earliest inferable
memory of Balaam connects him to the deity El, but not necessarily (in the HB)–not likely (in
the DAPT)–Yhwh.
II.II Elyon
As an epithet, ןוילע means “the highest one, the supreme god.”557 The word derives from
“‘elı̂ “high, highest,” + ôn, a characterizing suffix,”558 and functions as a descriptor that qualifies
the position of the deity to which it is attached. So, in the Ugaritic Kirta epic the prominent deity
Baal receives a version of the epithet (ʿly [CAT 1.16:3:4–8]). Within the HB, Genesis 14:18
presents Melchezedek as the priest of El Elyon.559 The title appears in combination with or
paralleling other divine titularies in the HB (e.g., with םיהלא [Ps 57:3; 78:56]), as well as
independently (e.g., Ps 9:3; 46:5; 91:1; 107:11). Numerous HB texts clarify that the “Highest
One” is Yhwh,560 but the title also functions as an epithet for the high god of the West Semitic
557.Levine, Numbers, 2:196.
558.Ibid., 2:196.
559.Note that the versions and 1QapGen lack Yhwh in v 22!
560.E.g., 2 Sam 22:14//Ps 18:13; Ps 7:18; 47:3; 92:2; Ps 97:9. In Ps 83:19, Elyon might be explicitly identified as
Yhwh, though the ןוילע might instead function in that instance merely as an adjective.
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pantheon generally. In Deuteronomy 32:8-9, Elyon apportions a people to Yhwh.561 A similar
understanding obtains in Psalm 82:6, wherein the gods (םיהלא) are said to be the ןוילע ינב ‘sons of
the Highest One.’562
The term ןוילע appears in Levantine inscriptions, possibly as the name of a distinct deity,
but more likely as an epithet. In the Aramaic Sefire-inscription (8th century BCE), El appears as
a deity alongside ‘lyon. The inscription is a treaty between two kings that invokes the deity/ies ʾl
wʿlyon as witnesses. Joseph Fitzmyer reads here a reference to two distinct deities,563 while Elnes
and Miller explain that Elyon may be an epithet for El, or a clarification (i.e., “El, that is,
Elyon”–cf. line 9: šmš wnr “Shemesh and Light”), or it may be a “double divine name” as
attested at Ugarit (e.g., in Kṯr-w-Ḫss, Mt-w-Šr, Qdš-w-ʾAmrr). At any rate, “[i]t must be admitted
that the treaty gives us no concrete evidence for or against the existence of ʿElyôn as an
independent deity.”564
Although the same basic formula opens P3 and P4, it varies slightly. The second time
around, the formula references the knowledge of Elyon. It is unlikely that 24:4 lacks the line
about Elyon simply as a result of scribal omission, because in its place is a relative pronoun,
which is lacking in 24:16 (see Table 1 above). Moreover, the knowledge of Elyon is not unique
to Balaam in the HB. Psalm 107 describes the trouble of those who rebel against תצעו לא־ירמא
ןוילע ‘the words of El and counsel of Elyon’ (v 11), and according to Psalm 73:11 the wicked
561.Elnes and Miller suggest that יכ is an asseverative here and thus “indeed”; but it is unclear how from this it
follows that Elyon “is more plausibly understood as functioning as an epithet for Yahweh,” “Elyon,” 566. Manfred
Weippert reads Elyon as the head of the pantheon here, “The Balaam Text from Deir ʿAllā and the Study of the Old
Testament,” pages 151-184 in BTDAR, 179.
562.The ascension of the king of Babylon, in Isaiah 14, over ןוילע implies his aspirations to universal supremacy,
because ןוילע is the highest of deities. Elnes and Miller observe the connection between the title ןוילע in Isaiah 14:14
and the Baal Ugaritic cycle, in which Baal ascends to supremacy over the Ugaritic deities. “[I]f a Baal myth lies
behind this text, then we would have not only another association of El and ʿElyôn, but a reflection of Baal’s
eventual surpassing of El, so that he himself became the ‘Most High’ god,” “Elyon,” 564. However, Isa 14 may
relate better to the ascent of Athtar in CAT 1.6:1:54–65. At any rate, the epithet ןוילע in Isa 14:14 clearly refers to the
highest divine figure.
563.See KAI 222A:11 and “The Inscriptions of Bar-Gaʾyah and Matiʿel from Sefire,” translated by Joseph A.
Fitzmyer (COS 2.82).
564.Elnes and Miller, “Elyon,” 563.
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doubt that Elyon possesses knowledge (ןוילעב העד שׁיו לא־עדי הכיא). Possibly, the scribe added to
the formula to the formula a line whose components resonate the motif of the knowledge of the
Highest One,565 in order to clarify that the two theonyms in the first formula–El and Shadday–are
not the deities worshipped in the Transjordan (who are mentioned in the DAPT), but are titles for
Yhwh. Admittedly, this is speculative, but the connection of El and Shadday(in) to Balaam in
both the HB and at Deir ʿAlla cannot be coincidental.566
II.III Shadday
Shadday frequently appears in the HB as a theonym by itself,567 as in the Balaam formula
(Num 24:3-4//15-16), but it appears as an El epithet.568 For some biblical writers, the theonym
functioned as a standard (though perhaps archaic) epithet for Yhwh. A widely accepted
etymology for the divine name Shadday (יַדַּשׁ) is Akkadian šadû ‘mountian,’ and more
specifically, the noun šaddāʾû/šaddûʾā ‘inhabitant of/one residing at the mountain.’569 Knauf
suggests ‘one of the wilderness,’ since both Akkadiah šadû and biblical Hebrew הדשׂ derive from
the same root šdy. Of course, the Ugaritic šd ‘field’ reinforces the translation ‘wilderness’ over
against ‘mountain.’ The divine name “El Shadday” may then be “El, the one of the
wilderness.”570 Harriet Lutzky, however, argues that early in Israelite religion, Shadday was in
fact a fertility goddess epithet, derived from דשׁ ‘breast.’571 Thus, “El Shadday” would mean
565.The connection between Elyon and Shadday appears in Ps 91:1-2, where Elyon and Shadday appear together,
along with Yhwh.
566.Weippert’s caution goes too far: “one could perhaps argue that the mention of El and Šadday in Numb. 24:4; 16
reflects Balaam’s relations to El and the Šaddayīn in the Deir ʿAlla text; but since both theonyms are common
designations of Yahweh in post-exilic literature this is at best ambiguous evidence,” “Balaam Text,” 176.
567.E.g., Gen 49:25, and see note 145 below.
568.Also, e.g., Ezk 1:24; Ps 68:15; and over thirty times in Job, e.g. 8:5; 13:3; 15:25; 27:11; 33:4.
569. Note the assciation of divinity with a mountain in Isaiah 14:13, Psalm 48:3, Deuteronomy 33:2, and Judges 5:5.
Attempts to derive a meaning from the Hebrew root דדשׁ ‘to lay waste, devastate’ (Isa 13:6; Joel 1:15) have proven
unpersuasive to the majority of philologists.
570.Or possibly, ‘god of the wilderness;’ this or “El, the one of the wilderness” suits the patriarchs’ nomadic lifestyle
better than “El of the (cosmic?) mountain.” Cf. Gen 17:1; 28:3; 35:11; 43:14; 48:3; Ex 6:3; Ezk 10:5. The
association with wilderness finds support in the Ugaritic reference to ʾilu šadī yaṣīdu “El Shadī is hunting” or “El, in
the wilderness, is hunting,” explains E. Knauf, “Shadday,” DDD 1417. Gen 25:27; 27:3 refer to הדשׂ specifically as
the arena of the hunt. (SP reads הדשׁ in Num 24:4//16.)
571.Harriet Lutzky proposes a comparable epithet–appropriate for fertility–in the Ugaritic raḥmay ‘one of the
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‘deity of the breast,’ i.e., goddess of nurture/fertility. Lutzky actually identifies the mystery
goddess of the DAPT (š[ . . .) as Shadday:
[m]ention of dark clouds and absence of sunlight in the Deir ʿAlla text suggests the biblical “day of
Yahweh”, which comes as “destruction from Shadday” (Joel i 15) or possibly even as “a storm from
Shadday” (Isa. xiii 6), and Shadday’s voice is like thunder (Ezek. x 5) or the sound of mighty waters
(Ezek. i 24). And “when Shaddai [sic] covered [as with a cloud] kings [a group of stars], then snow
fell on Zalmon” (Ps. lxviii 14) (a mountain in Transjordan). Covering the sky with a cloud, causing
inclement weather, Shadday has done just what the goddess Sh[..] of Deir 'Alla was asked to do (or
not do).572
While she points out possible connections between the HB’s Shadday and the goddess of Deir
ʿAlla, it is difficult to recognize in these divine acts the behaviour expected of a deity known for
promoting fertility and nurturing life!573 Although archaeological excavations in Iron Age
Palestine certainly demonstrate the importance of a/the fertility goddess in popular devotion,574
the evidence linking the theonym Shadday with such religious expression remains tenuous. In his
important study of deities in ancient Israel, John Day supposes the breast-goddess theory to be
“far-fetched,” since Shadday is a masculine deity.575 However, Day and Lutzky propose a similar
relationship between Shadday and the šdyn attested in the DAPT. Lutzky proposes (tentatively)
that in the DAPT “Shadday is the high god[dess] with whom the lower, Shadday-gods, are
associated.”576 Or, as Day explains, commenting on the beginning of the DAPT,
it is most natural to take the Shaddayyin (šdyn) and the gods (’lhn) as parallel terms referring to the
same deities, who constituted the divine assembly. Logically, El, the supreme deity, who also
features in the text . . . would therefore be Shaddai par excellence. Since, moreover, this epithet is
here applied to the gods in their role as members of the divine assembly, which characteristically
met on a mountain, the meaning ‘mountain ones’ seems very appropriate, much more so than ‘those
of the field’.
womb’ associated with the goddess Asherah (CAT 1.23:13, 16, 28), “Shadday as a Goddess Epithet,” VT 48/1
(1998):29. Cf. D. Biale, “The God of the Breast: El Shaddai in the Bible,” HR 21 (1981-82): 240-56.
572.Lutzky, “Shadday as a Goddess Epithet,” 28, for her full argument see 26-31.
573.Though CAT 1.23:16, 28 the womb-goddess raḥmay goes hunting.
574.See, e.g., the cover photo of Ziony Zetiv, The Religions of Ancient Israel: A Synthesis of Parallactic Approaches
(New York: Continuum, 2001).
575.Day, Yahweh and the Gods and Goddesses of Canaan, 32.
576.Lutzky, “Shadday as a Goddess Epithet,” 28.
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So with Day we return to the first explanation for the epithet Shadday: ‘one of the mountain.’
Scholars have, naturally, drawn connections between the Shaddayin of the DAPT and the םידש of
the several HB texts,577 and Day’s proposal, while far from conclusive, makes sense of the lesser
Shadday deities in the DAPT. These were minor figures in the regional pantheon.
The plural םידשׁ appears in the HB, but the term has definitely negative connotations.
Deuteronomy 32:17 describes םיִּׁדֵש as unknown deities (םיהלא), new to the Israelite community,
the Israelites’ veneration of whom provokes Yhwh’s jealousy (32:19-21). In Psalm 106:37-38,
the worship of םידש entails child sacrifice at the idols of Canaan.578 Here Weber’s insight still
resonates:
[t]he historical development of the [“god(s)” versus “demons”] differentiation frequently came
about in a very simple fashion when a secular or priestly power suppressed a cult in favor of a new
religion, with the old gods continuing to live on as demons.579
Certainly the scribe(s) who edited the Balaam pericope regarded the “Shadday,” as well as El and
Elyon, to be terms for Yhwh. The final shape of the narrative makes plain Balaam’s dependence
upon Yhwh for mantic knowledge. It remains a curiosity, however, that Shadday became an
acceptable epithet for Yhwh, while the referents of “shaddayin/m” were never accepted.
Israelite or Judahite scribes who valued the contribution of Balaam’s blessing to the
written traditions of Israel–but were also committed to exclusive Yahweh worship–would
necessarily clarify that Balaam’s inspiration came from Yahweh, and not another deity. Balaam’s
adamant (even obsessive) obedience to Yhwh’s in Numbers 22-24 supports such an inference
(Num 22:8, 18, 38; 23:5, 8, 12, 16, 26, 24:13). Balaam’s persistence that he will only speak the
word of Yhwh reflects an attempt to clarify the source (and so legitimacy) of Balaam’s blessing.
It alleviates an implicit apprehension that incorporating a tradition associated with a foreign–and
577.See e.g., Meindert Dijkstra, “Is Balaam Also Among the Prophets,” 61.
578.Further complicating the situation: Akkadian seems to distinguish the roots šēdu ‘spirit/demon’ and šadû
‘mountain’ (cf. HALOT).
579.Weber, The Sociology of Religion, 28. Of course, the question remains, how could Shadday live on as a
legitimate epithet for Yhwh, while Shaddayin/m came to designate forbidden deities?
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famous–religious specialist might undermine the Yahwistic program. If Balaam’s association
with the šāddayin, or the other deities inscribed at Deir ʿAlla, was at all diffused throughout Iron
Age Palestinian lore, then the incorporation of a tradition of Balaam’s blessing into Israel’s
written tradition could have required careful treatment.
The rise of henotheistic Yahwism and eventual monotheism required of Judah’s scribes a
creative accounting of the various theonyms in Israel’s written traditions.580 exodus 6:3 explicitly
identifies Yhwh with the older theonym El Shadday: ימשׁו ידשׁ לאב בקעי־לאו קחצי־לא םהרבא־לא אראו
םהל יתעדונ אל הוהי ‘I appeared to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob as El Shadday, but my name
‘Yhwh’ I did not reveal to them.’ Assmann notes “the fact that there is such a thing as “cultural
forgetting” or even “cultural repression;””581 and Mark Smith describes the “cultural amnesia”
that led scribes to reinterpret earlier religious traditions in novel ways, one of which was the
identification of Israel’s god Yhwh with an array of deities distinct from him in earlier periods. In
many instances, these reinterpretations were likely “unconscious and not deliberate,”582 resulting
from the assumption that previous generations of Israelites simply knew Yhwh by different
names (e.g., El Shadday). In other cases, scribes no doubt stretched or “corrected” their received
traditions about the past in order to connect them with concerns of the present. Yhwh
worshipping scribes certainly had their work cut out for them if they were to convert their nation
to “Yahwism.” The Balaam pericope reflects an attempt to persuade readers and hearers of
henotheistic Yahwism.583
580.And oral traditions, but of these we have no evidence.
581.Assmann, Moses the Egyptian, 215.
582.Smith, Memoirs of God, 153.
583.Cf. Jo Ann Hackett: “[i]f we see Balaam as one of Israel’s powerful religious rivals, and a leader in a cult that
worshipped not Yahweh but a pantheon of other gods, then portraying Balaam as one who must call on Yahweh to
determine his movements and who has no choice but to bless Israel because of Yahweh’s favor toward Israel would
surely have delighted the early audience,” “Some Observations on the Balaam Tradition at Deir ʿAllā,” BA 49/4
(1986): 220.
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If the poems could possibly validate El worship or the cult of the Shadday(im), the
narrative makes crystal clear that Balaam spoke on behalf of Yhwh alone. But the scribe(s) did
not merely excise the potentially problematic connections of Balaam to El or other deities. The
editors of the Balaam pericope retained (even if they altered584) divine names associated with
Balaam in order to reinforce the attribution to Yhwh of the names El, Elyon, and Shadday. They
did this while also appropriating for Yhwh a traditional character, the famous Transjordan
religious specialist Balaam. The insistence that Balaam was a prophet of Yhwh speaks to a
religious polemic in which the ancient seer was cast as a strict Yahwist in order to add
“historical” credibility to the Yahwists’ claim to authentic worhship.
Israelite scribes seem to have appropriated Balaam for an Yahwistic program with the
qualification that he had received his revelations from none other than Yhwh.585 Assuming
Balaam had a widespread reputation for mantic excellence (given his appearance in both the HB
and the DAT), the claim that Balaam spoke on Yhwh’s behalf could legitimize exclusive Yhwh
worship (for Yhwh worshippers, even if it failed to convince dissenters). If even the great
Balaam was a devotee of Yhwh, aspiring religious specialists–looking to enhance their popular
appeal (and hence livelihood)–might be persuaded to subscribe to exclusive Yahwism as well.
Also, common Israelites/Judahites might find it reassuring that the famous seer Balaam
prophesied by the deity to whom they are told they owe their primary allegiance. The
“Yahwizing” of Balaam served a clear agenda.
The Balaam material in Numbers 22-24 reflects an attempt to associate Balaam with
Yhwh and to synthesize a variety of divine names so that they each refer to Yhwh. In the DAPT
we find neither this association nor synthesis. Balaam receives a vision from ʿlhn and šdyn, at the
584.I.e., possibly changed and earlier ן/םידש to ידש.
585.Though the narrative also qualifies the retention of Balaam’s oracles by depicting his reluctance to go to Balak
without Yhwh’s express permission and his refusal contradict Yhwh’s words in spite of Balak’s offer of honour and
wealth. I owe the idea of “qualifications” for Balaam to Andrew Perrin’s feedback to a preliminary presentation of
this thesis at the TWU Biblical Studies Symposium, Langley, January 8, 2015.
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instruction of El, regarding a goddess whose identify remains uncertain.586 Yhwh is absent. While
the Balaam oracles (Num 23-24) integrate Yhwh and possibly reflect the synthesis of Yhwh and
El, they also contain theological ambiguities–it is not certain that “El” refers to Yhwh there. In
light of the pantheon at Deir ʿAlla, and the interpretive ambiguities in Balaam’s oracles, we are
on safe ground to infer a period prior to Balaam’s incorporation into Israelite tradition in which
he was not associated with Yhwh, but rather with a variety of regional deities, especially the
head of the pantheon, El.
III. Temporal Relocation and Narrative Transposition
The larger pentateuchal narrative situates the Balaam-Balaak story and Balaam’s oracles
in the late second millennium BCE, at a time when Israel had no king of its own.587 However, as
noted previously, the oracles envisage kingship as an established institution in Israel. As noted
previously in chapter one: P2 declares that ומע ויהלא הוהי לארשׂיב למע האר־אלו בקעיב ןוא טיבה־אל
וב ךלמ תעורתו ‘[El] has not observed sorrow in Jacob, he has not seen trouble in Israel; Yhwh his
god is with him, the battlecry of a king is with him’ (Num 23:21).588 Since Yhwh is already
present with Israel, so too must be the battlecry of Israel’s king. Conceivably, the verse supposes
Yhwh to be Israel’s king,589 though this is by no means the necessary reading. The parallel lines
might instead describe the security with which Israel marches into battle–with the favour of its
national deity and the leadership of its human monarch. In P3, Israel’s king and kingdom are
586.In total, four options have been presented: the solar deity Šamš, an underworld goddess Šeʾol, and two fertility
goddesses, Šagar and Šadday.
587.Israelite kingship is not supposed to arise until the elders confront Samuel in 1 Sam 8, prior to that time, Yhwh
assumed the role of king over Israel, according to 1 Sam 12:12. 
588.In light of Num’s narrative context, we might ask with James Ackerman, “[g]iven what has already transpired
and what will soon occur, in what sense can this oracle [i.e., its proclamation of no sorrow or trouble] be true?,”
“Numbers,” pages 78-91 in The Literary Guide to the Bible (Robert Alter and Frank Kermode, eds.; Cambridge,
MA: Harvard University Press, 1987), 87.
589.Jer 20:16, 49:2; Zeph 1:16, which associates the destructive work of Yhwh with the a battle cry (העורת). Yhwh’s
kingship–over Israel, other deities, and the cosmos, is a theme well developed in biblical literature, e.g., Ps 10:16;
24:8, 10; 29:10; 95:3; Isa 6:5; Jer 46:18; 51:57; Mic 4:7; Zeph 3:15; Zech 14:9, 16, 17; Mal 1:14. 
Cf. 1 Chron. 16:31.
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exalted (24:7), and the comparison with Agag leaves no doubt that a human monarch is in view.
The language in P4 is that of military expansion and empire building. The grammatical subjects
in 24:17b (‘a star’ and ‘a scepter’) evoke kingship,590 especially when read with הדר ‘to rule’ in
24:19. And the vision is not merely to defend Israelite borders or even to overthrow Moabite
oppression591 but rather to claim Moabite lands for Israel. Again, this scenario does not suit the
picture of Israel in Numbers, in which a kingless Israel has no quarrel with Moab.
The conflict in the narrative of Numbers 22-24 concerns a Moabite ruler attempting to
dislodge Israel from his territorial claim. Balaam, who was supposed to effect Balak’s desire by
cursing Israel, instead declared Israel invincible. One can imagine the popularity of a story like
this–and the declaration from the seer of the gods that Israel sits secure–in Israelite Transjordan,
especially during a period of conflict with Moab. The Balaam-Balak narrative justifies Israelite
aggression towards Moab; it fixes Balaam’s oracles to the occasion of a Moabite king conspiring
against Israel.592 But how did this poetry and story take its present place in the Israel’s exodus-
conquest narrative?
After King Mesha retook for Moab a significant amount of Transjordan territory (c. 840
BCE), the credibility of Balaam’s oracle(s) of a sovereign Israelite Transjordan required
reconsideration. Rendered irrelevant or incorrect by the new political developments, Balaam’s
vision of a glorious Israelite dominion might have passed into obscurity. How could such a
tradition be retained? The HB offers an ingenious solution to the problem: the Balaam oracles
and accompanying narrative are transposed onto an earlier period in Israel’s past, a time when
590.Cf. Judges 5:14; Amos 1:5, 8; Isaiah 14:5; Ezekiel 19:11 where a טבש symbolizes of authority. In Zechariah 
10:11, the word appears parallel to ןואג ‘exaltation,’ and Psalm 45:6-7 praises ךתוכלמ טבש ‘the scepter of your 
kingdom’ in association with military conquest.
591.Cf. Jdg 3:14.
592.Also, the oracles of chapter 23 (and the narrative) may function to justify the scribe’s acceptance of the earlier 
oracles of Balaam (i.e., in chapter 24), since they clarify that there can be no magical arts in Israel and that Balaam 
answers to Yhwh. While the first two oracles address (and limit) magic arts explicitly, the second two oracles simply
assume the legitimacy of the Balaam’s practice.
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Israel resided in Transjordan only temporarily with no intention of remaining or conquering
Moabite land, that is, when Israel was passing through the region en route to the Promised Land.
The story of a Moabite king plotting against Israel in Transjordan could be situated in another
period when Israel found itself in that region.593
In the new narrative (and historical) context, Balaam’s oracles came to be understood as
referencing Israel’s earliest kings: the mention of the defeat of Agag (24:7), which originally
functioned in the poetry as a past event indicative of Israel’s growing success, came to be
understood as a future prophecy of Saul (cf. 1 Sam 15) and the vision of an Israelite ruler
attacking Moabite territory (24:17) became a prediction of David (cf. 2 Sam 8:2; 1 Chr 18:2).
The oracles lent themselves to such a prophetic reinterpretation (התע אל ‘not now’ and בורק אל
‘not near’ [24:17a]). Thus, in their initial historical context (in the end, I follow Levine and
imagine their composition in an Israelite Transjordan flourishing under the Omride dynasty prior
to Mesha’s campaign c. the 840s BCE594) the oracles595 functioned as an invitation for Israelite
rulers to gain and maintain military and political dominion over Transjordanian lands and
peoples, Moab in particular. In their new literary context, however, and in Israel’s imagined past,
they became prophetic predictions of Israel first two monarchs. In Robert Carroll’s words, the
Balaam-Balak narrative underwent a “recontextualization”596 by which a traditional tale of the
seer Balaam was integrated into Israel’s religious/national history.597
593.This process of narrative transposition would have been facilitated more naturally if Balaam was already a
figure of the past at the time of the composition of the poetry and narration of the story.
594.See Levine, Numbers, 230-234.
595.That is, some form of the the poetic material in Num 23-24.
596. Robert Carroll, “Madonna of Silences: Clio and the Bible,” pages 84-101 in Can a ‘History of Israel’ be
Written? (Lester Grabbe, ed.; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1997), 92. Carroll’s designation “bogus history”
for the Pentateuchal narrative, however, has little to commend itself except insofar as it counters the claims of
conservative scholarship that the Bible (especially the Pentateuch) offers a fairly accurate account of Israel’s past.
597.Cf. also Noth, Pentateuchal Traditions, 78-79.
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Summary
To summarize the above discussions, in Israelite tradition Balaam has undergone
extensive relocation:
• geographically (from Transjordan [likely Ammon] to Mesopotamia)
• religiously (from regional polytheism to Yahwistic heno/monotheism)
• temporally (from the ninth century to Israel’s deep past)
If ever a Balaam son of Beor existed in history, he probably lived in Transjordan–perhaps
even identified as an “Israelite”(!)–but was certainly not a(n exclusive) Yhwh worshipper.
“Balaam’s blessing” was a highly desirable (written) tradition, which Israelite tradents were able
to utilize by clarifying that Balaam was a spokesman for Yhwh, as evidenced clearly in narrative
material of Numbers 22-24. The narrative implies throughout, and in 22:18 Balaam explicitly
states, that Yhwh–in other words, Israel’s national deity–is his own deity. The Balaam pericope
as a whole promotes the recollection of Balaam as a faithful prophet of Yhwh, suggesting the
legitimacy of Balaam and his religious practice. This presentation corresponds to an ancient
Israelite community’s memory of Balaam as a valued religious specialist.598 The scribe(s) who
edited Balaam’s oracles and/or composed the HB’s main narrative about him promoted a
prophetic ideal with the precedent of a renowned seer’s actions in Israel’s past. However,
Balaam’s foreigner status seems to have been a liability for his continued acceptance as a
legitimate religious specialist.
Balaam and the Deuteronomistic (and Priestly[?]) Ideology
There were a variety of means by which Israelite/Judahite scribes sought to alter the
religious landscape of their homelands. An unambigious, uninspiring, and quite damnatory
approach is reflected in Deuteronomy 18, which condemns as it lists a variety of prohibited
598.Or, in Russell’s words, “the positive portrayal of Balaam in the oracles in Num 22-24 evidently points to period
when Balaam was still revered as a seer who played a positive role in defending Israel against the machinations of
the Moabite king Balak,” Images of Egypt, 95.
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abominable religious practitioners. This approach to religious reformation is explicit and direct,
but it was not the only strategy for religious change. The Balaam pericope, for instance, offers a
subtler and creative approach to the problem of “divination  ” for certain of Israel’s tradents.599 In
its final form, the Balaam pericope presents a story of transformation, of a foreign diviner
converting to a practice more in line with Israel’s prophets (i.e., direct interaction with and
revelation from Yhwh). The tale distances Balaam from the “abominable” practices of the
nations.600 Balaam declares that לארשׂיב םסק־אלו בקעיב שׁחנ־אל ‘there is no augury in Jacob, and no
divination in Israel’ (Num 23:23; both divinatory terms appear in Deut 18) and abandons his
usual recourse to augury (24:1). This so-called “conversion” assures that Balaam’s oracles were
not obtained by prohibited means. Thus, the final form of the Balaam pericope may well reflect
an effort to explain Balaam’s blessing of Israel in light of religious efforts contemporary to those
found in Deuteronomy 18. The writer (or perhaps a later editor) of Numbers 22-24 understood
divination (םסק and שׁחנ) as problematic and so distances Balaam from them. But Balaam’s
accreditation process–his path to becoming a genuine prophet of Yhwh–evidently, never came to
completion.
I. Anti-eulogy in Numbers 31 and Joshua 13 
In addition to and in opposition to the positive portrayal of Balaam in Numbers 22-24, the
HB also preserves texts that contain entirely negative portrayals (Num 31:8, 16; Deut 23:4-5;
Josh 13:22; 24:9-10; Neh 13:2). Together, these texts depict Balaam as a diviner who tried but
failed to curse Israel and then incited apostasy within Israel for which he was executed. Several
599.Ulrike Sals (“The Hybrid Story of Balaam (Numbers 22-24): Theology for the Diaspora in the Torah,” BibInt
16/4 (2008), 331) proposes a relationship between Numbers 22-24 and the developing deutronomistic vision of
Yhwh’s covenant with Israel. In Sals’ view, the Balaam pericope offers an example of appropriate behaviour for the
faithful of Yhwh towards foreign powers; Cooperation with foreign rulers was permitted, but only so far as Yhwh’s
explicit word permits.
600.There are very few references to divination; these appear in P2 and N1, which again supports the theory that P1
and P2 were written along with N1.
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of these texts relate closely to content within Deuteronomy. The discourse on religious specialists
reflected in Deuteronomy 18 seems especially relevant to these depictions of Balaam.
When you come into the land that Yhwh your God is giving you, you must not learn to imitate the
abhorrent practices of those nations. No one shall be found among you who makes a son or daughter
pass through fire, or who practices divination [םימסק םסק], or is a soothsayer [ןנועמ], or an augur
[שׁחנמ], or a sorcerer [ףשׁכמ], or one who casts spells [רבח רבח], or who consults ghosts or spirits [לאשׁ
ינעדיו בוא], or who seeks oracles from the dead [םיתמה־לא שׁרד]. For whoever does these things is
abhorrent to Yhwh; it is because of such abhorrent practices that Yhwh your God is driving them
out before you. You must remain completely loyal to Yhwh your God. Although these nations that
you are about to dispossess do give heed to soothsayers and diviners [םימסקו םיננעמ], as for you,
Yhwh your God does not permit you to do so. (Deut 18:9-14, adapted from the NRSV)
Leading the list of abominable religious practitioners are those who participate in child sacrifice,
a repulsive practice that seems to establish the severity of the other practices and justify the
designation הבעות. In this context, םסוק seems to function, as in Ezekiel 21:26, as a general term
for practitioners of divination, rather than of a specific mantic technique; it introduces and
subsumes the items that follow (the conjunction waw connects each of the items following םסק
םימסק). Again, the only designation offered Balaam in the HB is found in Joshua 13:22. In its
literary context Joshua’s label םסוקה functions as “the definitive marking of the brand in the
process of besmirching Balaam.”601 Joshua 13:22 recalls not Balaam’s blessing, but only his
practice of divination and his execution among Israel’s enemies. It is a reference to exactly the
same scene described in Numbers 31:8, in which Balaam is slain among Midianite warlords for
his alleged involvement in the apostasy at Peor (31:16; cf 25:1-9).602 These texts promote a
specific interpretation of Balaam, and must reflect the desire of a historical community to
remember him primarily in a very negative light.
601.Noort, “Balaam the Villian,” 17. If Layton’s suggested הרותפ ‘diviner’ in Num 22:5 is correct, Josh 13 could be
an linguistic updating, in which case, it is significant that the scribe opted for םסוקה rather than רתופה or איבנה.
Balaam is never explicitly identified as a “prophet” (איבנ) but the description is clear. Was that term censored
censored out of the text?
602.Hackett observes that the Baal-peor incident is recalled elsewhere in the HB, but without reference to Balaam’s
involvment (Deut 4:3-4; Hos 9:10; Josh 22:17-18; and Ps 106:28), “Religious Traditions in Israelite Transjordan,”
126-127.
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The act of commemoration entails the “urgent articulation of the meaning of those
memories,”603 and of course the significance (i.e. meaning) of those memories varies according
to the present realities faced by the commemorators. In the historical context that produced the
text of Deuteronomy 18,604 the memory that Balaam had been slain among the Midianites could
acquire special utility in the service of a Deuteronomistic (Dtr) ideology. Balaam’s death could
teach an instructive lesson. First, a scribe who thought of Balaam as a “foreigner” and who was
influenced by the theology/ideology reflected in Deuteronomy 18, could easily assume Balaam
practiced םסק ‘divination.’605 What better way to pin divination on the nations than to
commemorate the foreigner Balaam as such a practitioner? And, secondly, what better way to
discourage divination among Judaeans than to remind readers and hearers of the text that Balaam
the diviner of old died had among Israel’s enemies. Thus, Joshua 13 incorporates text from
Numbers 31:8 and comments upon the deceased Balaam along lines complementary to a
Deuteronomic religious ideology,606 offering posterity an anti-eulogy, a final word of
condemnation, the word םסוק.
II. Deuteronomy 18
The label םסוק did not always function in ancient Israel as a designation for outlawed
religious specialists. In two passages the םסוק operates with the dignity and respectability of the
איבנ: Micah 3 and Isaiah 3. In Micah 3, םסוקה is simply one of a variety of religious specialists;
he not faulted for his practice per se, but rather because he along with he other prophets (םיאיבנ;
603.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 3.
604.See Brian Schmidt’s rationale, primarily though not exclusively on the basis of lexical and other linguistic
affinities, for reading Deut 18:9-12 as the work of a deuteronomistic tradent, “Canaanite Magic vs. Israelite
Religion: Deuteronomy 18 and the Taxonomy of Taboo,” pages 242-259 in Magic and Ritual in the the Ancient
World (Paul Mirecki and Marvin Meyer, eds.; RGRW 141; Leiden: Brill, 2002), 242-248.
605.Of course, if the scribe read a version of the Balaam pericope that already mentioned םימסק and םישׁחנ, the
designation םסוקה for Balaam would be practically necessary.
606.Josh 13:22 is regarded as a P text, and I do not suggest that it is Dtr but rather that it shares with D(tr) not only a
negative attitude toward Balaam, but also a similar attitude toward religious praxis. I suggest literary influence from
Deut 18.
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v. 5) leads Yhwh’s people astray. Likewise, the Isaianic context condemns םסוקה not for his
practice, but is simply a member of the Jerusalem leadership. In a “social picture of court life and
government circles in the Judah of the 8th century BCE,”607 Isaiah 3 describes ןקזו םסקו איבנו טפושׁ
‘judge and prophet, diviner and elder’ in a chiastic structure that parallels the two religious
specialists that are presented as antithetical to each other in Deuteronomy 18. In sum, in pre-
exilic Israel/Judah divinatory practice(s) associated with the term םסק did not receive
condemnation from scribes who contributed to Israel’s written tradition.608
Because Deuteronomy was written in a language closely related to those of the
“Canaanite” peoples it repudiates, Fredrick Cryer argues that
if the [deuteronomic] fiction had some truth to it, we should expect to find the Israelite-Jewish terms
for magic and divination reflected in the languages of the peoples around Israel from, shall we say,
the close of the second millennium to the first half of the first millennium.
Thus Cryer considers the terminology employed in Deuteronomy’s list and concludes that 
the language which describes these practices is virtually without exception either first derivable
from Hebrew itself or from Mesopotamia; but not, however, from Israel’s “neighbours”. . . . An
almost entirely domestic vocabulary means an almost entirely domestic praxis.609
For example, Cryer argues that the root םסק is well attested in Palmyrene Aramaic, Syriac,
Ethiopic, Mishnaic Hebrew, the Talmud, the Aramaic of the Targums, and Arabic, but is
unattested in Ugaritic, Phoenician-Punic, or Old or Imperial Aramaic. “If the art of divining by
םימסק was truly a phenomenon Israel had learnt from her neighbours,” reasons Cryer, “it is
curious that [Israel’s neighbours] have left no record of it.”610
Moreover, as far as the thesis of characteristic Israelite prophecy versus imported Israelite magic
and divination is concerned, one has only to consider that the root hẓh, “to see”, is richly attested in
Israel's surroundings. Thus, the only conclusion historical linguistics permits is that prophetic
terminology, if not the phenomenon itself, was derived from Israel’s “neighbours”, whereas Israel’s
various forms of magic were in all likelihood domestic.611
607.Noort, “Balaam the Villain,” 18.
608.Cf. Hos 3:4-5, in which הבצמ is presented as an accepted feature of religious practice in Israel, in contrast to
Deut 16:22, which declares Yhwh’s hatred of the use of הבצמ.
609.Cryer, Divination in Ancient Israel, 261.
610.Cryer, Divination, 257.
611.Ibid., 262.
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It is interesting to observe, then, the HB nowhere designates Balaam’s profession with the same
title he receives in the DAPT: hẓh ʾlhn.612 Balaam’s practice, judging by this title, was
characteristic of the peoples adjacent to Israel, and it eventually came to be regarded as Yhwh’s
choice means of revelation. Scott Schmidt takes a like view of the rhetorical play in
Deuteronomy 18:9-12.
[T]he “foreign origins” tradition as a basis for proscription was, in the case of augury [for Schmidt,
םסק], a clear case of rhetorical polemic, for augury is depicted in other biblical traditions [i.e., Micah
3 and Isa 3] as compatible with pre-exilic Yahwistic religion. As we pointed out previously, such
purposeful distortion is characteristic of the dtr ideology. . . . [T]he dtr rhetorical strategy entailed a
secondary alteration of the distant foreign attachments of the practices listed so as to include in
Deut. 18:10b-12a the local, non-Israelite, populations. These peoples, labelled the Canaanites, in
turn came to symbolize pre-exilic antagonisms in the land.613
Certainly the Dtr portrayal of religious specialist in Israel represents a distortion of the actual
socio-religious situation in ancient Israel. However, in light of the foregoing discussion of
memory and scribal revision, of the inevitable mnemonic drift that transpires as tradents update
texts while realigning their perception of the past to their experience present, Schmidt’s
“purposeful distortion [emphasis mine]” might not be warranted. Those promoting the religious
program of Deut 18 evidently could not conceive of their ancestors, as they emigrated from
Egypt, practicing and importing the customs now practiced in their homeland. But these
troubling religious practices had to come from somewhere. Evidently, members of the Dtr
circle(s), found a plausible explanation in the thesis that these contemporary practitioners in
Israel learnt their trade from the non-Israelite residents of the land and neighbours.614 Thus,
within Dtr and related ideologies, rival or otherwise detested religious practitioners could be
612.See 2 Kings 17 for an endorsement of the Hozeh along with the prophet. Why couldn’t Balaam be remembered
as a Hozeh (something probably nearer his actual practise!)?
613.Schmidt, “Canaanite Magic vs. Israelite Religion,” 254, 258.
614.Deut 18 reflects a particular instance of Hendel’s general observation: “[c]ertain biblical authors came to reject
some of the ancient customary features of Israelite religion, labeling them as foreign, and therefore corrupt and
irreligious. Native practice was reinterpreted as a foreign assault on Israel’s cultural boundaries,” Remembering
Abraham, 24.
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dismissed and denounced because of their perceived perpetuation of the ancient abominations of
land of Canaan.
III. Selective Recall in Joshua 24:9-10 and Deuteronomy 23:4-5//Neh 13:1-3
“[T]hrough recitation of its master narrative a group continually reconstitutes itself as a
coherent community, and as it moves forward through its history it aligns its fresh experiences
with this master narrative, as well as vice versa.”615 In her discussion of social memory and the
HB, Newsom writes of the variety of “historical résumés” found in the HB, summary
performances of the community’s master narrative, an account of Israel’s past that explains its
origin and resulting identity. There are many individual (re)tellings of Israel’s foundational story
from Abraham, through Egypt and the exodus, to the possession of the Promised Land.616
Newsom writes,
Although the various résumés differ considerably in scope, in level of detail, in the choice of
beginning and ending points, in ideological stance, and in the way the materials are configured, they
all recognizably tell the same story.617
Such a master narrative, Newsom explains,
does not have the status of a platonic ideal. It is rather a body of tacit knowledge organized by a
basic chronology of key episodes that is shared by a community and that can be activated and
engaged by a particular performance. That is to say, the recitation of a historical résumé does not
serve to communicate information. It is first of all an exercise in shared remembering. This tacit
knowledge allows the audience to recognize and approve (or reject as false) any particular
performance of the master narrative. This tacit knowledge, however, is always more extensive and
more heterogenous than any particular performance. That is to say, more is always known than is
ever told. Many variant narratives can be constructed from the same body of cultural memory.618
Hence, Micah 6:5 barely mentions Balaam and Balak yet still evokes the shared memory of that
episode. The summary of Israel’s journey to the Promised Land in Micah 6 mentions only a few
components of a much larger Balaam-Balak story. Newsom describes the use of “selective
615.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 5.
616.Newsom identifies such résumés in Joshua 24; 1 Samuel 12; Jeremiah 32:16-24; Ezekiel 20; Nehemiah 9;
Psalms 78; 105; 106; 135; 136; in “Selective Recall and Ghost Memories,” 42.
617.Ibid., 42.
618.Ibid., 43.
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recall” in the construction of these historical résumés. The creator of a historical narrative draws
selectively from elements of a master narrative–a shared memory–in order to offer an account of
the past that is relevant to a present situation. These element are configured into a meaningful
story that, while it omits certain known historical events or persons, authentically (re)presents the
past for a new circumstance. Newsom demonstrates the phenomenon of selective recall in
Psalms 105 and 106, which offer “radically different narrations of Israel’s past.”619 Psalm 105,
with its emphasis on the fulfillment of Yhwh’s promise to Abraham, merges “the audience’s time
with the time of the fulfillment of the promise, including the keeping of the laws and
teaching.”620 The psalm implicitly exhorts the audience to partake in the fulfillment of the ancient
promise, residence in the Promised Land, and to “observe his statutes and uphold his
instructions” (Ps 105:45). Thus the psalm invokes the past as “normative prescription.”621 Psalm
106 draws on different elements of the master narrative in order to develop the themes of
rebellion and confession. Newsom observes that the psalm details specific events during the
wilderness experience, but that later events in the master narrative are buried within a few
generalized verses near the end (106:40-46). The memory of the wilderness experience provides
ample precedent for communal repentance as a means of reminding Yhwh of his promises (cf.
106:44-45). For Newsom, social memory refers to the whole corpus of perceptions of the past
that are available for recollection by members of a mnemonic community. Psalms 105 and 106,
as well as other historical résumés in the HB draw selectively from a social memory in their
presentation of the past.
In Joshua 24, the memory of Balaam functions, in conjunction with a range of other past
events, to oblige Israelites to commit themselves to exclusive Yahwism. When Joshua conveys a
619.Newsom, “Selective Recall and Ghost Memories,” 44.
620.Ibid., 45.
621.Ibid., 45.
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historical summary from Yhwh’s perspective, he includes the Balaam incident and implies that
Balaam had intended to curse Israel at Balak’s request (Josh 24:9-10). This presentation of
Balaam hardly accords with Balaam’s portrayal in Numbers 22-24, which insists on Balaam’s
commitment to declare only Yhwh’s word, from his first encounters with Balak’s messengers
(Num 22:8, 13, and especially 18) to his final confrontation with Balak (Num 24:10-14).622
Joshua/Yhwh’s historical summary emphasizes the singular theme of Yhwh’s faithfulness to the
people Israel, especially in the face of opposition from foreigners. To start, Yhwh initiated
Israel’s very existence by taking Abraham “from beyond the [Euphrates] River” (24:3), where
his/their ancestors “served other gods” (24:2). Yhwh then multiplied Abraham’s descendent
(24:3) and, after the Egyptian sojourn, brought Jacob’s descendants up from Egypt, performing
wonders along the way (24:5-7). Yhwh brought Israel though foreign lands (24:8, 11), fought
their battles with Canaanite peoples (24:8, 11, 12), and gave to Israel the fruit of others’ labour
(24:13). When the Moabite king employed Balaam to curse Israel, Yhwh explains, “But I was
not willing to listen to Balaam, so instead he blessed you! And I delivered you from his hand”
(24:10). Yhwh’s refusal to heed Balak/Balaam’s curse runs apace with his other acts of
protection and faithfulness to Israel recounted in Joshua 24:2-13. The writer of this historical
résumé employs the memory of Balaam–as one whose plans to harm Israel Yhwh thwarted–as a
means of securing exclusive allegiance to Yhwh. 
Within the literary world of Joshua 24 itself, we see Yhwh/Joshua presenting a version of
the past that serves a present need to secure allegiance from the tribes of Israel. Israel’s master
narrative finds condensed expression in these few verses. In its narrative context, this highly
selective retelling demonstrates above all else the idiocy of turning to any deity other than the
622.Hackett, discussing Deut 23:4-5 along with Josh 24:9-10 and Nehemiah 13:2 writes that “we have a remnant of
a tradition where Balaam actively tried to curse Israel but was thwarted by Yahweh, something slightly, but perhaps
significantly, different from Numbers 22-24,” “Religious Traditions in Israelite Transjordan,” 127,.
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one who so dramatically and consistently worked for the good of Israel’s previous generations.
The tribes at Shechem display the appropriately persistent response to such a historical account:
“Yhwh is our god! . . . we will serve him, for he is our god . . . we will serve Yhwh!” (24:16, 18,
21). The readers/hearers of the text, like the imagined audience of Joshua, are rhetorically
cornered: how could anyone serve the other gods whom Yhwh has clearly bettered? For the
writer of this passage, the memory of Balaam apparently was sufficiently malleable that it could
be fit into his ideological/theological agenda. Just as a social memory of the exodus-conquest
existed which could be employed to serve that agenda, so also, it would seem, the writer drew
from a “master Balaam narrative”–of which Numbers 22-24 is the primary literary deposit, but
which finds diverse written expression in different biblical texts.
The writer of Deuteronomy 23:3-6 evidently remembered Balaam in a manner similar to
the writer of Joshua 24:9-10. In Deuteronomy 23, Balaam seeks to curse Israel (unlike in Num
22-24) and his relevance again serves a polemical agenda. But whereas the Balaam of Joshua 24
helps to convince of Yhwh’s superiority over other deities, the Balaam of Deuteronomy 23
reminds of the unworthiness of Ammonites and Moabites to enjoy participation in the cult of
Yhwh, ever. Deuteronomy 23:4-5 employs the Balaam-Balak story in order to justify exclusion
of foreigners from the assembly of Yhwh.623 Deuteronomy and Joshua present basically the same
version of the story, though slightly adapted to their particular literary and religious contexts. In
Deuteronomy, the emphasis lies on Balaam’s collusion with Moabites, which the writer of
Nehemiah 13 follows.
IV. The Other and Nehemiah 13
On his arrival at Jerusalem, Nehemiah commenced with the rebuilding of the city’s walls.
According to Nehemiah 4-6, however, he faced opposition from leaders of neighbouring regions,
623.Note, however, that even though the Edomites suffer the same fate as Moab in P4 (Num 24:17-18), they receive
fair treatment in Deut 23:7-8.
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in particular, Sanballat the governor of Samaria and Tobiah an Ammonite official (3:19), who
mocks the Jews’ building efforts (3:25 [Eng 4:3]). Among other tactics aimed at disturbing
Yehudian national zeal, Tobiah and Sanballat hire a certain Shemaiah and other prophets (םיאיבנ)
to manipulate and intimidate Nehemiah with phony prophecies, though the protagonist sees
through the sham (6:10-14; cf. Ezra 4:4-5).624 Nehemiah’s project succeeds in spite of these
antagonisims, and the final chapter of Nehemiah relays the final expurgation of foreign
interference in the restoration of Israel’s relationship with Yhwh.
One reason for Tobiah’s influence in the affairs of Jerusalem was his marital ties to the
priestly family. According to Nehemiah 13:4-9, the high priest Eliashib, who was responsible for
the Temple complex, and had allowed Tobiah to have personal chamber in the Temple (v. 4).
When Nehemiah learned of this, he countered Tobiah’s resistance to the building project by
evicting Tobiah.625 The justification for this eviction of an Ammonite representative, of course,
came directly from a straightforward reading of the text of Deuteronomy 23. Chapter 13 begins
with a paraphrase of Deuteronomy 23, a reading of the “Book of Moses” that clearly excludes
foreigners, explicitly Moabites and Ammonites, from the community of Yhwh. That text did not
need to be altered (as previous scribes had done to their received texts about Balaam), but only
interpreted along natural lines–natural for the text and for the current socio-political
circumstance. The sacred text does not simply present a commandment; it invokes the past in
order to provide a rationale for and to secure adherence to its command. Nehemiah gives Balaam
minimal attention and relies entirely on the text of Deuteronomy (as opposed to, e.g., the text of
Num 22-24).
Nehemiah 13 invokes the Balaam-Balak narrative as it appears in Deuteronomy 23 as
justification for the exclusion of Tobiah, initially (13:4-9), but also for antagonism against
624.Neh 6:12: ורכשׂ טלבנסו היבוטו ילע רבד האובנה יכ וחלשׁ םיהלא־אל.
625.Cf. Smith, Memoirs of God, 71.
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foreigners and “intermarriage” generally (13:23-31).626 Speaking of the political potential of the
past, Kirk writes, “[t]he past is appropriated to legitimize particular sociopolitical goals and
ideologies and to mobilize action in accord with these goals.”627 In memory construction,
components of the past may be utilized variously in efforts to establish moral or political
authority. Nehemiah 13 provides a clear case in which the past is employed for socio-political
ends. The Moabites’ attempt to curse Israel in Israel’s early period corroborates Nehemiah’s
claim that foreigners are not to be trusted. “It is by virtue of its normativity that the past makes
programmatic, urgent moral claims upon a community.”628 The past serves a pedagogical
function. In Nehemiah 13, the brief recitation of the Balaam-Balak narrative (“re”-)establishes a
precedent for relating to foreigners in the early Second Temple period.629
V. A Mouthpiece of Yhwh
The question arises, how could the scribes who wrote so negatively about Balaam do so
in light of the glowing review Balaam receives in Numbers 22-24? It is possible that they did not
know of the “Balaam pericope” in its final form, but instead had read or heard alternate versions
of the Balaam-Balak narrative. This would not be necessary, however, since there is a line of
interpretation of the Numbers version that could permit the criticisms of Balaam found in these
other texts.
The writer of the Balaam narrative has taken great care to ensure the understanding that
Balaam spoke only as Yhwh instructed. Balaam’s oracles were Yhwh’s revelation. Thus,
Balaam could be interpreted simply as Yhwh’s mouthpiece, an instrument only.630 N2 (the “Tale
626.In 13:23, the intermarriage with women from Ashdod, Ammon, and Moab is mentioned. Also, just as Nehemiah
throws out Tobiah in vs. 8-9, so he drives out the son-in-law of Sanballat in v. 28; thus, the two neighbouring
enemies are recalled at the close of the composition, as foreigners excluded from the community of Yhwh.
627.Kirk, “Social and Cultural Memory,” 12.
628.Ibid., 18.
629.In this case, the Moab conflict attaches to Ammonites, whereas Numbers 31 attaches the conflict to Midianites.
In both cases the Balaam-Balak narrative is employed in polemic against foreign nations other than Moab!
630.Though it is odd that the formulae are retained (i.e., םעלב םאנ. . .).
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of the Jenny”) was added to the Balaam-Balak narrative apparently to support this line of
interpretation;631 as Hackett notes, “the story of Balaam’s ass makes relentless fun of this
supposed seer.”632 Moore outline three ways the narrative degrades Balaam’s repute as a religious
specialist: (1) Three times, the one famous for his vision of divine realities cannot see the
messenger of Yhwh, but his beast of burden can; the donkey sees the divine when the diviner
cannot. (2) Balaam has been summoned to pronounce oracles, but here it is the donkey whose
mouth Yhwh opens to speak. (3) Balaam beats his donkey like a fool with his לֵקַּמ, the kind of
staff utilized in the magic arts (cf. Gen 30:37; Hos 4:12).633 Balaam comes out a blind,
speechless, and impotent conjurer.634 As a commemorative text, Numbers 22:21-35 offers
posterity an image of Balaam, in Hendel’s words, “in the common stereotype of the dangerous
and/or stupid foreign Other.”635 With this late addition to the Balaam pericope, a scribe assured
his mnemonic community of the incompetence and unreliability of foreigners when it comes
matters of religion: if Yhwh could speak through a donkey, we should not be surprised to see that
Yhwh spoke through Balaam. There was nothing about Balaam personally or professionally that
made Yhwh choose to speak through him. In fact, Balaam may be read as a dispensable feature
of Yhwh’s revelation at Peor;636 he may be discarded. For readers squeamish about the prospect
of Yhwh having a unique relationship with a foreigner (with a reputation for divining!), the
oracles could be retained, but, Balaam could not be allowed to stand in any way as a example of
631.Cf. Levine, Numbers, 2:154.
632.Hackett, “Religious Traditions in Transjordan Israel,” 127.
633.Moore, The Balaam Traditions, 102-103.
634. Cf. David Marcus, who describes the donkey episode as a satire used to “belittle Balaam and expose him to
ridicule,” in From Balaam to Jonah: Anti-prophetic Satire in the Hebrew Bible (BJS 301; Atlanta: Scholars Press:
1995), 41.
635.Hendel, Remembering Abraham, 5.
636.Reinhard Achenbach, “In 1 Kgs 22:23 yet another facet of this theory is revealed: it discloses the possibility that
YHWH punished his people by putting a lying spirit in the mouths of the prophets (ךיאיבנ־לכ יפב רקשׁ חור הוהי ןתנ הנה),
as he had been able to put his words into the mouth of a heathen seer, Balaam (cf. Num 22:38, םיהלא םישׂי רשׁא רבדה
רבדא ותא יפב),” “A Prophet like Moses” (Deuteronomy 18:15) – “No Prophet like Moses” (Deuteronomy 34:10):
Some Observations on the Relation between the Pentateuch and the Latter Prophets” pages 434-458 in The
Pentateuch: International Perspectives on Current Research (Thomas B. Dozeman, Konrad Schmid and Baruch J.
Schwartz, eds; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2011), 446.
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a respectable religious specialist. It seem the case, that an interpretive ambiguity had been
seized–or rather created–that allowed for Balaam’s defamation in the service of the religious
ideology found also in Deuteronomy 18.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the Hebrew Bible preserves three general phases in the memory of Balaam
in ancient Israel:
1. a renowned Transjordanian seer whose reputation was valued
2. a foreign prophet of Yhwh
3. a non-Israelite mouthpiece used by Yhwh
These memories may now be related to the question of religious translatability in ancient Israel.
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CONCLUSION
A single question began this study: What might the biblical Balaam traditions indicate
about the “translatability” of religious specialists in ancient Israel? In order to address this
question, I have undertaken the following: (1) a overview of the Balaam material and how it has
been understood in critical scholarship; (2) a discussion of religious specialists in social-
scientific perspective and how Balaam has been analyzed as one; (3) an explication of the
mnemonic drift that occurred when ancient scribes revised received texts about their past in order
to understand the past in light of present experience; and (4) a proposal of the various ways in
which depictions of Balaam, as a religious specialist, in the HB reflect changing Israelite/
Judahite perceptions of him and his role in Israel’s past. To summarize in more detail:
The first chapter surveyed the Balaam traditions of ancient Israel (i.e., those in the HB) as
well as the Balaam inscription discovered at Tell Deir ʿAlla (DAPT). I took the position that the
earliest of these traditions was probably some form of the Balaam poetry (of P3 and P4 in
particular) in Numbers 23-24. These oracles–plausibly dated to the mid-9th century BCE–can be
read as polytheistic material in which Yhwh and El are distinct deities. This does not preclude an
“Israelite” provenance for this material, since Israel was not yet monotheistic, nor even
exclusively Yahwistic. The DAPT can been dated with a fair degree of confidence to the end of
the 9th century or earlier; this text (i.e., combination I) relays a brief narrative about and an
oracle from Balaam son of Beor, a seer of the divine. The DAPT excludes Yhwh, but, while its
Israelite authorship can be neither confirmed nor absolutely ruled out, its affinities to Numbers
22-24 and other texts of the HB necessitate some connection between the scribe(s) of Deir ʿAlla
and Israelite scribal circles. The Balaam pericope (Numbers 22-24) is the longest ancient text
concerning Balaam, and its literary history continues to divide critical scholars. It does not seem
to fit well into the classic Documentary Hypothesis; at least, scholarly opinion seems to have
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shifted to the view that this passage resulted from a series of redactions and literary
supplementations, rather than the combination of the disparate classic sources. At any rate, the
poetry is almost universally regarded as being older than the narrative material, though some of
the poetry (especially P1 and P2) exhibit strong connections to the surrounding prose. The rest of
the HB’s references of Balaam derive from a period later that the poetry and main narrative of
Numbers 22-24. These later texts (including N2, Num 22:21-35, with the possible exception of
Micah 6:5) disparage Balaam as a villain–typically as a foreigner conspiring against Israel. The
varying portrayals of Balaam have been understood a distinct “traditions” that developed
independently of each other before their textualization, though they may be understood rather as
interpretations of Balaam that developed as later scribes pondered and sometimes altered
previous written traditions about this religious specialist.
The second chapter considered Balaam as a “religious specialist,” a term developed
within the social-sciences and referring to a figure within a society who exercises ritual and
religious authority. The importance of such figures within any society demands careful attention
to the scribal portrayals of religious specialists preserved within the HB. Numerous studies have
explored the various social roles of religious specialists in ancient Israel, but few have
adequately addressed the question of Balaam’s religious specialization, especially in light of his
status as a foreigner. Various scholarly attempts to identify Balaam’s profession with that of a
single, specific ancient Near Eastern religious practitioner have typically neglected aspect(s) of
the HB’s presentation. That Balaam is depicted as both a diviner and a prophet, a curse-
practitioner and a divine seer is not necessarily problematic from a social-scientific perspective,
since the roles of religious specialists in any society tend to be fluid and adaptable. However, the
antithetical and mutually exclusive categories of “diviner” and “prophet,” developed within
Israel’s written tradition itself, are both applied to Balaam, and this contradiction requires
explanation.
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The third chapter developed an understanding of ancient scribal processes that can
account for the development of such contradictory (and historically inaccurate) accounts as we
find in the HB’s Balaam traditions. In particular, an understanding of social memory theory in
combination with the empirical evidence for literary revision (e.g., “rewritten scripture”), as an
important aspect of the composition of ancient texts, demonstrates a means by which written
tradition (such as the compositions included in the HB) grew. Social memory theory concerns the
relationship between communal perceptions of the past and present social circumstances. While
shared perceptions of the past influence the way a community interprets and navigates ongoing
social, religious, political, etc concerns, it is also true that such present concerns impact the ways
in which a community conceives of its past. With the passing of generations, a society’s
perceptions of its past change. The commemorative medium of writing does not prevent this
social memory dynamic; in the ancient world, scribal compositions were often subjected to
textual emendation and/or significant literary revision. In the process of rewriting accounts of the
past, the workings of social memory ensured that the concerns of the present affected the manner
in which the scribe(s) recast that past. Therefore, a community’s perception of past events and
figures changed as successive generations interpreted the past in light of their present, and as
new interpretations replaced old ones by means of literary intervention.
This process evidently obtained in the case of Israelite perceptions of Balaam and his role
as a foreign religious specialist in the nation’s past. The fourth chapter, therefore, explored two
mnemonic shifts that occurred in ancient Israel as evidenced by the HB’s Balaam traditions and
the DAPT. Thus, we infer three distinct phases of Israel’s collective memory of Balaam. (1) In
the earliest phase of memory, discernible especially from the Balaam poetry and the DAPT, he is
a seer of the divine, an esteemed oracle through whom the gods (plural) of Transjordan (Israel?)
communicated long ago. Numbers 22-24, preserves an elaborate story of Balaam’s involvement
in Balak’s attempt to have Israel cursed, which might have grounds in historical reality but has
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been preserved in a form that commemorates Balaam as a distinctly Yahwistic figure. This
narrative suggests the first observable mnemonic shift, therefore, in Israel’s recollection of
Balaam, since it imagines him in the exclusive service of Israel’s national deity. This perception
differs starkly from earlier recollections of Balaam as a seer of the regional pantheon. Thus while
the first memory of Balaam assumes his interaction with a host of deities, (2) the second memory
positions Balaam among the henotheistic Yhwh devotees of Israel. The main narrative of
Numbers 22-24 reflects a mnemonic community for whom Balaam’s foreignness could not
justify his reliance on divine informants other than Yhwh. While in this memory Balaam
maintained theological solidarity with an important trend in Israelite religion–exclusive Yhwh
worship–he remained an ethnic foreigner. His foreignness lead, in turn, to a second mnemonic
shift; as a foreign religious practitioner, Balaam fell into disrepute. (3) The later texts–associated
with Dtr and “priestly” ideology (Num 31:8, 16; Josh 13:22; 24:9-10; Deut 23:4-5; Neh 13:1-3)–
indicate the recollection of Balaam as a villain, actually intending to harm Yhwh’s people. In the
third and final memory of Balaam, therefore, Balaam functions iconically as a model foreigner–
not to be praised, not to be trusted. Thus in Israel’s collective memory over the span of several
centuries, Balaam went from a respectable seer of the Transjordanian pantheon, to a functional
prophet of Israel’s deity Yhwh, to a frustrated diviner opposing Israel’s prosperity.
It is time now to return to the original question: What can be learnt about “translatability”
of religious specialists in ancient Israel from the Balaam traditions? To review, the notion of
“translatability” as it pertains to Israelite religion was first articulated by Assmann in his 1997
work Moses the Egyptian. In that context, translatability referred to cross-cultural identification
of deities, when a deity in one culture is recognized to be identical with a deity of another, in
spite of their different, culture-specific theonyms. Assmann’s term “(non-)translatability” has in
important ways contributed to the ongoing scholarly discourse regarding the relationship of
Israelite religion to the religious traditions of other ancient Near Eastern peoples, but his
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assertion that ancient Israel rejected such translatability, because of its strict monotheism,637 has
received significant criticism (see my introduction), and Assmann himself does “not hold it any
longer.”638 Smith contends that non-translatability in ancient Israel–supposed to be a corollary of
the “Mosaic distinction”–“is at best an outcome of Israel’s religious struggles and political
conditions.”639
The biblical Balaam traditions fit well into Smith’s proposal for the development of
(non-)translatability in ancient Israel. In short, the earliest of the Balaam traditions indicate the
acceptance of Balaam and his oracles in spite of his outsider status. Peoples of 9th and 8th
century Transjordan held in common a memory of Balaam as a valued religious specialist. In
Smith’s words, “Balaam himself was recognizaed [sic] cross-culturally by Israel [Num 22-24] . .
. and by non-Israelites [DAPT].”640 Thus a kind of translatability allowed early Israelites to
affirm the legitimacy of at least one foreign religious practitioner.
In his analysis of religious translatability in ancient Israel, Smith distinguishes between
two kinds of translatability: “horizontal,” or geographic, translatability in which deities are
translated across cultures and locales; and “vertical,” or temporal, translatability in which deities
are translated through time within the same culture.641 Perhaps the most striking instance of
vertical translatability in Israel appears in Exodus 6:2-3 (discussed earlier), in which the writer
explicitly identifies ידש לא, the god of the patriarchs, with the newly revealed name Yhwh. This
“translation” occurs not just between two cultures, but from an earlier period to a later period of
637.Monotheism per se does not militate against translatability; for example, many Christian missionaries have 
adopted for the Christian God the name of native communities’ high god, in their efforts to facilitate conversion. 
Such instances of translatability operate for the promotion of–and indeed, are inspired by–monotheism.
638.Jan Assmann, “Exodus and Memory,” pages 3-15 in Israel’s Exodus in Transdisciplinary Perspective: Text, 
Archaeology, Culture, and Geoscience (QMHSS; Thomas E. Levy, Thomas Schneider, and William H.C. Propp, 
eds.; New York: Springer, 2015), 4.
639.Smith, God in Translation, 324.
640.Ibid., 129. Cf. Grabbe’s statement, “[p]lainly, the Balaam story in the Pentateuch owes its origins to an earlier 
legend, related to the Deir ‘Alla version, which was probably borrowed from outside Israel. This is hardly surprising
since Israel did a good deal of borrowing,” in Priests, Prophets, Diviners, Sages, 129-130.
641.Smith, God in Translation, 19, see also his 3d and 4th chapters.
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one society. For the writer to Exodus 6:2-3, the designation differs, but the deity is regarded as
one and the same. This text demonstrates the very kind of translatability Assmann discusses,
albeit “vertically” (i.e., temporally). However, this kind of vertical translation actually functioned
to preclude the necessity of horizontal translation. Smith explains:
[d]uring the period of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah, translatability was operative as a matter of
horizontal translatability (expressions across geography). At the same time, Israel was transmitting,
interpreting and thus translating its traditions about its divinity through time (vertical
translatability). However, toward the end of the Judean monarchy in many quarters horizontal
translatability receded. In the wake of this development, vertical translatability came dramatically to
the fore.642
Balaam’s oracles, in their final form and especially immediate literary context (Num 22-24),
identify El and Yhwh as one and the same deity and thus reflect the kind of translatability
precluded by Assmann’s “Mosaic distiction.” However, the synthesis of El with Yhwh reflected
by the redaction that integrated earlier Balaam poetry with the Balaam-Balak narrative of
Numbers 22-24 represents an act of vertical translatability in the service of horizontal non-
translatability. In other words, the foreign seer’s acceptance into Israel’s tradition was qualified:
even though Balaam was foreign, his deity and praxis were not. Thus, this second phase of
Balaam recollection no longer exhibits the kind of translatability characteristic of the earlier
period of Israelite religion. If Balaam ever was a “quintessential figure of translatability,”643 he
did not remain so.
Israel’s third recollection of Balaam forgets his positive contribution in Israel’s past. In
this mnemonic phase, Balaam functioned as a model of the foreign religious practitioner whose
craft was to be rejected and reputation defamed. In short, this memory of Balaam could be
invoked as a proof text for the justification of religious nontranslatability. Hendel sees the
slander of Balaam as analogous to Hosea’s rant against the shrines at Gilgal and Bethel in the
Northern Kingdom in the eighth century BCE (Hos 4:13-15). Although traditions of Israel’s early
642.Smith, God in Translation, 147.
643.Smith, God in Translation, 129.
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period permit worship at such sites (e.g., Abraham builds an altar at Shechem in Gen 12:6-7, and
Jacob sets up a shrine at Bethel in Gen 28:21), Hosea denounces these shrines as illegitimate.
Hendel supposes that of the possible reasons for “the prophet’s rejection of the legitimacy of the
local shrines, one was likely the fact that these were cultic features shared with Israel’s
neighbors.”644 That is to say, the rejection of certain religious practices was a matter of cultural
identity formation, or self-definition over against neighbouring people. Hendel continues, “[t]he
elision of the local shrines with “the Baals” seems [Hos 2:13, 17; 11:2], at least in part, to follow
the same logic of nontranslatability that we saw in the castigation of the seer Balaam. A trait [i.e.,
numerous local shrines or Balaam] that is shared with non-Israelites is damned as foreign and
illicit and is redescribed as conducing to illicit sex.”645 In other words, the “castigation of
Balaam” does not proceed on the basis of the foreignness of Balaam’s practices or actions, but
rather on the basis of his foreign identity. Admittedly, Balaam seems to have fallen into disrepute
at least decades later than Hosea’s ministry. But the Dtr and priestly writers evidently continued–
indeed, intensified–the process of religious/cultural redefinition evidenced already in Hosea.
The varying depictions of Balaam in the HB reflect the efforts of ancient scribal
communities to configure their remembrance of a foreign religious specialist to their culturally
shaped perceptions of reality. The established Near Eastern scribal custom of interpretative
revision of received (written) traditions served as a practical mechanism by which mnemonic
reconfigurations of Balaam–which occurred at the (no longer unobservable) social level–found
immediate justification. The Balaam traditions of the HB and DAPT represent both an early
translatability and a later non-translatability.646 Thus, the foreign religious specialist Balaam
joined the people of ancient Israel on a religious journey spanning from the Iron Age to the
644.Hendel, Remembering Abraham, 25.
645.Ibid., 25-26.
646.Cf. ibid., 4-6.
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Persian period and came to reflect various stages of Israel’s developing conceptions of the
legitimacy of foreign religious expression.
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